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EDITORIAL

We are really proud and exuberant to acclaim that we are ready with all new hopes and hues to bring out the latest issue of Prasadi Academy souvenir i.e. Prasadi Souvenir 2076, which is going to unfold the unraveled world of the most unforgettable and precious moments of the students. Thanks to the tenacious exertions of the students and the faculties for bringing out this souvenir into its final form. It has shielded lots of topics extending from messages from the upright dignitaries of our nation, from chief, interview of celebrity, snaps, artistic articles, poems, retentions and familiarities.

In this connection, it is to be viewed as a launch pad for the students’ creative urges to blossom naturally. This souvenir is indeed a pious attempt to make our budding talents give shape to their creativity and learn the art of being aware because success depends upon our power to perceive, the power to observe and the power to explore. We are sure that the positive attitude, hard work, sustained efforts and innovative ideas exhibited by our students will surely stir the mind of the readers and take them to the surreal world of unalloyed joy and pleasure. We have put in relentless efforts to bring excellence to this treasure trove. Portraying the moments of their two academic sessions in Prasadi, in nostalgic tone, is a beauty of this book. It would not be otherwise if we say Publication of the souvenir has been unalienable part of Prasadians. Helen Keller rightly says that the world is moved along not only by the mighty shoves of its heroes, but also by the aggregate of the tiny pushes of each honest worker.

Thanks are due to our seniors for maintaining of the magazine’s publication over the past 20 years. This herculean task of publishing magazine would not have been possible without the sincere support of the students and concerned personalities who have toiled to keep the academic faculties. This souvenir wouldn’t have been possible without support and encouragement of our respected Chief Sir. Once again, thanks to all of the helping hands for their every support in the final preparation of this souvenir.
I am pleased to know about the publication of 21st edition of ‘Prasadi Souvenir 2076’. Education is the foundation for development. There is a link between education and progress. I am happy to learn that Prasadi Academy has been providing quality education and contributing to academic progress in the country since its establishment in 2055 BS. At a time when the country is moving ahead with the national resolve of ‘Prosperous Nepal, Happy Nepali’, such education can provide a lot in the realization of it. We can make it possible working together.

I believe that the Academy will always gain trust of general public through its quality education and the activities it has been carrying out aiming at fulfilling social responsibility. I wish every success of the Academy to grow further and contribute remarkably to the development of society in the days to come. I encourage Prasadi Academy to keep on holding and materializing its main slogan ‘Care is Culture’, and producing capable citizens who can flow into the main stream of the workforce to lead Nepal towards prosperity.

Congratulations to the entire team of Prasadi Academy.

31 December, 2019

K.P. Sharma Oli
I am pleased to know that Prasadi Academy Secondary School, Lalitpur is going to publish a Prasadi Souvenir 2076 on the occasion of its 21st anniversary entailing students' academic and creative writings. I think, it is a wonderful souvenir that allows students to unfold their deepest emotions, feelings, and dreams.

I am mindful of the significance of education that provides inner light to human beings and helps them to explore their full of potentials and illustrate the way to utilize the gained knowledge, skills, and attitudes throughout the life. Life without education is like that of a flower without a scent. While there has been great investment in education by government and private sectors, the focus is often on the result only. It is hugely important that education is inclusive; celebrating the rich diversity in culture, language, religion, and ethnicity which Nepal is home to. Not only access, but also participation and learning must be equitable and inclusive.

Knowledge becomes impaired if there is no moral behavior and so I am really glad to know that at Prasadi Academy, there is a culture of respecting the moral and ethical values of individual, cultural, and natural phenomenon. I also agree the Education without moral values cannot drive society in the right direction and this should be the concern of all schools run, whether they are private or public schools.

I am confident that the Souvenir, will incorporate thoughtful, analytical, and creative articles from students. I extend my cordial greeting to the Prasadi family and wish the publication much success.

I wish you all the best.

Thank You

Hon, Girirajmani Pokharel
Minister
Ministry of Education, Science and Technology

Date: 31 December, 2019
It is with a sense of delight that I convey this message of best wishes on behalf of NEB that I am very happy and feel privileged to know that Prasadi Academy Secondary School, Lalitpur is putting out its souvenir, which is full of countenance prepared by its students and the dedicated team.

With gratitude, a heartfelt thanks to the Academy for the completion of its 21 years’ excellence of service with high commitment to provide academic excellence to meet the pace of quality education. I believe that, this spirit of the academy certainly would contribute a lot in the educational field of Nepal.

Lastly, I am delighted to express my words of wishes on your institution progress and prosperity. I believe that, Students’ innovative and their brief introduction in the book would be yet another breakthrough for the institutions overall development.

I look forward your every success.

Thank you.

(Prof. Dr. Chandra Mani Paudel)
Chairperson

Prof. Chandra Mani Paudel, PhD.
Chairman
National Examinations Board, Nepal
PRASADI: A WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE

I still remember the first day; the day when it all started; Shravan 2nd 2074. I had always wished to study in Prasadi since Grade 8. I didn’t try in any other high school but joined Prasadi straight away. It is a great place for those who actually want to study but not for those who consider high school to be a place just for fun and entertainment. Prasadi is the place where you can meet your inner “You”; where you can discover your own capabilities and where you can fight with your own self. It is the place that teaches you the meaning of a single minute. How just one minute late to college can make you stand for a whole period or how that extra one minute turns out to be a boon for you during exams. At first I was a little uncomfortable with those rules and regulations but as I went into the depth I found them entertaining. I experienced true wilderness being limited only to those rules and regulations. What I adore the most about Prasadi is its teaching environment. Those experienced and well qualified teachers made the school much easier. SH sir and SSA Ma’am will always remain in my favourite teacher’s list. The thing that fascinates me about Prasadi is how it enhances one’s personality and learning ability. I will never forget those tough competitions for maintaining rank top 3 or for receiving “Student of the Month”. My two years in Prasadi passed like a blink but left lots of memories behind. It’s the time to bid goodbye for those wonderful journeys. This wonderful experience in Prasadi will be cherished forever.

Riya Jaiswal
V5
At this point of time, we all are young. We are going to make a lot of dumb decisions but we learn from our mistakes. But as you mature up, your decisions slowly start getting better. To be completely honest, this is the time when we actually start getting our things together. However, I always had to learn things the hard way. Assuming you are smarter than me, let me tell you about some things you should stop doing so that you won't have to learn things the same way.

The first and the foremost thing that you should stop doing is using your age as an excuse. Believe it or not, everyone has done it in some or other point when the feeling of 'unachievable' has stricken. When you use age as an excuse, when you can't achieve or accomplish, you have already taken a step back from the way. But now, you are a grown-up fellow and this is the right time, to start moving forwards.

Moving towards the second thing; stop blaming your parents for everything. It's not your parents' fault that you are an angry person. It might be one of the reasons but the thing is you have 100% control on how you handle your life, situations and people. You are capable to make right decisions on your own. Your parents have nothing to do with someone pissing you off or messing you up. You are the only one who is responsible for it. There is a famous phrase “Deal with it!” Most parents try to do their best for children and even if the children screw up, the parents always help and support them. If you feel your parents have done anything wrong, just forgive them because they just care so that you won't screw up. So, stop blaming them.

You should also stop eating junk food. As you grow up, your body metabolism is not going to support you. The better you have your eating habits, the better it is going to support you in a long term. Eat well and you'll be good. Moving on towards fourth thing, stop abusing things. You need each and every bit of where you are and want people to help you and be with you when you need them. But after a certain period of time, you start to abuse them, treat them poorly like they have never done any good to you or treat them like what they did was nothing worth. Same thing goes with each and everything you use in our life.

Fifth thing, and this might be one of the most important thing, that is, stop wasting money. Stop using those bills to buy sneakers, accessories and things you want by confusing them as the things you need. You should start saving and prioritize on using things which you have to their fullest. Don't be afraid to change or modify the look of your belongings. Find out where you can use them and believe me; you will definitely be saving a lot.

The next thing you should probably stop right now is being a douche bag. Stop being lazy and stop procrastinating. Clean your room, your bed, your place. You might not be aware how you work, do things depend upon the environment where you stay. Keep
yourself and your surrounding clean. You'll definitely feel fresh and motivated.
So you have reached here and this is definitely going to be one of the most important parts, stop hanging out with losers. There are people that are going to prevent you from moving forward in life. If you want to be successful, then this is the time when you want to stop being engaged with toxic people. They might have been cool or your 'dude'. Look for people who are motivated, who are going places where you want to go or already have been there. Start interacting and engaging with people that are older than you. You’ve got to learn to communicate. So stop that.
The second last thing you should stop doing is talking like a kid. Stop acting like a kid, stop cursing. You must learn to use your languages, learn to face things right way. You have to stop taking childish decisions because eventually, You won’t be going too far with it. It will eventually end up in a state where you will be confused why you even decided to take and be enclosed to it. Start moving more and moving on.
The last thing which you should stop doing is to stop thinking that you are inferior to others. You are beautiful, You are strong . You are capable. Everyone is capable of doing things in their own way. It’s just that some people accomplish faster and some people accomplish late. The truth is you are not a robot.
You are not a terminal which follows and does the exact thing you are commanded to do. You are precious. Stop taking anything personal from someone you are not personal with. Free your mind. Let good things inherit and motivate you. Nothing is worthy without struggle. If you want to accomplish something, be engaged with it. Don’t let “others” demolish you. You can do it. Trust me, you can!

Bigya Bajracharya
V11

XII
Science
V7
A STRANGER

Tell me your name, Oh! Stranger
Don’t run away with a smile.
Don’t keep me in daze with your charm
At least give me some of your time.
This dark heart has lived in shadows
Alone and insane I’ve been.
Lit up my heart with your light
Bright enough till I’m sane.
Your little might be a spark
To the one with no bound of shame.
That little spark is bright enough
To create a fire in my name.

Yubraj Khadka
V10
PRASADI HELPS STUDENTS IN EXPANDING WHAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF……..

Sharing my personal journey this two years, Prasadi has guided me a lot to improve myself personally. I still remember the day when I passed the SEE exam. I had number of options for +2, but I tried hard to join Prasadi because I was well known about the reputation and environment of Prasadi. I feel so proud and glad that I made the right choice because Prasadi is the place where it helps students in expanding what they are capable of.
The incentives that Prasadi provides are the source of motivation for all the students. It encourages students to perform better. Students work hard so that they can get more incentives. I have seen my friends studying late nights for the achievement. Prasadi is one of the best schools of the country. What is the inner desire of the students? The hidden talents are shown here. Prasadi doesn’t force you to read and work hard but the environment of Prasadi itself encourages students to read hard. It expands the talent and skills of students. Everyone has capability to overcome others by hard work. Prasadi provides the environment where hard work meets talent. It encourages students to do it more. The systematic rules and regulations are the base of Prasadi. I enjoyed being a Prasadian. I have improved myself a lot. Sharing my thankfulness to Prasadi for encouraging me to work hard and improving my way of studying which will help in my future days. I am able to expand my way of writing, expressing views, proper punctuality etc.
Now, I can see the real me. Things that were hidden inside have come out. For this I would like to thank Prasadi.

Anup Maharjan
T5
THIS IS IT

It’s funny, isn’t it? The years go by, but our memories stay strong. High school is a unique experience for everyone. No one has the same stories, events and triumphs of another. There are however, common but meaningful moments of joy and laughter that we can all relate to when thinking back on our transformation years from teen to young adult. My high school years have come to an end. I’ll have my last few classes, clear out my Prasadi for the last time and say goodbyes to my classmates and friends until then I’d want to cherish some of my golden memories.

So I walked into the premises of Prasadi Academy memorizing everything- the classrooms, my friend’s desk, the benches on the ground we sat on and giggled and the memories of the year that all went too quickly. Here I was leaving for the last time. No coming back for signing our practical files or home works, no more thanking the god that it was finally Friday, no more falling over and giggling with my friends about a stupid prank, no more surprise bag checking. Oh Dear Lord! I will miss this place.

Some of the bitter and sweet memories most of all, the days where you were, day dreaming away, staring at the trees outside or thinking about what you’ll do after school ends. Out of nowhere, the teacher calls your name and you didn’t even hear the question. Three possible outcomes awaited: you were either clever enough to come up with a guess that might work, or your friend guides you from behind or you sat there dumbfounded while the teacher called on someone else in disgust. Don’t worry, it happened to all of us. And the trip which didn’t matter where you were going but the best part was the bus ride and the crazy dance. And of course all the respected subject teachers.

Some people say high school is just ordinary where
you study, study and study and nothing else but no, all the experiences from the two years proves it wrong. As the time flies high school is filled with happiness, sadness and brings us a full of excitement. It’s like a package gift that you received in your entire life. High school is fun. Fun on that way, you interact with your classmates and forming an allied to do crazy things. It’s another great time in your life as a high school student because you gain your freedom, new experiences and new responsibilities. And the time you built and the time you spent together with your classmates, build a strong and harmonious relationship that last for long time. High school is wild and memorable. All in all this, is the episode when you are definitely treasuring every minute you’ve been together with your friends and even your teachers because high school doesn’t last forever, but rather through reminiscing the wildest, funniest, craziest, happiest and saddest moments you have done in high school will not be forgotten until the end of time.

Being a high school student confined with assignment, laboratory exercise, paper works and some friends issues is truly difficult, but think if you have goals in life and you really want to achieve it as soon as possible, you will do all the things you can, even there are hindrances. Each one of us wants to become successful academically. And now, they say there is a part of our life as a student where we learn things at the same time we do fun and that is high school life.

Prasadi Academy gave me many new experiences, new achievements and new friends. Choosing Prasadi was the best ever decision of my life. The environment we got from Prasadi Academy is just remarkable.

Proud to be a Prasadian!!!

Anshu Bakhati
V8
STRICTNESS

Studying in Prasadi was my decision. Whenever I heard my cousins talking about Prasadi, they all told us, “It’s strict....” What? Ok, to be honest, it wasn’t so when I came to Prasadi, it was completely different from what I heard to what I felt. Following rules and regulations and submitting homework on time aren’t part of strictness. These two years, I spent in Prasadi were awesome. Memories with friends are wonderful. Being a Prasadian I have learnt many things. Learn with memories and create fun in strictness. Thank you!

Sadikshya Dangol
T5
OUR PICNIC

“Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory.”- Dr. Seuss

Yes, it’s true. Turning back pages of my life one of the remarkable and memorable day was our picnic day. Our picnic spot was Tribhuvan Park. I have already been to the park six times before so I thought our picnic would be boring. I was totally wrong. It was amazing and incredible which I had not expected. This credit goes to my friends, diligent teacher and staff members.

On Wednesday, around 6:30 we had to reach at school. There was excitement in my heart. I searched my section bus and sat on that bus with my friends. Everyone looked fascinating. We sang songs and danced in the bus. Good times pass so fast. We reached there, ate breakfast, rested for a while and started dancing. We all danced by making circle. All friends were very caring that I felt like I got a new family in my school. I realized that I had friends whom I can call your second family. We took our class photo with our laborious teachers such as SKS Sir, MKG sir, KBP sir, etc.

After our lunch we again played truth and dare. It was funny moment. Then we had our lunch and danced for 15 minutes. I never wanted that time to pass away. But time and tides never wait for anyone, so like that the time passed. We went to bus. After our bus journey was started we danced there. We sang many songs and danced.

Though that day is a memory, I and my friends recall that day almost every day.

Shreya Dulal
V12
PRASADI: A BEAUTIFUL MEMORY

“Sometimes you don’t know what you’ve got, until you lose it.” It just seems yesterday when we have entered in Prasadi as Prasadians but it’s tomorrow we’re going to leave being ex-Prasadians. We always say, “Tomorrow never comes.” I wish this tomorrow might never come because I don’t want to lose what I’ve got in Prasadi. Loving and caring teachers, wonderful friends, value of punctuality and discipline and of course hard work. But it’s the time to bid bye to all those moments, those two years which will make us feel proud for choosing Prasadi as our high school. These two years are the outcome of our right decision on choosing Prasadi. Prasadi is truly the blessing of God.

Two years passed in a blink of eyes but what never erases is those memories of sleepless nights in exam and during homework submission, rushing to the canteen challenging 20 min break, those notices that comes without any fail, the schedules like bullet that when once had come out of the gun can’t return, the time is the time once gone it’s gone (sharp Prasadi time), bag checking and your heart pounding even though you’ve nothing, teachers saying, “Stand up and drop your pen” in exams. All these made our journey in Prasadi the best. It is unforgettable reminiscence. Morning class in grade XI would have been tedious if we couldn’t see GT sir at gate with priceless and precious smile and charming face of URT sir. BBT Sir looking at the watch and saying “You are late…..min’ and PL Sir’s chemistry lectures. XI was really good.

But XII was the best. The friends, fun and fear of grade XII is the best of all. Laughing out loud in the silent class would have been easier than to control laugh with all those humorous friends. Who can forget the picnic? The day you dance from start to the end and next day you feel pain in every body part and you’ve got a leave but, for exam preparation. You feel happy and sad simultaneously. Some dialogues of our teachers made the classes more interesting.

SH Sir: I’ll put your roll no. here, Phenol+Zndust=?
BPS Sir: Jat padhtam Guru hi samarpitam.
KBP sir: Tell me the master plan.
BBP Sir: Padya padai game ho.
SKS Sir: Stand up and explain the figure.
BA Ma’am: Ok, one student stand up and tell me.
AD Ma’am: Speak up, class speak up.

In Prasadi there are beautiful mementos which we create ourselves which gives us happiness and is immortal. In the last day, Chief Sir told, “I never give farewell to my students because once you’re linked with Prasadi forever you’re with Prasadi.” That was the most touched line somebody could have said in the last class. So, we’ve just departed from Prasadi not separated.

Forever Prasadian
Thanks Prasadi!!

Shrisha Bishwakarma
V12
THE DAYS IN PRASADI AS PRASADIANS

Everything is still in my mind from the day I stepped into Prasadi. I felt quiet nervous as it was a new environment and quiet surprise when the teachers started to teach without introducing themselves. I haven't enjoyed my grade 11 a lot. Slowly time taught me to face all the problems. Being awarded the “Student of the Month” was most grateful moment for me. All my friends and even teacher were surprised for this because I was laughing and a talkative in class. Even I have their belief. Prasadi provided me such good friends and wonderful teachers. The funny moment with friends and teachers will be always remembered.

Some of the unforgettable dialogues of teachers are:

AD Ma'am: Bachcha haru halla nagara hau......
RKS Sir: There is deflection know, deflection by using Jockeeyy....
JPY Sir: All my dear student, look at this side.....
KBP Sir: Takka sanga gara hai students.....
BBP Sir: Haina ra.... K garxa yaar....
BPS Sir: If you are really my student then help me......
SND Sir: Kura bujhi yo....

I'm never going to hear these dialogues here after. I didn't realize these things while I was studying here but at the last day, after reaching to hostel, I felt nothing remains now.

It's all gone away. I didn't only learn the syllabus of +2 but I learned the discipline, manner and enjoy the life within certain boundary. Each monthly test and terminal exam taught me to focus on my goal. I've collected several memories and good things in these two years. I thank Prasadi family from inner core of my heart.

I love Prasadi
Without hesitation, I can say Proud to be Prasadian.

Nitesh Sah
V8
WHAT WE WILL MISS

- RKN Sir shouting out our name.
- Sir you are a legend
- BPP sir making fun of us
- Never thought mathematics could be this fun
- SKS Sir asking us to quiet down even though you could hear wind blowing
- You held us in real place
- RPY Sir asking us to keep our pen down.
- All thanks to you ,Physics got much interesting.
- GT Sir’s killer smile
- We will always remember
- RKS Sir’s 5 min motivational lecture.
- If that won’t keep you motivated then what will?
- SH Sir smiling at our jokes
- Thanks to you sir now I have a 30 inch biceps
- KBP sir asking us to form a grand plan to solve numerical.
- I could see you asking for double underlines in my dreams.
- BBP Sir threatening us.
- You treated us all with care. Respect....
  JPY Sir’s antennae.
- We could hear you teaching miles away.
  RL Sir’s sudden laughing
- Looking forward to dancing with you.
  AD ma’am not being teacher but friend.
- Never thought of English as a subject until you taught us.
  MKG sir staring at you
- Your accent was taught to imitate.
  BSC ma’am’s patience.
- “Yeah”, “OK”, “Right” She wouldn’t start her sentence without saying these three words.
  BA ma’am speaking without catching her breath.
- Your drawing is absolute beauty
  GS Sir trying his best to make us laugh.
- Some jokes were a lot of fun to hear.
  SSA ma’am getting angry and scolding
- She looks good even when she is angry.
  BPS Sir asking us to teach him
- Biology felt like Biology for 50 minutes.
  SR ma’am suddenly asking questions.
- Your handwriting is the best.

These two years of memory and experience is unforgettable. Thanks to all non-teaching staffs for caring us. We all had fun at some pint. It was a remarkable journey. “All good things must come to an end.”

Ashutosh Bashyal
V10
MEMORIES AFTER BEING PRASADIAN

We all know that school is our second home where we learn many things. I spent my two years in Prasadi Academy with so many wonderful memories, and moments which I can never forget. The first day of Prasadi was a surprise to me. I was given a paper full of rules and regulations which made me surprised looking at. Then, I thought that life in Prasadi was going to be very difficult. But slowly the days passed and we became familiar with those rules and regulations.

The noticeable point is that Prasadi changed our life: taught us to be in perfect discipline, have a good manner and the value of time too. Other unforgettable memories are: unexpected bag checking, gossiping and laughing with bench partners. YRR Sir’s and RL Sir’s different types of comedy between the classes are also memorable.

Some of the memorable dialogues of teachers are:

RL Sir: Sooo…..sad (and his laughter)
BP Sir: Monopoly market is the market that is what…..What happens?
SP Sir: I am not telling to them but I am telling to them, ohh ...
BBT Sir: Do Do la classwork do , still one minute left....

Now it's time to say goodbye to Prasadi. I also want to thank Prasadi for teaching me discipline, value of time and also good manner.

Sudira Nepal
T13
MEMORIES

I can vividly recall the first day in Prasadi. The very first class was of BBT sir. We all had reckoned that there would be an introduction between the teacher and the students, but to our surprise he started teaching. My time in Prasadi passed on and gradually, I became accustomed with Prasadi’s rules and regulations so it didn’t seem as a burden. Last couple of months of class twelve was the epitome of my high school experience. The highly awaited picnic was worth the patience. When that day finally arrived everyone danced like no tomorrow. I couldn’t even stand up the next day. Prasadi taught me the value of punctuality, modesty and discipline while still giving time for enjoyment. The classes of RPY Sir, SH Sir, RKS sir and AD ma’am will always remain in my memory. The valuable lessons by the teacher from the textbook or as a motivation were amazing. I’m glad to be accompanied with such great friends in my high school years. Even though I had to leave my town and family for better education, I didn’t feel the loneliness I had imagined I would feel. All credit goes to my friends. The pivot of changing my teenage years into adulthood was Prasadi. I will always be grateful to Prasadi for this. And to juniors reading this don’t let homework and practical be a load to you. And always remember whatever you do in life echoes in eternity.

Aayushmaan Subedi
V8
LAST DAYS IN PRASADI

Time and tides waits for none. Felt like, it was just yesterday, when I took my first step in Prasadi, as the first day. But two years had already passed. We knew, last week of Falgun were our last days in Prasadi, but unknown about last day, we were quite surprised to attain mid day of the week as our last day. At the same time we were curious to attain our last program greeting goodbye to Prasadi.

The last day didn’t end here. But when I was heading towards exit from Prasadi, it reminds me of the days I spend in Prasadi with friends. Various feelings and thoughts start to emerge. It was the feeling of attachment to Prasadi, its daily routines, classes with classmates their talks and laughs, teaching of teachers.

I could see the same emotions among my friends, they burst into tears. But those of mine were hidden behind my smile. Then, this last day made me realize how memorable days I had in Prasadi. Even the bitter time of those days seemed sweet days and every moment was unforgettable.

Surakchya Bajracharya
V12
TWO YEARS IN PRASADI

Each and every day spent in Prasadi are hard to forget, and were memorable. Life runs with happy and sad chapters. The joy of getting enrolled in Prasadi was among my happy chapters which now have collection of much more memories inside it. The discipline, care, effective teaching, motivational speeches, homework checking etc. always had it’s own importance in Prasadi. The continuous hard labor resulted in good results. Though the beginning days were struggling and tough to adjust, eventually it became interesting and comfortable to adjust with the inspiration, care and love from the teachers in Prasadi. Prasadi will teach us the importance of time. We will know its value after we leave and graduate out of Prasadi.

Many things inside Prasadi were unforgettable like:
- Surprise bag checking
- Unlimited joy in picnic
- Monthly Tests
- No leisure period
- Panthi Sir calling “Yesterday Absentees”
- Style of teaching of KBP, RKS, BPS sir in fun way.

Prasadi is the best place to show your talent and to improve your education, talent and study style.

Anup Bhatta
V7
THANK YOU PRASADI
Smell of a new uniform, huge bag on my back, largest shoes on my feet and an umbrella in my hand; kind of dramatic start to an amazing journey. P3, it brings so much of flashbacks. It was the grade XI’s only section to be taught by SH Sir. We were totally amazed by his voice and obviously his way of teaching. He is surely all Prasadian’s favourite. Well, without the craziest friends, P3 wouldn’t have been amazing for sure.

And then classrooms changed and so did some teachers. RKS Sir’s “Physics is hard, so look here”, RL Sir’s “So Sad”, KBP Sir’s “Nonsense” will be missed. And SH Sir’s each and every punch lines will be missed. I felt that V12 section, our grade XII was the warmest class in Prasadi and so were the students. Countless memories were made, memories of life that’s been loved. People, who we never knew existed, are now our best friends and for that I’m really thankful. Thank you Prasadi for actually making us know the real meaning of struggle for existence and giving us wonderful two years. And at last what happens when phenol reacts with zinc dust.

Anjali Tamang
V12
ENCHANTRESS THE CHAOS

“Something with inner beauty will live forever like the scent of rose.” How well do we follow this quote? Are you sure you live up with inner beauty? Well, a lot of questions and answer is just the silence. In engulfing silence, we still have the question AM I BEAUTIFUL?
The chaos of beauty is rooted. Every one of us live to fulfill the chaos. Our soul, mind, heart is taken over by “Enchantress”. We live upto the words of the judgmental society. We feel insecure, ugly and unworthy of what we have just because we hear the regards from society.
The societies’ opinion matters so much to us that we spend hours working on improving ourselves. Not in a positive way here. Do I look better in this dress? No, I look fat. Which shoes will go with it? Oh, I have got to put on some make up to hide these.
I have a question, when will we please ourselves when we are busy pleasing others? A scar has thousand stories. The story hidden from the society. The story that lies all alone in darkness.
We need change. We need courage to change. We need to really improve ourselves and improve here is the real one.
After all Beauty does not last forever
Name does.
I know Albert Einstein because of what he did not because of his looks.

Manushi Paudel
V6
ME

Listen and learn,
Those vibrations are mine.
See and recognize,
Those images are mine.
Touch and feel, those beauties are mine.
Read and understand, these words are mine.
My name is me,
I mean to me,
Don’t ask who I am
My introduction itself is me.
My history, my future,
My dream, and my aim,
All just within me.
And do not tire yourself,
Do not roam so much,
Just stand in front of the mirror,
There is the story you want to read,
There is the pain you want to learn.
Learn from the past,
Live the present,
And see your bright future.
I love only me,
So, I never hate other.
I respect myself,
And I never get chance to ignore other.
Kill tension before tension kills you,
Live life before life leaves you!!!

Ganga Kibanayo
V6
CHAPTER ONE AND CHAPTER TWO

Whenever I recall those bygone days I become more nostalgic. The scenario of first day at Prasadi Academy is still fresh as a flower with dew in the early morning deep inside me. I was stepping in to new environment.

Chapter one at Prasadi was like an adjustment. Managing all requirements on own, homework, practical, hair cut and proper school uniform was really a challenge for me. Time passed and chapter two began. Confident, discipline, hard work, dedication had already installed within me. Truly speaking, it was in chapter second, where I learned what life is and how to strive harder on my studies because Prasadi taught me how to stand after falling. Teaching faculty was like oxygen. They had encouraged, motivated and inspired me to struggle and labour hard for study. URT Sir, BPP Sir and GT Sir’s smiley face always inspired me to do my best. My access to books of different publication would be impossible without library ma’am.

I could never forget those monthly tests, Prasadi ball pen, bag checking and 20 min break. All friends will be missed badly who have been with me throughout the journey. I could not even forget those classmates who always helped me by bringing an extra ball pen for me. These memories would be incomplete without my roommate, Amarnath Mahato who made this journey more colourful.

These memories will be cherished till eternity. Being Prasadian was a great experience.

Once a Prasadian, Always a Prasadian!!

Manish Gupta
V6
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TO HIGHSCHOOL THAT BECAME HOME

As I hold my pen with a paper in front of me, trying to think of an “eye-catchy” first line, a stream of mixed emotions run through me.

Honestly, studying in Prasadi was something I had never thought of doing. I had always pictured this place as a school filled with studious students and no fun at all. But, with the passing of time, my thoughts about this place totally changed. Well, back then, I was too quick to judge a book by its cover. But, I repeat, my thoughts about this place has totally changed.

There are so many memories I’ve got here. From trying your best to control the giggles in the middle of lectures to getting caught in action by teachers; from being last one to enter the classroom to being the first one to leave the class and running a marathon to reach the class on time; these two years passed in a blink of an eye.

It is so difficult to sum up what has never been a roller coaster of a journey at this place. To try and write about all the things that all of us have been through, done and achieved at Prasadi, is a tough task.

As I embark on this new chapter of my life, I will always remember the happy faces in which I have become so accustomed to recalling each day. Maybe, the very fact that our time at Prasadi can’t last forever, makes the past two years so valuable. It’s funny how the journey which seemed so long and tiring in the beginning is the very journey that is making me wonder where the two years have gone, and how they galloped by so fast.

Welcoming the new undiscovered paths we are yet to roam,

I bid my sweet farewell to the high school that became a ‘HOME’.

Parayani Sharma Khanal
V7
PRASADI: IN MY RECOLLECTION AND MEMOIR

Looking back where I've been and what I've gone through, it makes me realize that I've grown a lot. I still remember when I was small, the problems were limited. I remember that time when I used to study in class one in Hetauda, every Friday it used to be half holiday and after reaching home I used to go for swimming after completing all homework. Those were the good old days.

But as the time passed, I grew up and so did my thoughts, ideas and feelings. There are many things to think about, so the life started getting more confusing. After SEE I was just searching for the colleges for higher education then finally I joined Prasadi Academy. When I entered Prasadi for studies I joined the Science Stream, I had my own dreams and expectations. Prasadi brought all the positive changes in me. Prasadi taught me the true life skills with the motivation of all the inspiring teachers. It taught me to dream high and never underestimate your self and your ability to do something. I find myself growing. Life is itself a mystery and muzzy puzzle to solve. There are so many difficulties and circumstances in the journey of our life. We need many people in our life. They are friends and family. I found these two things in Prasadi. Friends are those who help us in need and are always there for us when we need someone to share our sorrows and happiness. Prasadi provided all those necessary care and facilities that we need. And I'm sure that those two years in Prasadi is going to help me in future. Prasadi makes my life full of happiness and it is very special for me. We are special, each and every one of us, we all are gifted and talented. Life is all what we take it to be. I really want to convey the outgoing batch of school; you will be blessed with the real life learning because it encourages you to find “you” within “yourself”.

Uma Thapa Magar
V5
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I spent two years in Prasadi Academy and I have learnt to be punctual, hard working, humble and calm.

Although Prasadi looks as if it doesn’t allow students to entertain but actually this institution is full of joy and freedom because each and every teachers used to make us laugh and entertain even in minor things related to text books. I like the way teachers care us even when we are outside the school premises. Caring, supportive, friendly nature of teachers and friends really impressed me.

Prasadi is not allowing students to have different hairstyles, dress up and to make noise. This doesn’t necessarily mean that Prasadi is strict institution. It suggests that this institution always cares students and tries to polish them with ethical and moral values. It indicates that it has realized consequences of being objectively beautiful. This encouraged us to do hard work. I feel myself lucky to be member of this institution. In these days I am feeling as if I have just started my study here when I left school with bag full of memories. I think Prasadi is sure to enhance its name and fame beyond the territory.

This institution is supposed to be a part of my life. This is the first time I’ve ever felt so much emotionally attached with it. Whatever happened in these two years, in fact, it encouraged, motivated each and every Prasadians to nail every hurdles in future.

PROUD TO BE PRASADIAN

Barsha Dangi
V7
RELATION BETWEEN PHYSICS AND PRASADI

Prasadi is like an open system
Where sharing of matters like
Thoughts, knowledge easily takes place.
By using the method of pumping
Teachers transferred the ground level students to higher level.
All the Prasadians interfere constructively
To brighten the fringe of Prasadi
All the negative vibration of students
Are damped here.
Quality developed in Prasadi
Acted as a fuse which
Prevented fear during examination
As light cannot be escaped from black hole
Prasadians cannot escape from the rules and regulations.

Krishna Lal Das
V5
HAUNTING MEMORIES

As I sit beside the window sill
The fun we had in the class
Together as time passed,
The friends I made,
The pranks I played
Everything comes back
As I watch time fly by.

The things we used to do
When we sat inside the class
And remarks we used to pass,
The disobeying of teachers
And backbiting about others
All comes as a flashback,
As I watch the days pass by.

The love we showed in our long feuds
The way we helped each other.
Drifts in the back of my mind.
The laughter that lit our class
And the life we spent together
I feel the presence of an energy that never fades.
No matter where our future may lie
The memories will always keep us together.

Shreejana Khadka
V7
FEELINGS
Those feelings that I felt
The feeling of being unspoken
Those feelings of guilt.
Are harming me on the court of every evil day….
All days are corrosive…
All days are penetrating me,
I know it's hard…
It's really hard…
Hard to please yourself for someone else happiness…
In spite of all these,
You always treated me like a god….
I have got the feeling of god
For a simple living creature called "Dog".

Ujjwal Mishra
V10
MY DAD JUST NOT ONLY TURNED THE CAR’S STEER BUT MY LIFE TOO!

“Yes you can!” “It’s way of your league!”, “You are strong enough!”, “If your elder sister can, why can’t you!”

So, let me start about my passions and my dreams. During my school days, I was a very good student. Just like an apple of my parents’ and teachers’ eyes. I was enthusiastic and active student from dancing to singing, scoring highest marks to involving in volunteer activities. Since then, my family being related to health field, they always dreamt me to become a successful doctor, but I aimed to become a top notch fashion designer. I even won many beauty pageants like, “Miss Teenager International Nepal 2017”, “Junior Princess 2069”, “Dancing Stars” and many others.

My life changed to be a roller coaster ride after my arrival of SEE result. I secured A+ and everyone suggested me to study at Prasadi Academy. Prasadi has the greatest prestige all over Nepal. I was in dilemma to either to study management at some other school or science at Prasadi. The week later with same dilemma I and my parents went for admission. My life turned when my dad turned his car’s steer towards Prasadi Academy. I got admitted at Prasadi. I am sure most of you may be here just because your parents want. Trust me! They made the right decision for your life.

For couple of months, I was stressed and couldn’t believe the fact that I was a Prasadian. I went through anxiety because most of my colleagues and active student from dancing to singing, scoring highest marks to involving in volunteer activities. Since then, my family being related to health field, they always dreamt me to become a successful doctor, but I aimed to become a top notch fashion designer. I even won many beauty pageants like, “Miss Teenager International Nepal
were in other school. But the joy lies here as every day I can revive a new spirit in me when I recall the best memories of my life in Prasadi Academy. Past two years was worth being a Prasadian. My parents made the right decision because Prasadi was given me a lot. Our Prasadi is incomparable. Take an example of me, it was hard for me to pass the internal examination but the re test helped a lot to secure good marks on Board. In my opinion, the most important thing in life is to believe in ourselves. We must believe that giving up is never a solution. The next is commitment. We must set our goals. Believe me you’ll never get a teacher like we have in Prasadi who motivates and praises you, who may be harsh with words but crystal clear by heart. Let’s be pessimist because opportunities are waiting that may make us even happier. Today I have realized that life is all about exams, struggles, hardships and patience and it becomes even more beautiful when we acquire the skills to beautifully take them.

In this huge world, there are one millions of dreams but the only thing that separates winners from losers is the amount of hard work they put day and day out. We all know that it is hard changing our life but the person we are going to be all depends upon us. Be proud that you have the excellent mentors and the excellent environment in Prasadi. Make huge out of it, make yourselves happy and yes! do tons of weird things and make life happy. Cheers to positive life ahead! Cheers for being a proud Prasadian!

Diya Magar
V8
PROUD TO BE PRASADIAN

Hello! Everyone, it’s me Prakriti Mahaseth from Janakpur who joined the standard educational institution, for higher learning, creating the excellent academic environment i.e. not other than Prasadi Academy. If we talk about Prasadi, it is one of the best institutions all over the country that encompasses academic excellence to meet the pace of quality education for individual. Prasadi develops the different quality of success in one’s life i.e. time management, self confidence, love, collaborative, leadership, sympathy, enthusiasm, patience, wisdom and unity.
I woke up being nervous thinking about the first day of my school. It was beyond my imagination that the teachers entered in class and directly stared the lessons. Really, Prasadi made me punctual, honest, co-operative, bold and disciplined. I am so grateful to Prasadi which cared, loved and supported me a lot. All the challenges that we have faced in these two years built up our confidence to stay awake and challenge our future. If I have to judge Prasadi then it’s really awesome.

The teachers are well experienced. They are really the character sketched in art book of my life. They have made the 50 min. period really one of the best moments which make us feel much enjoyed and entertained. They used to make us free from being bored and would bring charm in our face. I will never forget the love, care and interactions which I have done with all the teachers and friends.

School was my temple
Teachers were my god
In order to miss Prasadi
I had taken a lot of memories which would remain
In my mind and heart forever
Golden Pride to be Prasadian!

Prakriti Mahaseth
V6
An interview with Swoopna Suman

Swoopna Suman, who was born in Naxal, Kathmandu, is one of the brightening stars in Nepali music industry. He started his cover songs in 2012. In recent days he is quite busy in singing and composing lyrics. He is quite popular among youths, who have given his melodious for his dozen of songs within seven years of time. He is busy on stage performances both in Nepal and abroad. He is the one who has stardom at early age of 23 and has thought to continue his journey in the field of music. The students of Prasadi have taken exclusive interview with Swoopna Suman.

You seem to have been busy these days. What has made you so busy?

Well...so to say, I got back to back tour recently. After the tours, I am so busy with my new song at studio. And, I am busy with usual normal day works: studio, gathering of friends, physical exercise and practice.

When did you pave the path of singing?

Actually, I started singing when I was in class four. I along with my friend was chosen to perform the Ramayana at school. We had been taken to India. We had to perform on the birthday of Sai Baba. It was the provision that all selected ones should recite hymn. I also sang. All of them praised my sweet voice and made me sing again and again. It gave me strength that I could sing and then I started singing gradually.

How many songs have you ever sung till date?

In fact I haven’t counted them yet. However, I have started singing as a cover singer since 2012. Then
after, I have started writing original song. Perhaps, I have ten to twelve original songs at my disposal.

Have you ever got the offers of acting as you are handsome?

Honestly speaking, there have been few offers. Many of them have offered to make a movie on my life too. But, I am so honest to my profession. The people have recognized me. The reason behind of recognition and love is because of my songs. Therefore, I want to focus on music. I don’t think I would be so good at acting.

It is our immense pleasure to know about your childhood. Could you share us some glimpses of it?

Ok… I spent most of my childhood and school life at army school and its hostel. There were better facilities. Sports were so good. But, physically I was not well-built. And, we had to run for an hour every day early in the morning. We had to run five kilometer at five in the morning, but I couldn’t run. I used to get stomach ache so I used to spend much of my time at library. I used to love books, especially literature books. I used to write too. I used to spend much of time reading novels. I was fond of poetry. My friends used to play where as I used to read books. It aroused my interest in writing lyrics. As a whole, my childhood was memorable and interesting.

How did you get interested in singing although your family wanted you be a lieutenant in army?

Well, my father was an army. Recently he has got retirement. I studied seven years in army school. My parents’ mentality was that I had understood the army lifestyle as they had kept me in army school for seven years. They made up their mind to send me to the same army school to complete +2 level for preparing me for the second lieutenant. The seven years’ time in army school was enough for me. I knew about them; their life style, their camp, the way they get together, the way to bed and the like. Then I thought it wasn’t my choice. Recently I had kept long hair, which was the relish of past, but it wasn’t allowed there. I had to make a short hair. What a pity! We couldn’t put our hair long. Therefore, after SLC, I informed my parents that I wasn’t interested in studying in army school. I didn’t want to be an army. I requested them to let me read what I liked. They told me to study science if I didn’t like army school. I informed...
them I couldn’t study science as I was weak in mathematics. They asked me about my choice. I informed them that I would study management. Though they cried infront, they didn’t deny. So, I studied Hotel Management and Travel and Tourism in plus two. Slowly I started singing from class XI and XII. Gradually, family also accepted me.

Can you tell us about your education journey?

As I told you before, I studied in Army School from class 4 to 10. Then I did my +2 in Hotel Management at Basundhara. After reading for two years in +2 what I felt is that I had a great interest in music and wanted to make it as a career. I didn’t have any knowledge about music when I started it. I didn’t know how to sing, play guitar, etc. Later, I learned to play guitar myself. I learned these things from YouTube. I also studied course of music in online. Luckily, I got few free courses from Yale University in YouTube. Recently, I am doing Diploma of music in Jyasa Culinary. Side by side, I have been taking the theoretical courses of music and vocals.

What do you think is the most important factor in education? Where should the student have concentrated?

First and foremost, I am a student too. Students must study. But we need not learn in life by parroting. I feel that we should study by considering its utility aspect in our real life. We should not study having pressure of self, house, society or to get more marks. However, we need to study to get something learnt. One should prepare on what he/she has interest to be. For example, if I want to be a doctor, I should start preparing the same. If I want to be a teacher, I should prepare for that. I feel that one should not feel pressure of study. I must reiterate, there must be its utility aspects in his/her practical life and future. You should learn to enjoy your learning about something.

What is the value of education?

Right now, I am talking with you it is also an evident of the value of the education. Time and again I have been speaking in English. If I hadn’t studied I wouldn’t have done so. Recently, what we have been doing in our life is the outcome of education. In my view, we can do nothing at present if we don’t have education. In the Stone Age people got the fire burnt having learnt somehow, at present, modern humans have been preparing to make a house at moon. I believe all these outcomes are due to education. Education has played main role to make a person and the world a better one.

How do you look at your education journey?

To talk about my educational journey, it isn’t completed yet. In fact, I have been learning everyday a new thing and getting a new experience. I don’t believe that one should learn only by reading books. At present, I am in musical field. Every day I meet different people and I learn many new things from them. When I am singing in studio my seniors instruct me the things that I need to improve. Their advices are the lessons for me. These days, my education isn’t books –oriented, it is all experience-oriented. The more I went out the more I learnt. Definitely, exposure to the world has expanded my horizon of my knowledge.

All people have their own secret. Do you also have some secrets about your education which others don’t know?

Honestly speaking, I am weak in mathematics. However, I secured distinction in SLC. I was so good in those subjects: English, Nepali, Social, H.P.E. The second secret was that it was quite difficult for me to pass Accountancy in class XI and XII. Fortunately, I got better marks in those subjects.
You had got a complete change once a producer told you that he wouldn’t record your song as he was asleep hearing your song. How did it bring change in your life?

Of course, it was the fact of the very beginning. You know, I started from cover songs. While doing so I realized that I should contribute something to Nepali music industry. So I realized to make my own song. Then after, even I started some myself. I wrote songs when I was in class 7. You also know that what would be the song of a person who was in class 7? It was so tasteless like boiled water. I had kept 5 or 6 songs before I asked a producer. I requested him that I wanted to sing his original song although I was doing cover songs. He agreed and asked to sing a song. He sat on a chair in front of me. And I started singing with a guitar. As I sang a song he said it was fine. And requested to sing another; he went on saying next. Before I could sing a fourth one he was asleep. It made me realize that it wasn’t good. I had only thought it to be good. It has some lapses that I must work upon. I motivated myself to do better. Then after, I wrote the first song “Ke Saro Ramri Vako”. It inspired me and started writing/singing songs and the like.

Once, you have said novels and English songs are your teachers. Why have you said so?

I believe that, song writing is a literary work. Bob Dylan has won a noble prize in literature. He is a song writer. As a song writer what I felt is that the novels, others songs helped me write a song because they are all about product of imagination. And, I always wanted to write songs being motivated by imagination.

You are influenced by singing style of singer Ed Sheeran and you made the same pattern in your singing. What did he have that influenced you?

Well, I discovered Ed Sheeran when I was a voracious reader and explorer of online. I searched different artists and their singing. In the due course of time I heard Sheeran’s song in YouTube. After hearing two or three songs I realized it was the songs which had made up mind tossing. Though they are simple and sweet, they are full of meanings and needed a deep sense of understanding. I started searching who he was. He was a popular singer of UK. Then I heard his album, knew the lyrics. I also learned the technique of playing guitar. Ed Sheeran is a person who has a great influence in my life. I love to hear his song: ‘Heart doesn’t break around’, ‘Lego House’ and ‘Give me love’.

What would happen in your life if you hadn’t come in pop songs?

Hm….I don’t know what I would be, I didn’t know rock songs. Maybe I would be singing film songs if I hadn’t been in pop songs.

Different people have different views for sources of happiness. What factors do you consider as a source for your immense pleasure?

Firstly, I get pleased with those songs when audience and well-wishers would find their connection with my songs. I get ecstasy when they express that my songs would help them to eradicate their loneliness. Secondly, I get pleased when my family feels proud of me.

You started your singing career being a cover singer. Later you had solo songs, stage performance and filmy songs. In the courses of time how did you create your brand?
Frankly speaking, one needs to work hard if one wants to do something in any field. One needs to have consistency and patience. And, I think I had all these three things. These supported to each other as a stake holder. As I stepped and followed them, I achieved my goal.

Different things play roles to get success in one’s life. What do you think is the most important to get success in one’s life?

I don’t think I am a successful singer till date. I am a steady boy, who wants to do something. Talking about success in Nepal, there are many great brands. For example, “Nepathya”. They are legend. However, they are still working hard in music, doing new things. I feel that I still need to do a lot of things. I have been composing music and learning new things everyday.

Everyone has the goal of their life. Obviously, you would also have. Can you share us about your goal of life? What are you doing to achieve your goal?

Mm….My goal is to be happy and sing songs. They are my future goals. I have been working on them and will be continuing the same. In the passage of time I need to update myself and need to do better. I shouldn’t sing in the same style that I sang before. I need to update myself and learn more which suits to time.

It is possible that people may switch their career in the days to come. Do you think singing will be your life long career?

Actually, I didn’t know that even there would be career in music when I started singing. I didn’t realize that I would make a living on it. I hadn’t thought to live with it. But I would get the way, the more I involved. Now, it’s my career. I will have my career in music in future too. At present, I only sing and compose lyrics but I hope I will even produce it in the days to come. Anyway, I will involve in music only.

You got your fame after singing Ke saro ramri bhako. Is it your turning point of your life? What do you think as a turning point of your life?

Ok, the turning point in my life was a day when I came up with the mentality that I would sing. Then I started playing with the guitar. Indeed, my mindset and desire to be a singer was a turning point in my life.

Every song may have context or situation which catches or explains or may have some relation to certain situation. Does your song Ke saro ramri bhako has any context?

To be frank, the songs I composed before weren’t liked by producers. Equally, I also felt that they weren’t so good. And then, I started listening Ed Sheeran’s songs. I thought to make my song in the similar flavor. Another, in due courses of time I got inspired by my friend who was in the USA.
Moreover, I made a song making her a character. We are close friends. I call her time and again. I wrote this song for her.

You have sung many love songs. Was there any reference for them? Was it of your love tragedy?

(A long laughter)... I am just 23 years now. In the teenage it is usual to fall in love and break up. I also had a lot of experiences. I converted all my experiences into songs. Kasari Bhanu is my story of class XI. Hello is a story when I was in class XII. All songs are somehow connected to my life.

You give more importance in music and style. What is the cause for this?

(Looking serious)... I started my music career in 2012. There weren’t many young artists. The songs that we heard only were from our seniors. There were Nepali songs only on television. I felt we had to do something new at that particular time. Despite complaining about it I felt I had to do something myself. I started composing what I felt lacking in seniors. Then, I knew it happened to my pattern and style. I felt to continue it and started making some pattern.

You don’t have any interest in any other genre of songs. Do you think you will be only in cover songs and pop songs?

Err..... It’s not like that; I love country songs at present. I also like hip hop. I love different type of filmy songs too. You have different identity in YouTube sensational. How did you get such different identity?

Actually, I don’t know. However, I have a song Kasari Bhanu and I think the credit goes to it. This song became so hit beyond my imagination within a few days of its release. Many people commented about it positively. There were maximum views in YouTube. All things happened beyond my imagination. I got many offers for the shows. People started calling and texting me. Others started covering songs. Others also started singing on concert. My song got tuned in different places. After this song, I got fame in the industry, people assumed so.
It has been criticized that cover song has affected the originality of original singer. Is it true?

Truly, I started with cover songs because I had no idea of singing. I wished to be a singer but I didn’t know the process. Anyhow, I had to sing a song and make others listen. I did the same. I sang a favorite song and recorded. Then people recognized me and knew I had a good voice. I have never thought to change the originality of one’s song. I don’t think each cover singer thinks to distort the original song. Many singers might have done cover singing upon my songs. I have never blamed them as if they distorted my songs. I think they are trying to present something new. I feel original singers should suggest how we need to do it better. It is growing in our musical industry. If they are motivated they will also grow.

Could you tell us about your perception of Nepali music?

Fine, there were a few artists in Nepali music industry in past. They brought our music in certain pace. Recently, the new artists in music industry are different than that of traditional. I think the music industry in Nepal is heading to a new height.

Generally, youngsters can’t have right decision. What do you think is the most necessity for a right decision?

Well,…we need to have better understanding of things before we take decision. I think we should take decision having proper knowledge, understanding and over all evaluation of ourselves. Otherwise, we get sunk if we jump being novice. We need to learn swimming before we dive.

You are a youth star. How do you feel about stardom?

Err…, of course, there is a kind of certain fame at my disposal however; I don’t feel myself to be a hero. I am an artist, who is loved and listened by listeners and audiences. I think name and fame are short lived. It shouldn’t matter us. We should know our ground reality. Depending on our ground reality, we should always be aware how we need to start, exist and end.
Being a singer and composer, what responsibilities are there for society that you need to bear?

The responsibility of the singer and composer is to listen the comments of listeners and viewers. Being a singer cum composer he or she has certain listeners and viewers. We shouldn’t manipulate them, ask them to do something here and there. We need to motivate them for well-doing, study and encourage doing what they are fond of. As an artist we have power to motivate people. We need to use our power to motivate people for righteous works.

As you agreed that artists should have social responsibilities, what sorts of social role are you playing at the moment?

Just few days back, I have counseled small children. I have motivated them. There was a small boy, who used to live in my village, wanted to play the guitar. However, he felt that he couldn’t play well. I used to tell him that he was a good guitarist. I motivated him to practice more. I suggested him that he could do better if he kept on practicing. I was pleased with him because after two years he had his own band. I have tried my level best to contribute in Nepali music industry. If I had a good song, it wouldn’t only pay back me, it would also be a little contribution to Nepali music industry. Recently, even some of the Indian musicians made music videos of my song. An Indian YouTuber came up to me and interviewed me. I made Indian music lover listen Nepali songs. I feel, it is my great achievements.

It is a blame for you that you don’t give time to media for interview. Do you have any reason?

The fact is that I am a bit sensitive to camera. I feel uneasy in front of camera. Secondly, I don’t want to give interview unless I have some new work. I don’t feel easy to repeat the same thing about me in the interviews. In reality, I love to meet media persons, love to give interview, love to be socialized, but I detest repeating same thing again and again.

There are some artists who have an active involvement in politics. Have you ever thought to join politics in future?

An artist should focus what he/she the best is. Being a civilian I should be aware of politics. It is disgusting if I don’t know what’s going around. Such as, the present prime minister’s name of my country. But I am an artist. People listen my music. I would be nowhere if I thought to be hero in a party office.

Youths feel happy to make someone as a special friend. Are you in relationship?

These days, I have totally focused in my work. So, I haven’t got chance to go around. It is not good to have girlfriend if you can’t give time. It would only create conflict and misunderstanding.

Being an artist you have many followers. Any experience of getting proposed?

Obviously, there are .... However, I haven’t thought of accepting them.

Have you made any plan for marriage? What sort of marriage do you prefer: love or arranged?
I have no plan for marriage at present as I am only 23. I think I would marry after 30. Mm ... I believe in love marriage. I love the romantic things a lot.

As you are so busy that you said before. How do you spend your days?

In the morning I go to gym for one hour. As I return, I spend my day with my family having food with them. Then I go to the office and look after the things. In the evening I practice songs. Returning home after practice I dine and sleep. I try my best to give more time to family as far as possible.

How are you passing your time?

Time is precious. It directs and changes the life. Therefore we have to have a creative leisure time. In my free time, I play game, play guitar and if there are books I study them. Otherwise I hang out with friends.

People have to go through sorrows of life as life isn’t a bed of roses. What things are there those make you feel sad?

The appreciation of my work by listener, viewer and my family makes me feel happy. On the contrary, there are many reasons to be unhappy and sad. I feel unhappy when I see the bad condition of roads, system etc. In fact, there are many things that make us feel sad.

What will you suggest us to deal with failure?

In fact un-success itself is the beginning of success. I never take failure in negative sense. I always learn something from failures and try my best not to repeat them. I am the best company myself. I am the one who does lots of thing myself.

How do you define happiness?

Happiness is never static. It goes on changing. We learn to be happy in small thing and need to reduce unnecessary desires. If we do so, we can be happy. People are always trapped in sorrowful situation. How can we overcome our pain?

In fact pain itself is source of happiness. We shouldn’t forget mental comfort when we are in sorrow. It minimizes the pain. I speak to myself a lot when I am in pain. I convince myself for not to worry and believe that everything will be all right. I meet my friends. I have lots of good friends who counsel in a better way. Family is also supportive; they counsel me in comfortable way.

Is there anything that you want to suggest to youth?

I feel in the present world there is high level depression, anxiety and seriousness all over the world that lead to the incidents of suicide. Teenagers may feel so. What we need to feel in this situation is that, sorrow is temporary. It has to end sooner or later. If you get afraid with nights, we need to know the dawn is waiting for sure. Therefore, I think we have to wait for beautiful morning. We always hope for good. We should overcome our negative attitude. We need to shift our cognition from negative to positive ones. All youths, students, everyone should maximum exploit their productive youth life to bear responsibilities and move ahead. It helps to make our utopia.
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Name: Ritika Tandukar
Grade: XII Sec: T Code: 2627
Email: ritika.tandukar.93@gmail.com

Memories:
I thank prasadi for giving me awesome friends and the long memories.

Message:
Do not miss the picnic and yourself some good memories.

Sign: Ritika

Name: Shrejith Banjara
Grade: XII Sec: T Code: 2623
Email: shrejith.banjara.93@gmail.com

Memories:
Here I met just 3 days before college termination that struggle to spend 350 minutes in the classroom.

Message:
Being prasadi, don’t regret at the beginning; it just the test.

#MAHARMADRID

Name: Rakesh Dehal
Grade: XII Sec: T Code: 2621

Memories:
I can never forget my two years journey in prasadi academy. Each and every moment spent in prasadi was awesome. Picnic, bag checkin.

Message:
Do not waste time and don’t think you can fail because failure is equal to success.

Signature: Rakesh

Name: Prashant Bharadwaj
Grade: XII Sec: T Code: 2628
Email: prashant.bharadwaj.93@gmail.com

Memories:
Unexpected bag checkings last minute. Two substitutions, game night due to exam. Jeece us Y2R for a brand we gave a mental in my life.

Message: If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it.

Signature: Prashant Bharadwaj
Name: Rashmi Karki
Grade: XII
Code: 2883
Email: rookraski2001@gmail.com
Memo:
Starting the journey from Nil to Ti is almost over now. Those generous and fun-filled days in memory both, catchy and exciting. Best time calculating it into seconds and that 30 min ritual of bold and unadorned. Feeling is no more living. Sundara allowed to the friends two waiting in Top 5 was the best. Feeling of dance at plain was enough too.
Message: Don't waste time. It's too precious. Take care of your health and meet my photos online.

Name: Himanshu Tamang
Grade: XI
Section: T4
Code: 8500
Email: kama.tamang@gmail.com
Memo:
The laughter, smile, and memories will always be memorable and the friends will always have you in their memories. I hope you will remember this place for a long time.
Message: Don't waste time and time will never come again.
Name: Pramita Gurung
Grade: XII
Section: T4
Code: 8632
E-mail: pramita50x@gmail.com
Message:
Two years in Prasadi Academy
was incredible, unexpected,
memorable, the picnics moments,
crazy chaos during the class
will always be memorable.

Message: A goal without a plan is
just a wish.

Name: Sapan Shakya
Grade: XII
Section: T4
Code: 8615
Email: Sapan.3668@gmail.com
Message: Memories are to be remembered.

Message: Don’t work hard, work smart.

Name: Sunil Tamang
Grade: XII, sec: T4
Email: sunil.tamang.2008@gmail.com
Message: The best moment
of my life which I’ll
never forget.

Message: You don’t know how
sorry you are until
injury is the
only option.

Name: Chandan Sadas
Grade: XII, Section: T4, Code: 8635
Email: chandran.3672@gmail.com
Message: The most
unforgettable love, non-stop
dancing at picnics, extreme mud
checking, sparkles during class time etc.

Message: Don’t run behind success.
Success will chase you.

Name: Sapal Shresta
Grade: XII
Section: T4
Code: 8615
Email: Sapal.3668@gmail.com
Message: Memories are to be remembered.

Message: Don’t work hard, work smart.
Memories:
Funny teaching of DKR, RL and YR sir, increasing of C.P.Sir while we are making WBCL.
Message:
Get a profitable return of the investment of your parents in your study.

---

Name: Ashish Thapa
Grade: XII
Sec: T4
Code: 8594
Email: ashish.tpa25@gmail.com

Memories:
Each and every moment spent in Prasadi was positive and unforgettable. Having fun with friends by doing nickname of secrets, doing homework till midnight, surprise bag-checking, unexpected vacancy, dancing wild in picnic etc was a memorable one.
Message:
You can never replace your winter day at college ever again. live it now.

---

Name: Sukham Sarma
Grade: XII
Sec: T4
Code: 9766
Email: Sukham.Sarma@gmail.com

Memories:
Playing the raaut, bonding, the experience of reading in the library, having fun with my friends.
Message:
Never face anything as end always think about ending as your beginning.

---

Name: Anish Nagra
Grade: XII
Sec: T4
Code: 8603
Email: anishnagra2409@gmail.com

Memories:
Teaching experts all over the school. Picnic day was the best of all, and I died in content with spirit of nature. How can I forget the ways.
Message:
Keep your hair short
Name: Pranali Khadka  
Grade: 11  Section: T4  
Email: pranali13hr@gmail.com  
Memories: The two years journey from my 11th to 12th was filled with hard work, joy, and memories which I will cherish forever. 
Message: Best wishes for your future endeavors.

Name: Nisha Giri  
Grade: 12  Section: T4  
Email: nishagirijw@gmail.com  
Memories: Autumn was the most beautiful season. I will never forget the lessons you taught me. 
Message: You will never regret being a Prasadi.

Name: Rupa Bhandari  
Grade: 11  Section: T4  
Email: rupa.13hr@gmail.com  
Memories: Time spent with friends and fun in the class, lunch break, and making fun of friends. 
Message: Study hard and don't eat in class. 
Signature: 

Name: Sukhila Tamang  
Grade: 11  Section: T4  
Email: sukhilitamangt@gmail.com  
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy was memorable. 
Message: Don't think too much about your heart says. 
Signature: 
Name: Sweta Shrestha
Grade: 12 Sec: T4 Code: 8602
Email: Sweta.shrestha@gmail.com
Memories: One of the best memories in Prasadi Academy is party.
Message: “Do everything with a smile!”

Name: Swati M.C.
Grade: 12 Sec: T4 Code: 8582
Email: swatimc22@gmail.com
Memories: I cherish every moment spent in Prasadi Academy. Two years with you as memories.
Message: Good luck and don’t ever give up! Dream your dreams!

Name: Deeza Dhami
Class: XII Sec: T4 Code: 8623
Email: DeezaDhami223@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment in Prasadi Academy will be memorable moment for me. Crossing with friends, fun dance parties in the class, late night homecooked unexpected huge checking and many more. Staying in the class, late night laughing with friends. These all are unforgettable moments in my journey in Prasadi Academy.
Message: Work hard, it temporary but grade is permanent.

Name: Deepshikha Byanjankar
Grade: 12 Sec: T4 Code: 8588
Email Address: deepshikha.byanjankar76@gmail.com
Memories: I am going miss my whole journey from HND to T4, and also all my friends that I have made in the two years, and the fun that I had with them.
Message: Do whatever you do with your whole heart and passion to get success.
Sign: Deepshikha
Name: Aditya Mohanty
Grade: X11
Section: 34
Code no: 8623
Email: meadityo@yahoo.com

Message: You don’t get the same moment twice in life. So, be positive and enjoy what you get.

Signature: Aditya

---

Name: Nikhil Dileshtha
Grade: X11
Section: 34
Code: 8638
Email: nikhildileshtha@gmail.com
Memories: Sorry for not writing about this topic earlier. I know that I can’t describe what’s going on in my mind and some memories can’t be described in words.

Message: Distance means nothing when someone means everything.

Signature: Nikhil

---

Name: Shruti Shah
Grade: X12
Section: T11
Code: 8109
Email: shrutishah89@gmail.com
Memories: YRK Sir ko podaune tarika hai manrai parza. Picnic ko khel ran-chop dance ko girda bhum ki matti bhumi, ugyeka, aast din ko ugadi. Shai kapal hateko moment bhumai ghum.

Message: Intelligence plus chance = the goal of true education.

Signature: Shruti

---

Name: Rinal Shrinkha
Grade: X12
Section: T11
Code: 8109
E-mail: m.rinal.shrinkha@gmail.com
Memories: The college may not be in Grade 10, but you’ll always be in it.

Signature: Rinal

---
Name: Abhijit Joshi
Grade: 12
Sec: S
Code: 8637
Email: nabinj100@gmail.com

Memories: Moments were awesome as we worked hard. I learned the best one was that awesome hours in PRASADI.

Message: Live life like fantasy

Signature

- Rajkumar Tamang
Grade: XII
Sec: S
Code: 8638
Email: prajitnijhunor263@gmail.com

Memories: First day spent as a fresher in Grade XII, and life will be memorable and live at home, and enjoy the rest of our period.

Message: Think positive, do positive and live happy your life.

Signature

- Praveen
Grade: 11
Sec: T
Proud to be a Freshman
**Name:** Sajan Tamang  
Grade: XII  
Code: 8585  
Email: Sajantamag321@gmail.com

**Memories:** Studying together with new friends and learning with new teachers. Dancing and playing in clubs with friends.

**Message:** Don’t stop when you are tired. Stop when you’re done.

Signed: Sajan Tamang

---

**Name:** Akhrem Bokri  
Grade: XII  
Code: 8579  
Email: Akhrembokri@gmail.com

**Memories:** These two years have been memorable. Memories of my life - the most significant period of my life, where I learned, played, worked, and enjoyed. The time with the friends, playing in clubs, and enjoying the good times.

**Message:** Enjoy your time in Prasadi, and you will be in last day crying at your class wondering what time went.

Signed: Akhrem Bokri

---

**Name:** Rashna Chakraborty  
Grade: XII  
Sec.(T4) Code: 8539  
Email: rashnachakraborty357@gmail.com

**Memories:** Last Beach Parties and Spicy Gossips in Prasadi Academy.

**Message:** Enjoy each and every moment of your life, not because it’s good or bad but for the simple reason that it will not come again.

Signed: Rashna Chakraborty

---

**Name:** Prath Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Sec.(T4) Code: 8615  
Email: Prath.Sheresto@gmail.com

**Memories:**

**Message:**

Signed: Prath Shrestha
Name: Chandra Devi Homary
Grade: XII Sec-T4
Memories: Never had I thought 2 years will pass in a blink of an eye. We laugh, we play, we enjoy spending together. Making some of the most precious memories.
Message: 2026, Amiya Dhan

Name: Priya Maharjan
Grade: XII Sec-T1
Code: 8825
Email: Priya_Maharjan@gmail.com
Memories: Meeting fabulous teachers and friends eagerly waiting for lunch break to gather and gossip with friends. Collected many happy years of journey in Prasadi Academy. It's unforgettable. And as friends, we all enjoyed picnic is never going to be forgotten.
Message: Have faith and courage.
Sign: Priya

Name: Sushma Thapa
Class: XII Sec-T4
Email: SushmaThapa@gmail.com
Memories: Wearing a long kurta, going to school, drinking tea, and spending golden moments together. Never forget those beautiful moments.
Message: Hello, people! Enjoy every moment. It's a precious time that you have right now. Never let this moment go by without making a small memory.

Name: Bijoy Ghale
Grade: XII Sec-T4
Code: 8675
Email: BijoyGhale777@gmail.com
Memories: There were many memories in periods that we created. Some of the moments are talking in class, eating foods, the first and last picnics.
Message: Time is valuable. Do the right thing in right time so that you don't have to suffer.
Sign: Bijoy Ghale
Name: Sanjesh Shaky
Grade: XII Sec: T4 Code: 8613
Email: polover23@gmail.com
Memories:
When I look back at each and every moment I had in college, it brings a bright smile on my face. I will never forget.
Message:
Things can get pretty hard at the beginning just don’t lose hope.
Sign: S

Name: Ashok Bhusal
Grade: XII Sec: T4 Code: 8624
Email: ashokbhusal9704@gmail.com
Memories:
Each and every moment is memorable. Especially, with donuts at picnics, eating food etc.
Message:
Just get the knowledge. Don’t worry about marks but a single sheet of paper can’t decide your future.
Signature: A

Name: Prathna Thapa
Grade: XII Sec: T4 Code: 9051
Email: prathnathapa9051@gmail.com
Memories:
A little more memory, a little more love.
Message:
If you love me, then you already love 76% of me.
Signature: P

Name: Charmi Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: T4 Code: 9746
Email: Charmis2020@gmail.com
Memories:
The love you show towards me will be the memories that will make me dance. I will always remember them.
Message:
Do what you want but don’t come against what will drive you to you. The world is wide. either will be stood out your line in present or move your future.
Signature: C
**Name:** Pradip Koirala
**Grade:** XII Sec-T4 Code: 3610
**Email:** koiralapradeep@gmail.com

**Memories:** Every single moment in Prasadi was really unforgettable and unexplainable.

**Message:** Don’t stop when you’re tired. Stop when you are done.

---

**Name:** Pradeep Neupane
**Grade:** XII Sec-T4 Code: 3611
**Email:** neupanepadeep@gmail.com

**Memories:** The journey from Class 1 to T4 was so memorable. It was such a wonderful experience to be part of Prasadi. One-stop course in Hindi, unexpected bag checking, unstoppable laughter and jokes with friends during break time. Inspiring lecture of teachers were the best memories.

**Message:** Remember your dream and learn to Never give up.

---

**Name:** Manisha Khadgi
**Grade:** XII Sec-T4 Code: 3450
**Email:** khadgimanisha@gmail.com

**Memories:**
- Every time notice changes until last year don’t worry.
- Love teachers and remember their names.
- College life is about friends and fun.
- Last period paper grade: B. P.S. I forgot my bag.
- Thank you for being the best thing in my life.

**Message:** Class 10 is a place for growth.

Signature
Name: Roshni Siddiqui
Grade: XII Section: T2 Code: 8605
Email: roshni.siddiqui4178@gmail.com
Memories: Many moments spent in Prasadi academy was memorable. (14th Jan) We were awesome. Having mail all my study friends.
Message: Never forget what knocks you down in life. Get back up and keep going. Never give up. Great blessings are a result of great perseverance.

Name: Asma K.C.
Grade: XII Section: T4 Code: 8983
Memories: Each and every moment spent in ‘NG’ and ‘T4’ was memorable. All the gossips and laughter with friends. Bangkok tour and picnic. Of course, would be most memorable for me.
Message: Keep calm and don’t stress the test.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Jatimotu Gurung
Grade: XII Sec - T4 Code: 1292
E-mail: gurungsanju05@gmail.com
Memories: Rushing towards college but still being late and standing in line. Jokes of YPR and those inspiring words of SKK Sir.
Message: "Only thing that can make you happy is making others happy."
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Pragnit Thapa
Grade: XII (T1) Code: 8276
E-mail: pragnit.k.ext@gmail.com
Memories: College journey of KMC is precious. Making friends, doing fun, enjoying time. Drinking coffee and singing with friends.
Message: "Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever..."
Signature: [Signature]
**Name:** Neechu Shreea Magar  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T4  
**Code no.:** B555  
**Email:** nichu.magar.026@gmail.com  
**Memories:** High School is the kind of ground you never know the person you are. I have great memories, good and bad. Some learning experience and some that will take with me the rest of my life.  
**Message:** Don’t be upset if any mistakes come. Just learn to be happy and face them.  
**Signature:** Neechu

**Name:** Bipana Ghimire  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec.:** T4  
**Code:** B602  
**Email:** bipolaro@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Every moment from NB to T4 was memorable with my weird friends.  
**Message:** Failure is only temporary, the only thing that should be permanent is your will to overcome it.  
**Signature:** Bipana

**Name:** Kipa Rose Nakomi  
**Grade:** XII  
**T5**  
**Code:** B988  
**Email:** Rose.r@yandex.com  
**Memories:** Each minute I spend here was beautiful.  
**Message:** Difficult roads here lead me to a beautiful destination.  
**Signature:** Kipa

**Name:** Mousam Dhamu  
**Grade:** XI  
**Section:** T5  
**Code:** B596  
**Email:** mousuu.dhamnu87@gmail.com  
**Message:**  
**Signature:** Mousam
**Name:** Sugyan Thapa  
**Class:** XII, Sec: T 5, Code: B442  
**E-mail:** thapasugyan137@gmail.com  

Memories: 2 years journey from N S to T S, Never had a boring day, crazy & funny jokes of each other.  
Wild & Nogo dance at parties with crazy friends.  
Message: Never give up!

**Name:** Yashwant Khadgi  
**Grade:** XII, Sec: T 5, Code: B452  
**E-mail:** Khadgiyas04@gmail.com  

Memories: I’m sure with friends, packing up as quickly as possible to go home as fast children.  
Messages: That’s what I think is that, most talkative girl in BBS. Keep going.  
Message: Work till you become an inspiration.

**Name:** Yushma Hada  
**Grade:** XII, Sec: T 5, Code: B432  
**E-mail:** yushma92@gmail.com  

Memories: I didn’t expect that Prasadi would be this fun. Having a good friends makes.  
Messages: Don’t regret memories I had in Prasadi Academy. It gave me best years.  
Message: Keep friends. Less drama, more your circle. Email:  

**Name:** Kuldeep Pokhrel  
**Grade:** XI, Sec: TS, Code No: 8460  
**Email:** kuldeep.pokhrel99@gmail.com  

Memories: Each and every moments in Prasadi were awesome. Unexpected bag checking, Pokhara Tour with friends. Richa, YRR girls classes and the Choromein of Cananda would remain in my heart forever.  
Message: Live, Laugh and love.  
Signature: Love,  
I ❤️ PRASADI
Name: Prithvi Khadka
Grade: XII  Section: T  Code: 8457
Email: prithvi.khadka@gmail.com

Memories: I never thought that I
will have such good friends. We play
and have fun with my benchmates.
Best one was Yashoswi. He was the
most energetic person I have met.

Message: I'll miss you guys a lot.
Remember to always be happy.

Sign: Prithvi

Name: Yashoswi Khatik
Grade: XII  Section: T5  Code: 8457
Email: yashoswhkhatik@gmail.com

Memories: Honestly, Grade 12 was a
way much better than 11. My high school
life was complete badass, not in
Entertainment. Those uncontrolled
together and games during
the class. Compromise with short
build floor mouse in picnic, canteen.
I am gonna miss all of this.

Message: Enjoy the little things in life
because one day you will look back and
realize they were the big things.

Sign: yashoswi

Name: Shiraysh Shrestha
Grade: XII  Section: T  Code: 8447
Email: shiraysh.shrestha@gmail.com

Memories: I made some new friends in
prasad. Talking nonsense things in class.
Coming late is college. Jokes of
VCP that made us laugh.
Spicy food of canteen, not completing
homework on time. Complaints that
we got from chef on the photoshoot for
not cutting hair. This single
sheet is not enough to write the
memories made in Prasad.

Message: Follow your passion.
Success will follow you.

Sign: Shiraysh

Name: Md. Aashik Husain
Grade: XII  Section: T  Code: 8040
Email: 12.aashikhusain@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment
spent as a Prasadi was epic
and beautiful. All friends and
teacher will remain in my
memory forever and of course
there will be missing a lot.

Message: Don't hope for anything
to happen; just work hard on it
and be consistent in your study.

Sign: Aashik
Name: Migya Sun
Grade: XI  Sec: T5  Code no: 8573
Memories:
• Being tired late for long hair.
• Dancing in front, thinking, cracking jokes.
• Sleeping in class with friends.
Many other instances that this piece of paper can't handle. Can write...
Messages:
Don't take things too seriously.
Just chill out.

Name: Raman Shrestha
Grade: 12  Sec: T5
Code no.: 8491
Email: ethanumex333@gmail.com
Memories:
• Lunch break talks, unexpected bag checkings, and many picnic dinners with best among all.

Message:
Life is too short to learn from our mistakes; so learn from others.

Signature: Raman Shrestha

Name: Merisha Subedi
Grade: XII  Sec: T5  Code: 8466
Memories:
• The unforgettable memory of picnic in class 32 specially “Roshani’s head bang”.
• Getting late for college and spending time in the library.
• Girls classes will be missed eating chicken momos during break with Sangeeta and Roshani; and chilling with sweet DKP 61.

Message:
Life is short, auto is cute.
If you forget me,
See my photo.

Signature: Merisha Subedi
Email: subedimerisha7@gmail.com

Name: Ankit Sherpa
Grade: XII  Sec: T5
Code: 8464
Email: ankit.sherpa6@gmail.com
Memories:
• Having people/friends talk during the lunch time and in class.
• Crying too much.

Message:
Keep calm and work hard.

Signature: Ankit Sherpa
AUTOBIOGRAPHY/T5

Name: Shreya Khadgi
Grade: XII, Section: T6, Code no.: 9664
Email: khadgishreya15@gmail.com

Memories: Memories made here are countless which cannot be mentioned here, but I can mention the blessing I got here. I got the most precious blessing which is called "FRIENDSHIP" and we were guided to our bright future together.

Message: Many ups and downs will test you, you just have to learn to face them properly.

Signature: Shreya

Name: Sanju Pokharel
Grade: XII, Section: T5, Code no.: 8592
Email: sanjupokharel3253@gmail.com

Memories: Belonging to group 1B and sharing with friends is one experience I will forever remember. The fun we went through was an experience unique to me and many more... 

Message: Enjoy your life to the fullest and never look back. In memories only comes.

Signature:

Name: Prasadi Shrestha
Grade: XI, Section: T5, Code no.: 8580
Email: prasadishrestha@gmail.com

Memories: There are lots of memories at Prasadi which can't be explained on a small paper. These chitchats during lectures, support of friends during ups and downs, picnic memories, and lot more. I will miss all my friends.

Message: Never underestimate yourself. You're better than you think and grab the opportunity.

Signature: Prasadi Shrestha
Name: Nanga Tamang
Class: XI Sec: B Code No: B347
Email: nanga.tamang@gmail.com
Memories:
I have made some wonderful memories in this school with my friends and teachers. The time we spent together was truly memorable. I will cherish these moments forever.

Message:
May you always be happy and successful in your future endeavors.

Name: Raju Maharjan
Class: XI Sec: B Code No: B347
Email: roja.mr.maharjan@gmail.com
Memories:
I have made some unforgettable memories in this school. The teachers and friends I have met here have been a great influence on my life.

Message:
Remember to always strive for excellence and never give up.

Name: Sanjaya Dorji
Class: IX Sec: A Code: 8484
Email: sanjaya.dorji@gmail.com
Memories:
I have made some unforgettable memories with my friends in this school. The time we spent together was truly memorable.

Message:
May you always be happy and successful in your future endeavors.

Name: Raja Shreatha
Class: IX Sec: A Code: 8484
Email: raja.sreatha@gmail.com
Memories:
I have made some unforgettable memories in this school. The teachers and friends I have met here have been a great influence on my life.

Message:
Remember to always strive for excellence and never give up.

Signature: [signature]
Name: Sabrina Shrestha
Grade: 12  Sec: T5  Code: 896C
Email: sabrinashrestha2@gmail.com
Memories: For me RL & R's classes gave me best and cherishable memories. Besides, the dance that I did on the picnic day will also be cherished my whole life.
Message: Don’t go the entire world as your opponent. Look at yourself in the mirror and make that person a little better each day.
Sign: Selfish

Name: Rohan Porsej T5 Buihs
Email: zeron.porsejz@gmail.com
Memories: My memories in Prasadi cannot be mentioned in this very shape. In short form, most of them were with my friends. All the marks I made here, are ready to wait with me for rest of my life.
Message: Having fun as a primary and you must enjoy every moment to have fun for rest of your life.

Name: Bindu Shama
Email: bindushama18@gmail.com
Memories: It’s hard to pen all these precious moments that are carved in the chunk of precious memories. I was running early morning, watching the college and being late. Playing football on even dancing in the hall.
Message: Endless talk with friends, heavy bags on the cheeking days, late night assignments, unexpected bags checking & drinking on my very great picnic.
Signature: (Handwritten)

Name: Ashwari Karki
Email: ashwari.karki@yIRTUAL.Gmail.com
Memories: Every day was a whole new experience of memorised letters. Some memories from start or end, getting late and facing punishments daily in the memory, searching for bags and shouting out in maddening class. Memories are in heart and mind, turning out not real but needing it in class, in your head, laughing out with friends and telling stories.
Message: Thank you to her Prasadi Mantra! Time for fun.
Signature: (Handwritten)
Name: Nilima Bajracharya
Grade: XII  Sec: T5  Code: 8480
Email: nili.bajracharya.19@gmail.com
Memories: Many memories to share but not enough space. Games we played, that truth & dare. Dancing and Singing in Picnic shape it remains life long. I'll miss them all & really proud to be part of T5.
Message: Make unlimited memories because time flies and soon you have spent your time but memories will last.
Signature: Nilima Bajracharya.

Name: Monima Muni
Grade: XII  Sec: T5  Code: 8485
Email: monimagmuni1234@gmail.com
Memories: Everyday in prasad Academy was memorable.
Message: In the middle of every difficulty lies opportunity.
Signature: Monima Muni.

Name: Pratik Chauri
Grade: XII  Sec: T5  Code: 8497
Email: pratik chaudhary.97@gmail.com
Memories: Talking with students, Monthly Test, Bag checking and most importantly Picnic was too good.
Message: Be good, Do good, Prasad will be Angel for you.
Signature: Pratik Chauri.
Name: Sabita komori Pakhrin
Grade: XII Section: T5 Code: 8476
Email: Sunita.sabita.24@gmail.com
Memories: I've collected lot of memories within these two years. Those silly and nonsense talks, laughing during the class, telling stupid jokes. How can I forget each moment spent in Prasadi with friends.
Message: Let the monotony slide away and indulge in the positive vibes.
Signature: 

Name: Sharan Shrestha
Grade: XII Section: T5 Code: 8476
Email: Sharan.shrestha93@gmail.com
Memories: Everyday in Prasadi was memorable. The other girls watching mom packing bag as soon as possible, the smile on certificates, egg checking etc. were very misleading. The first and last picnic was very memorable.
Message: Hard work and utilization of your time.
Signature: 

Name: Sabita Shrestha
Grade: XII Section: T5 Code: 8476
Email: Sabita.shrestha93@gmail.com
Memories: The fun time we had with the other girls. A time we never forgot in my life. When a 2X class made me do sitting in class and the unforgettable memories of the cars passing into the car park from the window. This was the funniest moment.
Message: Learned a lot because every moment was a learning experience.

Name: Nischal Shakya
Grade: XII Section: T5 Code: 8476
Email: Erasedname@gmail.com
Memories: Everything about the tedious but also delightful lessons and goofing around in limited break time. Also the unforeseen hair and bag checks.
Message: Learn To Listen
Listen To Learn

Nischal
Name: Tibo Mohrton
Grade: XII
Roll No.: 1389

Message: Enjoy the memories and moments that make you happy and strengthen your life.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Ambi Shivarana
Grade: X
Roll No.: 1234

Message: Enjoy the memories and moments that make you happy and strengthen your life.

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Chetna Mahajan
Grade: XII  Sec-T5  Code: 869
Email: chetna.fit@gmail.com
Memories: These two years in Prasadi have passed like a blink of an eye. I’ve collected a lot of memories through the journey from 11th to 12th. I’ll make a lot of friends here. I always enjoyed groups playing games with them. I’m gonna miss them all. This is the most precious moment that I’ve spent in Prasadi Academy. I’ll remember & cherish them. Thanks everyone, sometimes “later” becomes “never.”
Sign: Chetna Mahajan

Name: Medhisha Shresta
Grade: XII  Sec-T5  Code: 8165
Email: shresta.medhisha@gmail.com
Memories: Those two years in Prasadi have passed like a blink of an eye. I’ve collected a lot of memories through my journey from 11th to 12th. I’ll make a lot of friends here. I always enjoyed groups playing games with them. I’m gonna miss them all. This is the most precious moment that I’ve spent in Prasadi Academy. I’ll remember & cherish them. Thanks everyone, sometimes “later” becomes “never.”
Sign: Medhisha Shresta

Name: Bickey Khadka
Class: XII  Sec-T5  Code: 8667
Email: bickey.dai@gmail.com
Memories: Don’t think there is no other place to enjoy life. There is no need to go anywhere else, it is fine here. Enjoy every moment!!
Sign: Bickey Khadka

Name: Kishor Khatri
Class: XII  Sec-T5  Code: 9454
Email: kishor.khatri@yahoo.com
Memories: This piece of paper isn’t enough to write all those memories. But it was an unexpected journey in Prasadi Academy. Enjoy every moment!!
Sign: Kishor Khatri
Name: Anup Mohanj
Grade: 11TH Sec: C Code No: 2476
Email: Sohunmohan2016@yahoo.com

Memories:
1. The first time I met my teachers made me nervous
2. The first day was the best of my life and that's
   why I was so happy
3. The first day I met my classmates and
   teachers
4. Meeting new people and making friends
5. The first time I was absent from school
   because I felt sick

Message:
Create your habits carefully, they decide your future!

Signature: __________


Name: Sayan Shrivastava
Grade: 11TH Sec: T Code No: 8474

Memories:
In the journey of 2 years, I will remember each and every day, spent with those crazy friends. Good memories are more important than those, the teachers who always motivate and inspire are most precious to me.

Message: "Be Good, Be Good!"

Signature: __________

Name: Meghna Kanal
Grade: 11TH Sec: F45
Email: Meghna23@gmail.com

Memories:
Schooling from 1991 to 1996, a journey even in the 21st century, every moment in Prasadi is memorable. I will miss the freedom, liberty, and the friends and new friends made in this school.

Message: "Be on time and never give up!"

Signature: __________

Name: Krishna Tamong
Grade: 11TH Sec: T5 Code No: 18475
Email: Krishna.sinha@gmail.com

Memories:
Wild dance in picnic, cracking jokes in class, laughing in class, and doing homework, laughing. Every day was fun.

Message: Don't follow others, follow your dream.

Signature: __________
Name: Bihin Chakraborty
Grade: XII Sec: T-5 Code: 8439
Email: bchakraborty17@gmail.com
Memoirs: Reaction of people after saying that I study in Prasadi. Memory groups.老师们的鼓励使我在学术上取得了很大进步。I wish to achieve 100% percent getting home & sleeping whole day.
Message: Remember your failures. Try to be careful with your mistakes.
signature: 

Name: Pranjal Saha
Grade: XII Sec: T-5 Code: 8430
Email: pranjal.saha.23@gmail.com
Message:
signature:

Name: Binita Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: T-5 Code: 8458
Email: binita.shrestha.23@gmail.com
Memoirs: Reaction of people after saying that I study in Prasadi. Memory groups.老师们的鼓励使我在学术上取得了很大进步。I wish to achieve 100% percent getting home & sleeping whole day.
Message: Remember your failures. Try to be careful with your mistakes.
signature: 

Name: Asim Shakya
Grade: XII Sec: T-5 Code: 8453
Email: asim.shakya.23@gmail.com
Message:
signature:

Name: Aditi Bhattacharya
Grade: XII Sec: T-5 Code: 8496
Email: aditi.bhattacharya.23@gmail.com
Memoirs: Best memory in the session was making fun of my friends. The gatherings at lunchtime, our chit-chats making jokes on others were the best moments in these two years.
Message:
signature:
Name: Dipu Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec-T5 Code No: 947A
Email: Dipu.Shrestha.7@gmail.com
Memories: These 2 years that I have spent in Prasadi Academy have been a wonderful journey. On this journey, I have experienced ups and downs, as well as good and bad memories. All these memories are stored in my heart and have a special place in my heart. I have learned a lot of things from this journey. I have grown and become more confident and independent. I have made many friends and have learned a lot from them.
Message: Always listen to your heart and never let your fear overcome your dreams.
Name: Satyan Ratna Shakya
Grade: XII  Sec: T 8' Code: 8468
Memories: Two years in prasadi passed so soon that every teachers leave, playground gone, still on my head is the new with new experience of lessons. Wish I could have shared cartoon foods with my friends for all these laughs.
Message: Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall.

Name: Soukath Rai
Grade: XII  Section: T 8' Code: 8468
E-mail: soukathra@gmail.com
Memories:
Every thing
Message: Not everything will go as planned.

Name: Saklayam Var Shrestha
Grade: XII  Sec: T 5' Code: 8444
E-mail: Shrestha.saklayam88@gmail.com
Memories: All the classes in prasadi anomaly and friends.
Message: Good learning environment.
Sign: S.
Name: Binita Thapa
Grade: XII Sec: T12 Code: 8449
E-mail: binita.thapa8449@gmail.com
Memories: A small piece of paper is fit enough to write all my Prasadi memories. Each and every memory speaks in NG and is an unforgettable experience.
Message: Never give up your dreams. The pain you feel today is the strength you will feel tomorrow.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Anshu Thapa
Grade: XII Sec: T12 Code: 8449
E-mail: anshu.thapa8449@gmail.com
Memories: Journey from NG to T12 is really unforgettable. Unexpected BBQ sessions, fun in picnics with friends, and many exciting Mind Blowing lectures.
Message: Live life like there’s no tomorrow.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Harsh Khadgi
Grade: XII Sec: T12 Code: 8428
E-mail: Manish.khagdi8428@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Grade 12 was joyful. Best friends, memorable picnics, doing crazy silly dancing, clicking photos, etc.
Message: Follow your dream; they know the way.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Pradeep Rawal
Grade: XII Sec: T12 Code: 8431
E-mail: pradeep.rawal8431@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment in Prasadi were awesome. They can’t be written in a short of paper.
Message: Think with your mind, follow your heart.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Blinki Lam
Grade: XII
Secret: In 2013
Evidence: The party of my 15th birthday
Message: I cherish every moment that I spend in this Academy. I believe that every experience will always be cherished.

Name: Ronik Ghimire
Grade: XII
Secret: In 2013
Email: ronikghimire@gmail.com
Message: Life is full of surprises. Each and every moment spent in this Academy will always be cherished.
Name: Biplav Puri  
Grade: XII Sec: T'12  
Code No: 8532  
Email: chholybepeace@gmail.com  
Memories: brinch na bachi dhere goad aurra  
Message: if you wanna get the real fun then just go with the flow!!!  
Sign: 😊

Name: Krisha Maharjan  
Grade: XII Sec: T'12  
Code No: 8532  
Email: Maharjan.krisha3@gmail.com  
Memories: overall experience was good 😊  
Message: chase dreams 😊!!!  
Sign: 😊😊

Name: Abhishek Karki  
Grade: XII Sec: T'12  
Code No: 8530  
Email: karkiabhishek55@gmail.com  
Memories: every class was really awesome and unforgettable. The marketing class was awesome  
Message: keep smiling, keep smiling, GNAH for life!  
Sign: 😊😊

Name: Sujan Thapa Magar  
Grade: XII Sec: T'12  
Code No: 8584  
Email: sujanthapamagar1000@gmail.com  
Memories: college life in Prasadi Academy was unforgettable...making friends during ken checking...giving presentations without being nervous...  
Message: believe in yourself  
Sign: 😊😊
Name: Ashish Lal Singh
Grade: XII  Sec: T12  Code no: 8511
Email: ashishlalsingh99@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent here would be cherished in my memory, specially the picnic.
Message: An expert was once a beginner.

Name: Yaya Rikham Magar
Grade: XII  Sec: T12  Code no: 8629
Email: rikhamyaya@gmail.com
Memories: 3 years in Prasadi Academy was very memorable. Unforgettable. I wish I had more time. I often contrasted the past, thinking I was a great learner. But I still miss my mark making. Thanks for the achievement.
Message: Achieved success.

Name: Yumiri Subedi
Grade: XII  Sec: T12  Code no: 8506
Email: yumiri.subedi@gmail.com
Memories: These two years, the journey from Nig to T12 was ridculously precious for me. Everything passed in the blink of an eye. It feels like yesterday, we entered Prasadi for the first time and yet time to say goodbye. These unexpected emotions, sights of everything and nothing and most of all the marketing group and the closest and most precious friends will always be missed.
Message: Chase your dreams and mean.
Signature: Yumiri

Name: Lakshmi Silwal
Class: XII  Sec: T12  Code no: 8506
Email: lakshmi_kalasi@yana.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi School was unforgettable. From the first year to T12, it was unparalled. Thank you for making our year a memorable one. I'll miss our school and our friends.
Message: Good luck with the future.
Signature: Lakshmi
**Name:** Prish Shakya  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T12  
**Code:** 2533  
**Email:** shakya.prish9@gmail.com

**Memories:**  
All those days in Prasadi Academy were awesome. Best part was the dance party in princess manthan and all their days spend in Prasadi.

**Message:**  
Keep your head up, keep smiling.

---

**Name:** Govinda Poudyal  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T12  
**Code:** 2604  
**Email:** poudyal.go@gmail.com

**Memories:**  
This two years had all beautiful memory in my heart mainly, enjoying in class with friends, gossiping and the school days with students and those loving teachers and friends made this two years my best days and those memories are kept in heart.

**Message:**  
Enjoy each and every moment, remain happy and proud to be a prasadin.

---

**Name:** Prashant Magar  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T12  
**Code:** 2612  
**Email:** prashan.magor@gmail.com

**Memories:**  
I didn't come to high school. I didn't study high school. I got high.

**Message:**  
Stay healthy and study now.
Name: Binit Tamrakar
Class: XII T12 Code No: 8631
Email: Binit.band@gmail.com
Memories: Unexpected bag checking, hair checking, nail checking and all other memories are full.
Message: Until you don't get success go on trying

Name: Shreya Angal
Grade: XII Sec: Ti3 Code: 8632
Email: Shreya.projay@gmail.com
Memories: Two years of memories of prasadi academy, can't explain in short of words. Can't forget dancing on the beach, having fun with friends will be the best memory.
Message: Study at study area enjoy at play area

Name: Chiranju Pangal
Grade: XII Sec: Ti2 Code: 8633
Email: Chiranjut.pangal.463@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from Ninth to tis unforgettable with unforgettable memories. In this year I have made friends with the family. All memories of my school make me smile.
Message: Bench partner and best friend in this 12 with thanks.

Name: Raj Pajak
Grade: XII Sec: Ti2 Code: 8634
Email: Raj.pajak.kz@gmail.com
Memories: Two years have been beautiful. Memories with my heart mainly enjoying in classes with friends and those days at school. Even the days were different from school with teachers. And ever some memories are unexplored. Their love work checking, unexpected bag checking, meandering and most comforting and much more.
Message: Enjoy every moment in Prasadi, even teach to love before 6:00 AM and choose marketing staff to experience best moment.
Name: Nitesh Mahajan
Grade: XII Section: T2 Sec. Code: 849
Email: Nitesh.mahajan@yahoo.com
Memories: The journey from 11th to 12th in Prasadi Academy was incredibly amazing. I cherish each and every memory I have spent in Prasadi. I admire how my friends have taught me to be happy.
Message: There is nothing like a smoothie mountain.
Signature: 

Name: Arjana Nagarkoti
Grade: XII Section T2 Code: 958
Email: arjananagarkoti5@gmail.com
Memories: Two years of journey in Prasadi Academy was good. Crush is the best memory I've made in Prasadi Academy. Classes of YRS 6 will be missed.
Message: Learn to enjoy in strictness.
Signature: 

Name: Gupina Khurul
Grade: XII Section T2 Code: 5533
Email: k.gupina@yahoo.com
Memories: Well I might now go really for but nothing I will miss classes of all YRS. One day or day off, thoughts of fun & celebrating blast.
Message: People are like a hurting dog but they won't bite. Take warning easy but light.
Signature: 

Name: Rohan Roki
Class: XII Sec: T12 Code: 898
Email: michaelroki@gmail.com
Memories: Eating food of friends and teasing them were the best part of mine in Prasadi.
Message: Can and watch some cool.
Signature: 
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Name: Dipsal Acharya
Grade: XI  Section: T2  Code: 8470
Email: Acharya.dipsal.28470@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from N1 to T2 was amazing. The best part was meeting new friends.
Message: Enjoy your personal life outside school. Breaks are a good time to rejuvenate.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Rabin Jampa
Class: XII  Section: T12  Code: 8627
Email: Sajam.rabin@gmail.com
Memories: Memory full
Message: "Die with memories, not dreams!"

Name: Sahil Shrestha
Grade: XII  Section: T12  Code: 9002
Email: Shrestha.sahil.9002@gmail.com
Memories: Samosa of custom and fun with ‘12’ friends
Message: Subscribe toаллордепа, unsubscribe to 7 series. Have fun, norms, and bored.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Sahan Mahajan
Grade: XII  Section: T12  Code: 8598
Email: Sahan.mahajan@gmail.com
Memories: I made good memories in prasadi academy. I made new friends who helped me in bad situation. Teachers care more about students than themselves.
Message: Sometimes you have to lose something you saved to get better.
Signature: [Signature]
Name: Romit Manandhar
Grade: XII
Section: T12
Code: 4528
Email: romitmanandhar@gmail.com
Memo: The best memory is with friends.
Message: Be good, be good.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Aditya Khadgi
Grade: XII
Section: T12
Code: 8600
Email: admkhadgi@gmail.com
Memo: Samosa at canteen.
Message: Education makes future better.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Nischal Karki
Grade: XII
Section: T12
Code: 8485
Email: nischalking10@gmail.com
Memo: Time with friends.
Message: Subscribe the website and don't forget to have fun in college life.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Mallika Kandel
Grade: XII
Section: T12
Code: 8866
Email: kandelshree@yahoo.com
Memo: Gonna miss my group.
Message: Don't be late at Prasadi Academy.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Rojan Nepal
Grade: XII, Section: T12
Memories: Being together with family is memorable.
Message: Education is the light of life.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Samrat Rai
Grade: XII, T12
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi from May to Aug is memorable.
*Reading college library* *Song in library* *Sent back home from college gate because of reaching college late*
Message: Do what makes you happy and believe in yourself. It is better to be true to yourself than to please others.
*Encourage yourself time and again in new life*
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Sanjana Shrestha
Grade: XII, Section: T12, Roll no: 8504.
Memories: We were here from school making new friends, learning new things and actually making the lifetime memory at high school. Tussles with my friends, snickers, jokes and dance in the picnic are my unforgettable memories.
Message: Take the risk or lose the chance.

Name: Anish Rajshahari
Grade: XII, T13
Memories: Memories are my friends.
Message: Be hardcore, live hardcore.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Anil Basnet
Grade: XII, Section-T13, Code: 8115
Email: anilbasnet96@gmail.com
Memories: All the behaviors of the teachers will be missed.
Message: Cut your hair XD.
Sign:

Name: Snejita Jaiswal
Grade: XII, Section-T13, Code: 8642
Email: snejitsnej@gmail.com
Memories: Mainly getting popular, making friends running out the door to college.
- My periods started early.
- Black dots, those moments of frustration.
- And all those nights spent with my friends.
Message: Preserve your happiness.

Name: Sindhu KC
Grade: XII, Code: 8520
Email: kcsindhu@gmail.com
Memories: With friends, cracking jokes and a molotov(Yoga) in early morning detention.
Message: Okay! Follow me, take a deep breath and let it go: Ya, that's the secret all you need.
Sign:

Name: Dipen Mahajan
Grade: XII, Section-T13, Code: 8519
Email: mahanjandipen@gmail.com
Memories: Those debates with friends about football and breaking the silence with the tyranny of silence, followed by pictures during their daily break.
Message: No one will ever understand the last memory that person gave me.
Sign: 

City:

**Name:** Swastika Mitra
**Grade:** XII Sec-T13 Code NO: 2548
**Email:** swastikamitra@gmail.com

**Memories:**
Two years of laughter, joy and sadness are the best two years of my life. Shri. Prasadi was the most memorable day in grade 10. Every joke of YN sir was a memory forever. Days with friends playing jokes daily were best memories.
**Message:** Don’t worry about tomorrow, live for today and look for best.

**Name:** Neeta Nirmala
**Grade:** XII Sec-T13 Code NO: 8499
**Email:** arijitdavis@gmail.com

**Memories:** As I look back from today, I joined Prasadi during today. I have created lots of fond memories. Stays in Thailand and 1 day please is always the best day of every Prasadi.
**Message:** Stop worrying about what is necessary, then what is possible and suddenly you are doing the impossible.

**Name:** Sangita Ghale
**Grade:** XII Sec-T13 Code: 8767

**Memories:** The single moment spent in Prasadi was amazing.
**Message:** Another is really missed with bench partner. Then endless talks with friends, playing games, making friends, memories of all those who helped happy one in my life.

**Name:** Sony Gole
**Grade:** XII Sec-T13 Code: 8549
**Email:** Surentangyal@gmail.com

**Memories:** The two years journey in Prasadi, very good and happiness some time sadness, loving teachers and friends all are memorable for me.
**Message:** Just keep smiling never give up!
Name: Nisha Shaikat
Grade: XII  Section: Tis  Code: 8645
Email: Tita_yemen.com
"Selflove is necessary"
Memories:
Met some most amazing people.
All the memories of these years were truly
beautiful and unforgetable.
Message:
What if you simply devoted
this year in loving yourself more.
"You are stranger than
Armoury!!!"

Name: Subhani Shukya
Grade: XII  Sec: Tis  Code: 8533
Email: Subhani.shu12@gmail.com
Memories:
In these two years, I've gathered
some bitter and lots of fun experiences.
I've learned and gained many things
from Prasadi. The memories with my
bunch mates and lovely friends, dance in
print-outs are unforgetables.
MESSAGE:
It's not until you fall that you'll
that learn from failure and try again
until you get success.
Prasadi

Name: Smritika Maharjan
Grade: XII  Sec: Tis  Code: 8530
Email: Smritika.mhzn@gmail.com
Memories: I gain lot of memories thro
ughout this session. Finally will be that,
met amazing friends. Gossiping with
them, cracking stupid jokes, laughing at
teachers diologue... ehh haaha!!
theses memories are never gonna fade. We
have to pass this year to finish in each
other's hand. Stay away from class! Becoz of
that girls hands used to get swollen. A lot of
Teachers.
MESSAGE: I learn to appreciate little things.
Smt. Shruti

Name: Raghda Mara
Grade: XII  Sec: Tis  Code: 8530
Email: Raghda Maram at G mail.com
Memories: So many stupid frights,
so many inside jokes, so many
noisy things. The two years
spent in Prasadi were really
awesome. Memories with gorgeous
girls. Miss you all.
MESSAGE: Don't let anything come
in between you and your dreams.
Smt. Eshri
Name: Swapnil Kesarwani  
Grade: XII  Section: T11  Code no: 3042  
Email: kesarwani.swapnil@gmail.com  
Memories: Two years in Prasadi was a great and memorable experience. There were so many memories with friends and teachers that I will always cherish. Goodbye, Prasadi!  
Message: Goodbye and all the best for the future. May you achieve all your dreams and goals.  
Sign: Swapnil

Name: Megha Naupane  
Grade: XII  Section: T13  Code no: 3047  
Email: naupane.megha@gmail.com  
Memories: The journey from Grade IX to T13 was hard but memorable, full of ups and downs.  
Message: The harder you work, the luckier you become.  
Sign: Megha

Name: Prahlad Sharma  
Grade: XII  Section: T13  Code no: 3540  
Email: prahladsharma@gmail.com  
Memories: The journey from Grade IX to T13 was filled with many memories and experiences that I will cherish for a lifetime. Goodbye, Prasadi! I will miss you.  
Message: Study will be easier after Dashain. The weather is getting colder!  
Sign: Prahlad

Name: Sujata Mahajan  
Grade: XII  Section: T13  Code: 8531  
Email: sujata.mahajan@gmail.com  
Memories: The journey from Grade IX to T13 was tiring but memorable. There were so many ups and downs, but I will cherish the memories.  
Message: The harder you work, the luckier you become.  
Sign: Sujata
Name: Ishan Banerjee
Grade: XII Section T13 Code No: 9492
Email: nabishban099@gmail.com

Memories:
Every step of my life was a prasad.
As a prasad, it is unforgettable.
In fact, my best memory
is when dance at picnic and doing
assignment. And I was missing
the comedy done by the teachers
during the break.

Message: "Be good. Learn good and be
good because you are born
to rule the world not to be
ruled by it."

Name: Aditya Bhattacharjee
Grade: XII Section T13 Code No: 9471
Email: Adityabttc@gmail.com

Memories:
Every step of me was what I told.
I had a lot of memories.
In fact, I would say,
I made good friends and
studied with friends and
most of my memories
were about being
with friends, music,
and memories.

Message: "Moments fade away, memories last forever."

Name: Suvarna Gupta
Grade: XII T15 Code No: 9502
Email: Suvarnagupta8502@gmail.com

Memories:
These punishments, assignments, sadness
for missing jokes, college cafeteria, those
travels to new college together;
very late because of late shootings,
crazy friends, throughout. In the
next ending; goodbye.

Message: "As long as you decide to help
yourself nobody can help you."

Name: Kelbin Mahajan
Grade: XII Section T13 Code No: 9541
Email: Kelbin_18@gmail.com

Memories: "Converting dollars into Rs. in math class"

Message: "Believe in yourself."
Name: Sachin Singh Thakur
Grade: XII Sec T13 Code No: 8542
Email: sachin2405@gmail.com
Memories: The lectures, assignments given by the teachers, the enjoyable love and memories with friends will be remembered and unforgettable. So enjoy your college life... Don’t spoil it with ego and attitude...
Message: Never give up. Today is hard, tomorrow will be worse, but the day after tomorrow will be sunshine.
Sign: Sachin – Proud to be Prasadi

Name: Sourya Chandra Athavale
Grade: XII Sec T13 Code No: 8543
Email: admin2076@gmail.com
Memories: All those scary little acts my merry friends in 8th 9th making fun of others and teachers calling my name. In almost every lecture, he was always asleep. Some attempted to beat and dance at picnics. All those unforgettable memories are now memories with “OOPS” and grand miss 11 “SIDIERS”.
Message: Make today so awesome, yesterday gets jealous. Be true to you. 😊

Name: Pratik K.C
Grade: XII Sec T13 Code No: 8537
Email: pratikpratik@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment from N’14 to T’17 was awesome and especially picnic was most memorable.
Message: Every problem might have a million right now, but don’t forget your right solution. Once a problem, never to be.

Name: Sumit Khurana
Grade: XII Sec T13 Code No: 8545
Email: admin2076@gmail.com
Memories: All days spent and lived in Prasadi were memorable. Friends, study, homework, presentations and teachers were memorable. A piece of paper cannot describe my memories that I’ve achieved in two and a half years.
Message: Live your life to the fullest, what if God asks us “How was your heaven child”?
Signature: Sumit.
NAME: Rubika Mahajan
Grade: XII section T13 code no: 8523
Email: rubika.mahajan@gmail.com

Memories: The journey of XII in T13 in Prasadi Academy was incredibly amazing. I found the most amazing friends, endless gossips, the united efforts, and all the cherished memories will always stick my heart and soul. Thanks to the teachers and principal for the excellent education and guidance. Wishing you all the best! 

Message: You only live once but if you do it right once it is enough.

Signature: Rubika Mahajan

NAME: Rijen Shakya
Grade: XII Section: T13 Code no: 8536
Email: Rijen.shakya@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment that I have spent in this institution will never be forgotten. I would always cherish all my respected teachers and amazing friends with whom I have come to the end of journey of high school. 

Message: Failure is not final, failure is not fatal; it is the courage to continue that counts.

Signature: Rijen Shakya

NAME: Anusha Majhi
Grade: XII Sec: T13 Code no: 8517

Memories: Memories with friends, teachers and all the adventures in my T13 School have made me from a young child to a beautiful butterfly. I will always treasure these memories with you all. 

Message: You only live once but if you do it right once it is enough.

Signature: Anusha Majhi
Name: Anirban Chatterjee
Grade: XI, Section: T-13, Code: 0510
Email: anirban.chatterjee910@gmail.com
Memories: The Gurukul of Prasadi Academy was amazing. I found many friends, were taught and all the respected teachers who always motivated us to perform well.
Message: Work hard, study hard and try to bring the new change.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Nikita Shukla
Grade: XI, Section: T-13, Code: 0516
Memories: The two years of experience in Prasadi Academy was very beautiful. I have really understood the value of time in those 2 years of journey. Having lunch under the sun during the break or that you see by college two times in a day and some of the unforgotten moments.
Message: Be disciplined, be regular. Your struggle in present days will give you best result in your future.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Kajal Awale
Class: XII, Section: T-13, Code: 0555
Email: kajal.awale93@gmail.com
Memories: The days in Prasadi, I can never forget. Unexpected joy of cheating.
Message: Never miss the phone and never miss the chance.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Mahip Bajracharya
Grade: XII, Section: T-13, Code: 0521
Email: Mahip.prasadi@mahip@gmail.com
Memories: Everyday in Prasadi was full of something new, surprising & unexpected.
Message: You are never too old to set another goal or dream. Just believe in yourself.
Signature: [Signature]
**Name:** Praveen Singh  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T13  
**Code no:** 8527  
**Email:** praveenbath@gmail.com  
**Motto:** The unforgettable memories of my academic career are the day of picnic.  
**Message:** “Success isn’t overnight. It’s when everyday you get a little better than the day before. It all adds up.”  
**Signature:** [Signature]

**Name:** Drishya Man Shrestha  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T13  
**Code no:** 8463  
**Email:** drishyamanshrestha@gmail.com  
**Motto:**  
**Message:**  
**Signature:** [Signature]

**Name:** Jugal Raj Upadhyay  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T13  
**Code no:** 8591  
**Motto:**  
**Message:**  
**Signature:** [Signature]

**Name:** Shristi Rawat  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** T13  
**Code no:** 8557  
**Motto:**  
**Message:**  
**Signature:** [Signature]
Name: Sujit Prasad Juyal  
Class: XII  
Sec: T13  
Code: 8522  
Email: sujit.juyal95@gmail.com  

Memories:
- Unwanted friendships, yes sir. Sir's classes were unforgettable, and picnics were also unforgettable.

Message:
- When your goals are more important than a party; welcome to the college, and yes please don't forget to cut your hair in time and come to college on time.

Name: Rekisha Bhandari  
Class: XII  
Sec: T12  
Code: 8555  
Email: Rekisha.Bhandari@yahoo.com  

Memories:
- If I wouldn't have been here, I wouldn't have made such lovely friends. Going home half an hour early during run days and funny jokes of sir sir, indirect comment of sir sir and moments of picnics will be my best memories as a Prasadi.

Message:
- Glow with time like a candle and enjoy it.

Name: Nischal Mahorjan  
Class: XII  
Sec: T13  
Code: 8688  

Memories:
- From the beginning of class to T13, each day and each moment was memorable.

Message:
- Results aren't gonna decide your future.

Name: Reema Shrestha  
Class: XII  
Sec: T13  
Code: 8638  
Email: deema.shrestha93@gmail.com  

Memories:
- Many memories were made. The spent time in Prasadi was memorable. Moreover, the memories like unexpected have checking wild dance at prank week were unforgettable.

Message:
- Always be positive follow your dream. Never lose hope & faith.

Sign: Rakesh
Name: Kush Tamang
Class: XII Section: T13 Code: 8526
Email: kustamang@gmail.com

Memories:

"To think about it, I have made plenty of unforgettable memories. That is something I would be remembering in my memories. I remember being in the bed with my friends, playing games like walking, which took over an hour,ollapsefully.

Messages: But remember and keep living. See your dreams till the end."

Name: Sudip Gotame
Grade: XII (T13) Code: 8567
Email: gotame.sudip59@gmail.com

Memories:

"Each and every day in NH1 (T13) was worthy.

Messages: Join Prasadi, feel the difference"

Name: Ishita Shrestha
Grade: XII Section: T13 Code: 8519
Email: ishshrestha@gmail.com

Memories:

"The most amazing thing was when over there was a story I had to go home early. And I made many worthwhile memories."

Name: Sushma Nepal
Grade: XII Code: 8567
Email: sushmanepal8567@gmail.com

Memories:

"A great place of paper is enough to write my history. But after this journey from 8th to 11th, it is something to be treasured forever.

I shall never forget the class of 8th and 10th."

Messages: Follow your dreams. Never lose hope and faith."

Proud to be prasadi
Name: En. P. Shrideha
Grade: XII  Sec: T3  Code: 8545
E-mail: Shrideha14@gmail.com

Memories: The best part was my friends, the picnics was something, that was so casual and fun. I forget the punishment for coming late till midnights of Canteen.
Message: If you aren't brave enough, then you will only have to watch life.
Sign: Dyl

Name: Aaksha Bhandari
Grade: XII  Sec: T3  Code: 8539
E-mail: aakshabhandari@gmail.com

Memories: Starting the journey of Prasadi Academy from 9th to 11th was very enjoyable. The journey of these two years will be always precious. Those moments I spent with my friends will remain in my heart forever. Cockeying jokes, laughing and also believing all the jokes of KRR are seriously the best memory.
Message: There is only one kind of success in this world, called working in a way that you like.

Name: Akriti Nagarkoti
Grade: XII  Sec: T3  Code: 8535
Email: akritinagarkoti50@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment spent in these 2 years were memorable. Disciplining and laughing with friends was best.
Message: It does not matter how slowly you go as long as you don't stop.
Sign: Akriti

Name: Siddharth Shukla
Grade: XII  Sec: T13  Code: 8529
Email: Siddharthshukla7777@gmail.com

Memories: Not submitting homework on time, eating fast food, laughing, making jokes, eating.
Message: People say nothing is impossible, but I do nothing everyday.
Signature: Unique and different from others.

Name: Akshay Jagtap
Grade: XII  Sec: T3  Code: 8540
Email: akshayjagtap2001@gmail.com

Memories: The journey of Prasadi Academy from 9th to 11th was very enjoyable. The journey of these two years will be always precious. Those moments I spent with my friends will remain in my heart forever. Cockeying jokes, laughing and also believing all the jokes of KRR are seriously the best memory.
Message: There is only one kind of success in this world, called working in a way that you like.
Name: Shanti Tamang
Grade: XII  Sec T13  code: 8541
Email: Shanti.Tamang@gmail.com
Memories: I guess being late for morning class and not joining meal and being alone in a verse. Those are the best memories that I held as prasadi.
Message: Best of luck!!
Some college or else.

Name: Sunil Maharjan
Grade: XII  Sec T13  code: 8552
Email: Sunil.m@gmail.com
Memories: This old dream of paper can't handle my tons of memories mostly filled up with joy, happiness and dots of laughter.
Message: When latest a cup don't become a perk.

Name: Alish Baki Ghimtha
Grade: XII Sec T13  Code: 8536
Email: Alinibaki@gmail.com
Memories: Some memories were good
- Picnic
- Teasing Friends
- Those stupid controversies
But nevertheless it was a memory worth keeping.
Message: Don't give up on your dreams, keep sleeping.
Sign: ☺

Name: Anu Bhatti
Grade: XII Sec T13  Code: 8530
Email: Anurekha@gmail.com
Memories: Too big meaningful and sweet full years made it unforgettable. Very precious and memorable. Every teacher, every woman and learning. Making fun with friends, dancing in picnic, playing sports, remembering childhood and every small activities were my best memories. So thank you Prasadi for giving me memories that will stay deep in my heart and memories to move further in life.
Message: Never lose your hope! You are only one in this world, and no one can become you. Keep yourself and enjoy every moment in your life.

Name: Srushti Shree S.
Grade: XII Section: V5 Code: 9039
Email: srushti3897@gmail.com

Memories: I have made many memories from Prasadi.

Message: It's a bad day, not a bad life.

Signature:

Name: Riju Sarswal
Grade: XII Section: V5 Code No: 8894
Email: riju.sarswal38@gmail.com

Memories: 2 years in prasadi literally passed like a blink but left lot of memories behind.

Message: Thank you for teaching, school on time.

Name: Abhijith Sah
Class: XII Section: V5 Code No: 8811
Email: abhijith310@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy is unforgettable. The teachers, my classmates, and the memories of getting out of school are all unforgettable.

Message: Enjoy each and every moment cause it's not gonna return back.

Name: Bilashsree GMWALI
Grade: XII Section: V5 Code No: 9014
Email: bilashsree39@gmail.com

Memories: Never thought blending from school to college would be this hard. These 2 years have been the most exciting experience.

Message: 'R highschool' two simple words but it's such a place where you enter as one person and leave as an completely different one. You find the real you among the best to all the juniors to fill the real you.
NAME: Ashish Kumar Jha
Grade: XII Science 
Code: 5873
Email: ashishjha960186.96@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment that I have spent in Prasadi are unforgettable. All the teachers, mentors, and peers with whom I have interacted have been sources of inspiration and knowledge for me.
Message: Have faith in yourself and don't make homeworks burden.
Ashish Jha

NAME: Sushant Singh
Grade: XII Science
Code: 5873
Email: sushantsingh2309@gmail.com
Memories: Two years in Prasadi was a new and wonderful experience. From sharing jokes with friends, wonderful teachers, and learning new things, Prasadi has truly been unforgettable. It is a place that will always be remembered.
Message: To be very honest, Prasadi is a wonderful place to be. The beginning was tough but ending is tremendous. I wish you all the best and success in the future. An important thing to do regularly is to keep away from mobile phones. Thank you for being there.
Sushant Singh

NAME: Shreya Acharya
Grade: XII Science
Code: 5873
Email: Acharyasreya64@gmail.com
Memories: Alarm at early morning, homework to complete, fun with friends (all friends of Class XII A), and the immortal memories of picnic 2015. Need I mention more?
Message: It matters not what others may think. Be true to yourself and make your own decisions.
Signature

NAME: Jaydeep Bhakal
Grade: XII Science
Code: 5873
Email: bhakaljy@gmail.com
Memories: Bit over & over again, the class discussion, RP4 car jokes, class jokes, and funtimes with my friends in all classes. Class XII A was the best year of my life.
Message: If you cannot love and appreciate yourself, you will never love and appreciate anyone else.
Signature
Name: Shreya Kumari
Grade: XII, Sec: V, Code: 8856
Email: shreya.sharma96@gmail.com
Message: These were tears in my eyes when I joined Prasadi and they were tears of joy.
I am leaving this place now. Every moment spent here is etched in my heart. This place will always remain in my heart. This will always be a part of me.

Message: I feel Prasadi is the best school and I hope it is true. The teachers and the students are the best directors. I hope you win to do your best acting like me. I hope Prasadi always makes your parents proud and you should always being proud of yourself.

Signature: [Signature]

---

Name: Nitish Khurani
Grade: XII, Sec: V, Code: 6046
Email: nitishkhurani@gmail.com
Message: Leaving is the first day of the college. I never really wanted to come to college. But after you finally got me there and I really didn’t want to leave this college. Everything was supposed to do but I really don’t want you to make my journey to end. I am really happy being in Prasadi.

Message: I am sure that you will make me proud of you.

Signature: [Signature]

---

Name: Prince Koli
Grade: XII, Sec: V, Code: 3026
Email: prince3026@gmail.com
Message: I hope you are happy memories. Let’s make memories with the best day in Prasadi. These contexts in the jocks, jogs and fly day are the best memories. We can’t replace the students here. We can’t replace the memories with our friends. I hope each and every student is the in the Prasadi and the day will never be the same again. I hope you make your parents proud and I hope you make your memories.

Message: All the best to you.

Signature: [Signature]

---

Name: Aashim Acharya
Grade: XII, Sec: V, Code: 8791
Email: aashim.acharya3@gmail.com
Message: Journey from home to the college. I will always remember the things about the Prasadi days.

Message: I had a lot of fun at Prasadi and I will always remember the memories.

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Kiril Shrestha
Address: Samjuna - V, Code No. 6792
Email: kirilshrestha@gmail.com
Memories:
I spent years in the classroom dreaming. Now years have come down like a snow and classroom itself became a dream.
Message:
Have faith in yourself and do what makes your soul shine.
Sign:

Name: Ajaya Rai
Class: XII Section: V, Code No. 670
Email: ajayarai86@gmail.com
Memories:
Studying at Prasadi Academy with friendly teachers and students was a wonderful experience. Meeting with friends, teaching in debates, and every day was breaking moments. And at some points, with teachers and friends there were unforgettable moments that won't be able to bear.
Message:
After your graduation, you have to rely on yourself, your friends and teachers. And, we wish you to live and shine with friends.
Sign:

Name: Bhakti Thapa
Class: XII Section: V, Code No. 8542
Email: bhaktithapa@gmail.com
Memories:
Prasadi was not the college I dreamt for but I ended here, but this college gave me so much of good memories that I will forever be thankful for the people, friends, teachers, and everything that made my college life special. I can still remember me being as late as possible. Arrival time was at 8:30 pm, but I arrived at 2:30 pm. Eventually, I was postponing it but the day turned out to be the best.
Message:
Don't miss picnic. Thakurgaon is the best in contrast with life in rural.
Sign:

Name: Krithika Tamang
Class: XII Section: V, Code No. 8261
Email: tamangkokrinkitika@gmail.com
Memories:
These two years in Prasadi holds unforgettable memories. From the thrill of 'Ra' to 'Wa', with crazy and wonderful people, playing hangout, Bingo, eating snacks and making fun with everyone.
Message:
If you go to heaven, come back with friends and make every moment count.
Sign:


Name: Himani Sah
Class: XII Sec. V5, Code no: 8661
Email: himanisah2001@yahoo.com
Memory:
The funniest dialogues of XII, the tricks, laughter at the unexpected jokes, passing books, arriving late and returning back home, playing games, and most important the picture day in picnics was out of the world.
Message:
Don’t panic dear. Life is beautiful just accept every situation of your life then your aim will be there waiting for you.
Signature:

Name: Abhishekha Joshi
Class: XII Sec. V5, Code no: 8841
Email: abhishekha.joshi@gmail.com
Memory:
I thought I joined here but I ended up being one of the friends I’ve made here. My biggest achievement is being a part of this society and all the events and laughter I shared. I realize now how mountain dew and especially the picnic memory will always be remembered in my heart.
Message: Thank you Prasadi for giving me this opportunity.
Signature:

Name: Binny Kumar Shah
Class: XI Sec. V5, Code no: 8830
Email: binnykumar235@gmail.com
Memory:
Jokes made by the teachers at the classroom, wild dance during Jonny, on the picnic spot, the class days at Prasadi are the memorable events of my life in FBB.
Message: Life is short so live like a legend and do something really special in life.
Signature:

Name: Lalita Mahajan
Class: XII Sec. V5, Code no: 8801
Email: www.lalitamahajan303@gmail.com
Memory: Every moment in Prasadi are memorable. Your every success will be counted. Learning with teachers like Dr. Key, Dr. Sadhu is the best moment I have at Prasadi. Current problems are solved, studying at library, and late-night discussions work. Stop clanging at picnic time. You are encouraged.
Message: Work hard. You will be counted. Built up your confidence at this level.
Signature:
Name: Simrik Shah
Grade: XI Sec. V5 Code No: 8824
Email: simshah79@gmail.com
Memories:
There are not a lot of memories I have made inside the college but, I sure did have fun in Matric Year and Picnic 2015 grade XI was most memorable than XI (for me). I will miss the chowmela and more from manpas because that's the only thing I eat for 2 whole years. Oh no! and Simon, if you are reading this, know that I will forever cherish you and lots but not less, OK mom, I love you!
Message:
You should spend a life chasing stories to tell when you're old.
-Simrik

Name: Yumnam Rishikesh
Grade: XI Sec. V5 Code No: 8831
Email: yumnamrish@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment I had spent in Prasadi Academy are memorable.
- Bowling in Picnic event was the most memorable event.
- Though we had a lot of tough times, we always remember Prasadi Academy.
Message:
Just do as you wish and you like to do and listen to your parents and teachers.

Name: Binay Thakur
Grade: XII Sec. V5 Code No: 8829
Email: binay.thakur04@yahoo.com
Memories:
Every moment in Prasadi are memorable in me; waking up in the mornings, tons of talk with friends and teachers and jokes among friends are very memorable in me. I don't want to leave college. I love Prasadi, I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. Enjoy the best 2 years of your life in Prasadi.
Message: Enjoy the best 2 years of your life in Prasadi.
-Simrik

Name: Shrivastav Yadav
Grade: XII Sec. V5 Code No: 8829
Email: shrivastayadav@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment I had spent in Prasadi Academy are memorable. The people, teachers and environment here is really wonderful. We have lots of fun here. When I came here, I didn't know what to expect. I expected no taught us life, life was here. We took in Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. I love Prasadi. Enjoy the best 2 years of your life in Prasadi.
Message: Enjoy the best 2 years of your life in Prasadi.
-Simrik
Name: Asmita Joshi
Grade: XII Sec. V, Code: RR26
Email: jasmita189@gmail.com
Memories:
Journey from 1st to 12th was full of memories talking with teacher and friends. BA's always funny expressions on stage. English, Phys and math were funny. Fs 3rd class way of walking , puffy pants on his "you cannot solve the problem" face. SU and RV's were very bad. Message:
Enjoy what in picnic.
Signature: 

Name: Gyan Singh
Grade: XII Sec. V, Code: RR73
Email: gyansg123@gmail.com
Memories:
From the first day to last day of Prasadi, I spent was memorable and enjoyable. In small things and most memorable moment in Prasadi was picnic. In the picnic, I collected more memories than I had expected.
Message:
People who have a friend can get a gift but those who have enemies a friend can get a great success.
Signature: 
Proud to be Prasadi

Name: Gaurav TIwari
Grade: XII Sec. V, Code: RR26
Email: gauravtiwari36@gmail.com
Memories:
Journey from 1st to 12th was filled with memories, playing with friends, Walnut and Walnut not funny, memory of Afzal Sir, short and simple hairstyle, hiding long hair in cap, Asvini and SB sir's words were hit.
Message:
Prasadi is the center of fun unless you discover the fun are limited!!!
Signature: 

Name: Ravindra Pr. Yagnik
Class: XII Sec. V, Code: B94
Email: krishnagmail.com
Memories:
The memories are uncountable.
1. "Hello how is your friend always make us happy & fun.
2. "Help, this is only question" which sir really makes fun.
3. "I know you are mystifying" kg always give us energy.
4. The code behavior of our mom.
Message:
Be brave & face the challenges.
Name: Umesh Pant  
Grade: XII  
Code: 05  
No.: 9011  
Email: umeshpant1016@gmail.com  

Memories:  
- Wild dance in Picnic  
- Standing in queue in winter and bag checking  
- Days spent in P1 and V5  
- Sarcastic jokes of KPP SH  
- Strong BPS sir and of course Geetan  

Message:  
Labour hard continuously, one day success will be on your feet.

Sign: Umesh

---

Name: Rakesh Guptha  
Grade: XII  
Code: 05  
No.: 8015  
Email: rakeshguptha54@gmail.com  

Memories:  
- Spent in two years of being Prasadians, including the pani puri group, and future planning with both 'make, entry of unexpected brother during lunch, moreover the greeting for prasad, and chicken more, tejiwi laugh for trace jokes, and especially the unseen and veeti-ladha from Prasadiians during Picnic.  

Message:  
Just keep enjoying and blame the two years and labour hard to achieve good.

Sign: Rakesh

---

Name: Rahul Agrawal  
Grade: XII  
Code: 05  
No.: 8520  
Email: rahul.agrawal18@gmail.com  

Memories:  
- In these two years in Prasadi  
- I have collected a lot of memories.  
- The best and most memorable time was Thailand tour and the love and fun times, especially checking every thing will be nice.  

Message:  
Catch as much memories as you can. Do as much fun you can. Because these days will never return back.

Sign: Rahul

---

Name: Krishna & Sons  
Grade: XII  
Code: 9855  
Email: Krishna9855@gmail.com  

Memories:  
- Although I don't remember names, all Prasadians dwell in my heart. I am not known for unique activities but my performance became my identity. However, these two years were fabulous, exciting & entertaining.

Message:  
Life is like a film, like there's no tomorrow. Think like a businessman who never lets himself down.

Sign: Krishna & Sons

PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN
Name: Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: V5 Code no: 2226
Email: shresthay62@gmail.com
Memories:
Carnival, random periods and the strict rules of Prasadi had made my life full of courage and passion. Prasadi had been the best decision and I love being called an Prasadi Girl.
Message:
If you aren't willing to learn, then no one can help you. But if you are determined to learn, then no one can stop you. Never lose your hope.

Name: Uma Thapa Magar
Grade: XII Sec: V5 Code no: 2226
Email: Uma@gmail.com
Memories: Having fun with friends, all those practical and regular classes were very interesting. Singing in class, fun in print with the teachers and friends.
Message:
I can't forget those homerooms and monthly sales. However, I have many memorable memories, but also, I can't forget Prasadi. In my whole life Prasadi always remains in my heart. I am very happy to get the chance to make many friends.
Message:
Whenever you go, go with all your heart. Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life, live it and die with it. Never, never, never, never give up.

Name: Sachana Dhakal
Grade: XII Sec: V5 Code no: 2226
Email: dhakalzachana3@gmail.com
Memories: Late night panic attacks due to homework, the crazy mad picnic, URT nice, straight smile and the crazy bus was group will be treasured.
Message:
Don't procrastinate, that will lead you in your achievements.

Name: Nitija Yakha
Grade: XII Sec: V5 Code no: 2226
Email: nitijayakha16@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment I spent in Prasadi was precious. Especially all the jokes, groups, eating and yeah, torn and funny days were awesome.
Message: We make mistakes, but we also learn.
Name: Sadiksha Acharya  
Grade: XII Sec: V  Code no: 8793  
Email: sadikshacharya@gmail.com  
Memories: All the moments spent with Prasadi family and the precious memories of my life. Thank you everyone for the love and support you gave. Will miss you all.  
Message: All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.

Name: Tridorni Gan  
Grade: XII Sec: V  Code no: 8818  
Email: lucinkleeshmah497@gmail.com  
Memories: 

Every moment spent in Prasadi from P7 to V10 was really precious to me. How can I forget to mention teachers and friends I got to make memories with. Those gossips and laughter in class, way dance in picnic, 9th sir and RKY Sir classes, conversation with CT and unfadable memories which will be in my heart forever and always.  
Message: Stop wishing, start doing because sometimes, what becomes never...  
Sign - tridorni

Name: Prasha Maikali  
Grade: XII Sec: V  Code no: 8854  
Email: maikali.prasha@gmail.com  
Memories:  

Cherish all the memories we made together unlimited homework Unexpected bag checking short break and studying, the dance we had in picnic wasn’t less than swearing. The two years being addressed as a Prasadi is a matter of great pride for me.  
Message: Let not any thing dim the light that shines from within.

Name: Rubin Yadav  
Grade: XII Sec: V  Code no: 8797  
Email: yabin2000@gmail.com  
Memories:  

That happened from P3 to V5 - rectangular classroom, fascinating classmates, great teachers and efficient administration. Delighted to be part of this culture. Needless to say about tour and picnic.  
Message: Think like artists but work like accountants.  
Sign - Rubin.
Name: Prativa Majhi
Grade: XI  Sec-V  Code no: 8311
E-mail: prativa01majhi@gmail.com
Memories: Unstoppable laughter, secret talks, dance on pieces, jokes by teacher and those moments once I live are the ones I absolutely forget to take picture of.
Message: "Make pressure your ally as you prepare for a nothing else.
Signature: Majhi
Name: Ujjwal Shah
Grade: XII 'V6' Code: 8344
Email: Ujjwal.shah96@ymail.com
Memories: Lots of food & fun in picnic.
Message: Eat more, study more.
STAY HEALTHY.

Name: Manish Yadav
Grade: XII 'V6' Code: 04503
Email: manu007yy77@gmail.com
Memories: Being late on 1st day of college...
Every moment including the worst times and best times spent with my friends in this periiphery...
MESSAGE TO EVERYONE:
Listen to anyone do what your heart says and live your life as King size.

Name: Aswani Kumar Rajak
Grade: XII 'V6' Code: 8907
Email: aswani007rajak@gmail.com
Memories: All those moments in Prasadi were really unforgettable. Fun with friends in Rs and Vc were special memories. Parties, fun, group-villas, unexpected bocce, checking, sleeping outside classrooms, spicy lecture of teachers were best part.
Message: Be yourself because everyone else has taken to their own world and priorities!!

Name: Rishik Shrivastva
Grade: XII 'V6' Code: 18899
Memories: All the memories I gathered from the journey of Rs to Vc. Every moment I've crossed is worth, I'll always remember the jokes of RPy and all the scoldings. The get-into half-way the day I entered in Prasadi.
Message: You are born to win, but to be a winner, you must plant, sow, prepare to win and expect to win. Go!!
Signature: Rishik Shrivastva

Swine is the Top God.
Name: Manju Gautam
Grade: XII Sec: V C Code no: 8900
Email: iammanjue8@gmail.com
Memories: Silent gossips in classroom
not getting caught a very few times
was the fun part of college life.
In addition, SH sir’s, SSA mam’s
and RL sir’s teaching will be
missed forever.
Message: Never let your scores disappoint you.
Have faith in yourself, strength to fulfill
your dreams and courage to do what
it requires. Ultimately, you will end up
with happy and successful life.

Name: Sadhika Gautam
Grade: XII Sec: V C Code: 8922
Email: sadigha.gautam@yahoo.com
Memories: Two years in Prasadi went in
the blink of an eye. The journey from R to V was
one of the most memorable times here.
Most of my memories are from
breaks and every small
moment was worth living.
Message: Time is fast, no replay. No rewind.
But only memories. Every moment
in Prasadi will be precious.
Signature: Sadhika

Name: Pushpa Sharma
Grade: XII Sec: V C Code: 8922
Email: Hannaakish007@gmail.com
Memories: Kinds of hardships and dedication
throughout the year. But motivated
by friends, family, and teachers to
keep moving forward.
Message: Eat, Study, Sleep and Repeat
Name: Sumeet Kumar Sidhu
Grade: XI Sec. V  Code no. 8679
Email: sumeet.kumar.sidhu.8679@gmail.com
Memories: Each moment spent with friends, teachers, and the atmosphere of the school are unforgettable. The first time I entered this school, I felt nervous and excited at the same time. The teachers were so helpful and caring that they made me feel at home. The school provides a wonderful environment for learning and socializing. I will always remember the times when we used to play games, have picnics, and enjoy the nature around the school.
Message: “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts.”

Name: Ganga Kiran Nalwa
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code No. 8682
Email: Kiran.verma12@gmail.com
Memories: The journey in Prasadi Academy is the most wonderful one. The most memorable thing that I will never forget about this school is the very beautiful and peaceful environment of this school. Sometimes we play games, climb the trees, and enjoy the nature around the school. The teachers are very helpful and supportive.
Message: “Success is not final, failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts.”

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XI Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: All the gossips and punishments in R2 and V6 were probably the best ones.
Message: Physics and Prasadi are some.

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends are unforgettable moments. Non-stop running and unlimited fun in the playground sitting on the grass and in class. Making fun and jokes with my friends as well as with teachers, homework, playing surprise-bug catching, nail painting and having tea in the meeting room.
Message: Live your life freely and enjoy the present, but not with other thoughts..." Never lose hope. Be happy!!!"

Signature: 

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: All the gossips and punishments in R2 and V6 were probably the best ones.
Message: Physics and Prasadi are some.

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends are unforgettable moments. Non-stop running and unlimited fun in the playground sitting on the grass and in class. Making fun and jokes with my friends as well as with teachers, homework, playing surprise-bug catching, nail painting and having tea in the meeting room.
Message: Live your life freely and enjoy the present, but not with other thoughts..." Never lose hope. Be happy!!!"

Signature: 

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: All the gossips and punishments in R2 and V6 were probably the best ones.
Message: Physics and Prasadi are some.

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy with my friends are unforgettable moments. Non-stop running and unlimited fun in the playground sitting on the grass and in class. Making fun and jokes with my friends as well as with teachers, homework, playing surprise-bug catching, nail painting and having tea in the meeting room.
Message: Live your life freely and enjoy the present, but not with other thoughts..." Never lose hope. Be happy!!!"

Signature: 

Name: Sumeet Tiwari
Grade: XII Sec. V  Code no. 8883
Email: sumeet.tiwari.8883@gmail.com
Memories: All the gossips and punishments in R2 and V6 were probably the best ones.
Message: Physics and Prasadi are some.
Name: Prashant Thakur  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V6  
Code: 8376  
Email: prashant.thakur417@gmail.com

Message:  
"Don’t let the clouds do what it does, keep going because either you have to run through or stay cool run your day & keep moving."
Name: Rupina Tamang
Grade: XII Sec: V6
Code No: 8822
Email: surupinaapakami2018@gmail.com

Memories: Some classes were the best part of the journey.

Message: Don’t stop believing. Sign: Sunnur.

Name: Anjali Karna
Grade: XII Sec: V6
Code No: 894F
Email: Karnaanjali@gmail.com

Memories: Working late, standing outside and getting scared. Gossiping and backstabbing will always be remembered.

Message: Believe in yourself, your strength and your deed. Sign: 

Name: Himl Paudel
Grade: X B
Sec: V6
Code No: 8812
Email: himlpaudel@gmail.com

Memories: I was quoted your name and I without you all.

Message: I believe in doing good rather than achieving a goal which is a clear picture. Thank you for being a friend.

Name: Sunil Kumar Thakur
Grade: XII Sec: V6
Code No: 8K42
Email: mrunilnepalst@gmail.com

Memories: Everyday in Prasadi has been a memorable one.

Message: Wait for grade XII. It’s gonna be too much fun. School is better than Ronaldo.
Name: Nandini Adhikari
Grade: XII Sec V6 Code: SR09
Email: nandini.raman1999@gmail.com

Memories:
The fun was never-ending. We enjoyed the classes, games, and sports. We made lifelong friends and had a lot of fun during these 10 years. I will never forget the fun times we spent together. We were always ready to help each other, whether in studies or any other activity.

Message:
We should always be happy and enjoy our time. Life is short, so make the most of it.

Signature: Nandini

Name: Prasadi Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec V6 Code: SR13
Email: prasadi.shrestha@gmail.com

Memories:
The days we spent together were filled with joy and laughter. We learned a lot from each other and grew as individuals.

Message:
Always be happy and enjoy your time. Life is short, but the memories last a lifetime.

Signature: Prasadi

Name: Manisha Shah
Grade: XII Sec V6 Code: SR28
Memories:
No matter what happens, some memories can never be replaced. All the fun we had during these 10 years will remain with us forever.

Message:
Do what you love, and you will never feel bored.

Signature: Manisha

Name: Renuka Dhakal
Grade: XII Sec V6 Code: SR33
Email: renuka.dhakal@gmail.com
Memories:
The days we spent together were filled with joy and laughter. We learned a lot from each other and grew as individuals.

Message:
Always be happy and enjoy your time. Life is short, but the memories last a lifetime.

Signature: Renuka
Name: Aastha Pukhrel
Grade: XII, Section: V-6, Code: 8878
Email: pukhrelaastha3@gmail.com
Memories: A lot of chat and laugh with friends and enjoying 40 mins break.
Message: Be positive, get out of your comfort zone. Know yourself and stay in touch with who you are.
Signature: [sign]

Name: Nishant Kharel
Grade: XII, Section: V-6, Code: 8271
Memories: From the first day of Prasadi, every moment I've grown a lot.
Memories: In memories, friends I've made, the buildings I've got over all was a wonderful memory.
Message: Don't wait for opportunities to be created, create opportunities by yourself.
Signature: [sign]

Name: Manish Gupta
Grade: XII, Sec: V-6, Code: 9859
Email: mpg228844@gmail.com
Memories: Dance at picnic, nibbi, doing haj and making unnecessary excuses, dialogues of Akhara, Aks, Siri, Sirdar, Esh, Urti.
Makeover by friends for picnic, Nepal Bandha, Saturday class.
Message: Work smart until you idol become your rival boy.
Your crowd should scare you little and excite you a lot.
Signature: [sign]

Name: Anshik Kumar Mahato
Grade: XII, Sec: V-6, Code: 9312
Email: anshikhmaha09567@gmail.com
Memories: Every challenge ever
Message: RPY, all are memorable.
Prasadi has given me a lot of memories, eternal and good friends, surprise bag checking, from panti sit
Stuck with thinking right.
Message: Never wait for success, do hard work, success will come to you. "LABOUR, HARD"
Signature: Anshik
Name: Swastika Neupane
Grade: XII Sec: Vc Code: 8884
Email: swastikanepane@gmail.com
Memories: One of the best decisions made by my parents. This 3 years journey from home to college has been the most beautiful part of my life. Many unforgettable memories are associated with the first day and last date of college life.
Message: 'Future always comes as a surprise'
Signature: 

Name: Prabina Rana
Grade: XII Sec: Vc Code: 0013
Email: prabina9312@gmail.com
Memories: Joining Prasadi has been one of the best decisions made by my parents. This 3 years journey from home to college has been the most beautiful part of my life. Many unforgettable memories are associated with the first day and last day of college life.
Message: 'Just live your dreams'

Name: Sunita Raut
Grade: XII Sec: Vc Code: 8723
Email: sunita@nepal.com
Memories: All the great friends and practical in class, standing in front of class being a master, moment of victory. Every moment spent in class was memorable.
Message: 'Book hard till your first becomes your rival'
Signature: 

Name: Dharmendra Kr Yadav
Grade: XII Sec: Vc Code: 8731
Email: dharmendra@nepal.com
Memories: Lots of memories can't explain in full in this short cut of paper. Each and every moment spent in class was memorable.
Message: 'Be not afraid of growing up'
Signature:
Name: Prabin Kumar Malato
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 2076
Email: prabin@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."

Name: Keshav Thapa
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 2076
Email: kushav@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."

Name: Adaj Shah
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 8854
Email: adaj@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."

Name: Anusha Ghimire
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 8925
Email: anusha@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."

Name: Anusha Ghimire
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 8925
Email: anusha@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."

Name: Anusha Ghimire
Year: XII Sec: V6 Class no: 8925
Email: anusha@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are like a school experience that never fade away.
Message: "Life is not about waiting for the storm to pass, but learning to dance in the rain."
Name: Soujita Khatua  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V  
Code: 9035  
Email: soujitakhatua20@gmail.com  

Memories: No one would ever imagine that a place is refused to spend my fun years in will hold so many memories in the end! The journey from morning to day, from 8 to 9:30, gave me my own band of weeds and the ancient friends I would have looked for every day spent here to a memory on its own.  
Message: Don’t let your internals determine the life you spend in Prasadi! Break the norms, laugh, have fun and live.  
Signature:  
D.A.
This document is true and correct.  

Name: Sandita Mohanty  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V  
Code: 3047  
Email: sanditamohanty3@gmail.com  

Memories: Coming late and being chided in the city for whole day as a punishment, unexpected hay checking where they told my 2 black caps, wrong pronunciation of my name, & sir singing poem of opera.  
Message: Be punctual and capture the beautiful moments with your eyes.  
Signature:  
S.M.
Name: Prakriti Ahungal
Grade: XII Section: Vc Code no.: 8947

Memories:
Each and every moment in Prasadi was best part of my life. Unexpected bag checking, doing homework in classes, spending time with friends mostly our boundary group was awesome. Teachers dialogue and patience is best part of prasadi.

Message: Be aware of traffic jam and reach college on time. # victim of being late.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Sneha KC
Grade: XII Section: Vc Code: 8334
Email: snehakc32@gmail.com

Memories:
Each and every moment spent in Prasadi is precious and memorable.

Message: Be a better you for you.

Name: Aman Shah
Grade: XII Section: Vc Code no.: 8335
E-mail: amanshah.036@gmail.com

Memories:
All those funny and exciting days in class dance in my mind with the family I enjoyed in prasadi made the best memories from X10 to X11 Vc which are unforgettable in life.

Message: You will face a lot of problems in life but don't get sad and smile always in every aspect of life and work hard and achieve your dream. Good luck.

Signature: [Signature]
**Name:** Prakriti Adhikari  
**Grade:** XIX  
**Sec:** V6  
**Code no.:** 0926  
**Email:** prakriti.adhikari926@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Being Prasadian itself makes every moment memorable. Teachers and friends are really co-operative. Memories I got will remain fresh in my mind forever.  
**Message:** Time is very valuable. Each and every second have its own value. Utilize your time properly as it’s very precious.

---

**Name:** Nabin Sapkota  
**Grade:** XI  
**Sec:** V6  
**Code no.:** 8983  
**Email:** sapkotanabin255@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Spending amazing time with friends during ministry of teachers, wild dance at picnic, calling everyone honey, singing loud in class, challenging friends for different tasks, I will cherish memories I’ve got in our mind. Thanks my senior teachers. You are my mentor. Thanks Ryan college is hard to find.  
**Message:** Don’t lose hope. Ambitious, a major future is waiting for you.  
**Signature:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Susnath Chand Thakuri  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V6  
**Code no.:** 8916  
**Email:** chand.susnath8@gmail.com  
**Memories:** Picnic Naini  
**Message:** Believe in yourself cause ‘nobody does it better’.  
**Signature:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Bhushan Rai  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V6  
**Code no.:** 8923  
**Email:** bhushan.rai2508@gmail.com  
**Memories:** picnic with amazingly strange down steps, all the time greeting, being called as ‘headmaster’ to mention. Bag checking. There are just a few memories that I’ve made along the way. Remember, no matter what corner on the sea, Sixth or Sweet Smile and Groomers then go for the Summer.  
**Message:** Messi is better than Ronaldo.  
**Signature:** [Signature]
Name: Shruti Raut
Class: XII Sec: V Sec Code: 1864
Email: raut.shruti1@gmail.com
Memories:
Leaving from Raas Ve finally the journey of 12 is almost over. Every moment spent with friends are the best memories which I ain’t going to forget and one worth remembering during old age.
Message: Not everyone is going to read this but yeah you. I wish you all the best.
Signature: shruti ratu

Name: Ravi Kumar Sah
Grade: 12 Sec: V Sec Code: 9958
Email: ravi.kumar.sah87@gmail.com
Memories: Being a prasadi for two years was awesome. Friends became family and sports in class were teacher and everyone made me this two years of the most amazing
Message: “Respect time, do your duties and see success grow in your aim.”

Name: Aashiq Raz
Class: XI Sec: V Sec Code: 8976
Email: k82299912@gmail.com
Memories:
# Picnic time
All my friends and all teaching and non-teaching staff
Message: Respect, enjoy and focus
Signature: Aashiq Raz

Name: Chirag Bhattacharya (Chiru)
Class: XII Sec: V Sec Code: 9976
Email: chiragbhattacharya@gmail.com
Memories: Respect, enjoy and focus
Message: “Respect the game, rules and regulation are challenge you know. What a player does. Accept it and compete.”
Signature: Chirag Bhattacharya
**Name:** Adhika Khamal  
**Grade:** X  
**Sec.:** V7  
**Code:** 8881  
**Email:** ameelahamam@gmail.com

**Memories:** Being known as the most talkative and the laziest student is the best part that Prasadi has given me.

And some friends that Prasadi has given me will be memorable too.

**Message:** Be talkative, indeed it’s fun!  
**Signature:** Adhika

---

**Name:** Supriya Shreeetha  
**Grade:** X  
**Sec.:** V7  
**Code:** 8440  
**Email:** supriyaeasantas@gmail.com

**Memories:**
- Mainly the picnic (at dang),
- Journey from bhogambo to college (at bhogambo a yard),
- Celebrations from esa saram, sks wild labah... loud noise

**Message:** This open provided me not not loo enough to write out my habit to keep ur eye and heart open enough to capture all my memories.

---

**Name:** Manish kr Sah  
**Grade:** X  
**Sec.:** V7  
**Code:** 8990  
**Email:** kingsah88@gmail.com

**Memories:**
- Those sweet bickering with my friends.

**Message:** Mine is money, to make it count.

---

**Name:** Ravi Kumar Sah  
**Grade:** X  
**Sec.:** V7  
**Code:** 8553  
**Email:** kunwarrv@gmail.com

**Memories:** Jokes of R4 sir and Hamal sir were most memorable in Prasadi.

**Message:** Be that warrior who gonna fight till the end.

**Signature:** Ravi
**Name:** Sushil Shah  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec.:** V+  
**Code:** 638  
**Email:** sushil.shahwaj@gmail.com

Memories: Born and every moment from 8th grade to 12th grade, my name remained unforgettable. All the guys and girls who called me by their own nicknames, but me, I was phenomenal. My best friends, Shishir, Thaker, Aman, Ram, and many more...  

Message: Do what you want to do. Just do it from your heart.

Signature: [Signature]

---

**Name:** Shilpi Shreshtha  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec.:** V+  
**Code:** 8995  
**Email:** shilpi.shreshtha@gmail.com

Memories: One of my best memories will be the crazy dancing on the picnic day (kudos to the management team). Other than that, I will always remember the talks and gossip we had among us.

Message: When you grow, you become more comfortable taking on new challenges, &... adventurous, getting out of your comfort zone.

---

**Name:** Pukar Ream  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec.:** V+  
**Code:** 8378  
**Email:** pukarream17@gmail.com

Memories: Unmotivated and unreasoned tough process. The after college birthday portion will be in my memories.

Message: I know you have already joined the college. Now, I am looking forward to enjoy the 2 years more moments don't fear...

---

**Name:** Amisha K.C.  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec.:** V+  
**Code:** 5055  
**Email:** amishakc236@gmail.com

Memories: A piece of paper cannot contain all the memories I made at Prasadi Academy.

Message: Life is a war. The reality is nobody has your back. Nobody really cares if you succeed. It's all up to you.  

Shine bright like a diamond.
Name: Samiksha Adhikari
Grade: XII  Sec: V7  Code: 8982
Email: samiksha2222@gmail.com
Memories:
Picnic day was the most awaited day every year for me. On that day, everyone loved playing and having fun. Every single day spent in 8982 V7 with all the teachers and friends are the moments I shall cherish forever.
Message:
There are seven days in a week and Sunday is not one of them.

Name: Kishla Bajaj
Grade: XII  Sec: V7  Code: X950
Email: kishla.bajaj2022@gmail.com
Memories:
Two years journey from 66 to V7, a short but full of new experiences. Going with friends to the lane, jile of friends and brother’s 20 min party, break, planning to come late (but never did) hang many more.
Message: You’re the best person in the world. Make sure to make it impolite.

Name: Sachika Yadav
Grade: XII  Sec: V7  Code: 9001
Email: sachika.yadav2022@gmail.com
Memories:
2 years in Prasadi with all the precious and unforgettable memories, the best part of my life. - Cracking jokes, crazy friends, new lot of teachers, inspiring teachers, having jam sessions after each lecture, ended and many more will be explained in my heart. - Picnic made epic.
Message: Sometimes it is not easy, but you can make it.
# Proud to be Prasadiian.

Name: Praktiti Naupane
Grade: XII  Sec: V7  Code: 9001
Email: pratiti.naupane2022@gmail.com
Memories:
Teacher’s dialogue, picnic, Batman vs Army, break time in classroom; Angel of HA 61.
Great smile; We don’t know where we hit our chocolates in today’s; Bag checking in Valentines.
Message: Don’t hope other to remember, you, the man who don’t forget yourself; but miss me...
Signature: 

Name: Ashika Khadka
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: 9024
Email: ashika.khadka@gmail.com

Memories:
Bag checking in Valentines day, being called Ram in class
1st meet with chiefs in office jumping the queue in lifeline

Message: Be Regular in classes.
Signature: Ashika

Name: Sunu Shekha
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: 9025
Email: sunu.nik@gmail.com

Memories: Staying in cos of them get评选 and leaving from V'7 was very memorable filled with joy, laughter and sentiments. And the days with unforgettable experience are always going to remain with me.

Message: Appreciate yourself, color your future and give no one special like you.
Signature: Sunu Shekha

Name: Kavita Yadav
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: 9042
Email: kavita.yadav123@gmail.com

Memories: Journey from P4 to V7 was so unexpected. Eating before lunch break, all the gossip during the lecture are unforgettable.

Message: Enter with your open heart, there is lot to show.
Signature: Kavita

Name: Suyog Sanyal
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: 9025
Email: suyog.sanyal@gmail.com

Memories: Staying in cos of them get评选 and leaving from V'7 was very memorable filled with joy, laughter and sentiments. And the days with unforgettable experience are always going to remain with me.

Message: Appreciate yourself, color your future and give no one special like you.
Signature: Suyog
Name: Anjali Sah
Class: XII Sec: V7 Code: 2016
Email: Sah.684@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment is memorable. The most unforgettable memory is the picnic in the park. Everyone had a great time.

Name: Ananda Manojan
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: gang
Email: manojan.125@gmail.com
Memories: The most memorable moment was the picnic in the park. Everyone had a great time.
Message: Keep believing in yourself. Your strength is the only factor.

Name: Anju Trupa
Class: XII Sec: V7 Code: 8987
Email: Bratupa@gmail.com
Memories: The most memorable moment was the picnic in the park. Everyone had a great time.
Message: Everything happens for a reason. Don't regret the past.

Name: Anup Bhat (Bhattey)
Grade: XII Sec: V7 Code: 2942
Email: bhatanup5@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from R3 to V7
- Uncontrolled laughter
- Music
- Surprise bag checking
- Lectures of KPP, Mar, EPS, AY, PR, ACL
- Extra math classes, Saturday classes
- Lunch during lectures
Message: Use your imagination, it is the only thing that will never run out.
Name: Priyam Gauraha
Grade: XII, Sec: V7, Code no: 8888
E-mail: pradyummarsharma99@gmail.com

Memories: From scribbling silly jokes to laughing at our teachers’ spontaneous jokes; from being late for class in the morning to being late for class after lunch; from being excited yet bugging to being asleep for week-ending; from hill walking I did in this place from 2074-04-15 to 2076-11-30 is a memory I shall cherish forever.

Message: Live your life to the fullest. Dream high & chase your dreams!!!

Name: Indira Nepal
Grade: XII, Sec: V7, Code no: 8999
E-mail: indiranepal97@gmail.com

Memories: Journey from Purwa was amazing. Especially, gorging in classroom, sudden bout of laughter, all loving and inspiring teachers, wild dance in picnic and yes of course, overnight preparation for Prasadi terminals are unforgettable.

Message: Live your life to the fullest. Dream high & chase your dreams!!!

Name: Shobhdeepa Birlase
Grade: XII, Sec: V7, Code no: 8974
E-mail: shobhdeepa03@gmail.com

Memories: R3, V4 and most awaited Picnic.

Message: Don’t let noise of others’ opinion drown your inner voice.

Sign: Shobhdeepa

Name: Bhanu Dixit
Grade: XII, Sec: V7, Code no: 8210
E-mail: bhanu.96@gmail.com

Memories: The never-ending struggle for existence. And, some good friends that I made for life time.

And, Section Change: 1306

Message: Keep going and make your own flow.

Sign: Bhanu Dixit
Name: Subash Singh Chaurar
Grade: XII Sec: V+ Code: 8949
Email: subash.chaurar10@gmail.com

Memories:
In the journey of these 3 years, I made lots of memories in 12th and V+ sections. Especially gossiping with bench partners, homework checking of teachers, loud voice of girls', jokes of 5 chaurar, smile of RPP sir, and comments of R-L air are the best memories. And the final and most important the friendship I have made, with my best friends. May God bless us.

Message: Keep your best memories because no one else is going to do it for you except hard work.

Name: Biswajit Raj Puri
Grade: XII Sec: V+ Code: 8936
Email: binaj_puri11@gmail.com

Memories: Being only one to wear a turban at first day of college. From 'R2' to 'V+' each and every instant moments at Prasadi. Unnecessary clapping in class, dance at picnic, jokes, rules of college and many more.


Name: Praveen Jhawar
Grade: XII Sec: V+ Code: 8961
Email: Praveen.jhawar17@gmail.com

Memories: From R3 to V+, every moment was awesome. At 5 chaurar, wis of 124 sir & RPP sir. Hair checking, bag checking, friends sir, Dean's words...

Message: You're the best! Follow your dreams...

"A proud Prasadiian"

Name: Aman Mandal
Grade: XII Sec: V+ Code: 8964

Memories: Each and every moment spent in prasadi from joining rate, giving best time and again and again in fact 'BOAT HARD.'
MEMORIES: Each and every moment that we spent together in Prasadi Academycherishes our heart. The interesting and beautiful journey that we all Prasadi family made together will remain in our hearts forever. The learning was provided by our teachers and the environment was provided by the teachers and the administration and we wish to do better things in our life. The amiable environment of the classroom, the creative thoughts and ideas of our friends are worth remembering. We really enjoyed during socials and functions of our school.

MESSAGE: We should not let difficulties and failures become hindrances in our life. We should learn to rise up again after falling down and put persistent endeavors and hard work to achieve your goal.

Sign: Anupriya, Prasadi

---

Name: Anupriya Ashaye
Grade: XII
Section: V
Code No. 8998
Email: anupriya.ashaye1@gmail.com

MEMORIES: Each and every moment that we spent together in Prasadi Academycherishes our heart. The interesting and beautiful journey that we all Prasadi family made together will remain in our hearts forever. The learning was provided by our teachers and the environment was provided by the teachers and the administration and we wish to do better things in our life. The amiable environment of the classroom, the creative thoughts and ideas of our friends are worth remembering. We really enjoyed during socials and functions of our school.

MESSAGE: We should not let difficulties and failures become hindrances in our life. We should learn to rise up again after falling down and put persistent endeavors and hard work to achieve your goal.

Sign: Anupriya, Prasadi

---

Name: Indrani Acharya
Grade: XII
Section: V
Code No. 8998
Email: indra.acharya1@gmail.com

MEMORIES: Each and every moment that we spent together in Prasadi Academycherishes our heart. The interesting and beautiful journey that we all Prasadi family made together will remain in our hearts forever. The learning was provided by our teachers and the environment was provided by the teachers and the administration and we wish to do better things in our life. The amiable environment of the classroom, the creative thoughts and ideas of our friends are worth remembering. We really enjoyed during socials and functions of our school.

MESSAGE: We should not let difficulties and failures become hindrances in our life. We should learn to rise up again after falling down and put persistent endeavors and hard work to achieve your goal.

Sign: Indrani, Prasadi

---

Name: Pradip Baral
Grade: XII
Section: V
Code No. 8998
Email: pradip.baral58@gmail.com

MEMORIES: What lasts in your memory
is not a single thing but
simple everyday occurrences.
I realized how people
were so helpful.
The memories spent throughout the year were
fulfilled by the people.
Message: Even though not always possible to do
what you want to do but it's
important to believe in something before you actually do it.

Sign: Pradip Baral

---

Name: Sidhanta Jena
Grade: XII
Section: V
Code No. 8998
Email: sidhanta.jena01@gmail.com

MEMORIES: Innumerable love and care by
teachers throughout the years of
journey.

MESSAGE: I especially convey this
to girl's Graduates. Please respect
and remember to be real
Prasadi that is what you've chosen
to be.

Sign: Sidhanta, Prasadi

---
**Name:** Barsha Dangi  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V7  
**Code:** 9059  
**Email:** www.barshadangi@gmail.com

**Memories:**
Each and everything related to Prasadi, picnic, friendly teachers and supporting friends.

**Message:** Be humble and try to do your best.

**Sign:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Prakya Thacharya  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V7  
**Code:** 9069  
**Email:** prakya.thacharya@gmail.com

**Memories:** The teachers who introduced my name, amazing travel of the teachers & of course - the friends.

**Message:** In life, the elevator to success is out of order, you'll have to climb the stairs - one step at a time.

---

**Name:** Kajal Gupta  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V7  
**Code:** 8386  
**Email:** kajal.gupta1215@gmail.com

**Memories:** Picnic, dance and serene gossip in small room are here memories.

**Message:** Push yourself everyday, to know your potential.

**Sign:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Dipma Anwery  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V7  
**Code:** 8357  
**Email:** dipmapanwery@gmail.com

**Memories:**
Picnic [best day of Prasadi]  
Nonstop jokes  
Something related by teachers  
Best two years [Tumming from Rs to Rs]

**Message:** These days will never return, so make sure you make memories and enjoy.

**Sign:** [Signature]
Name: Pratima Khan
Grade: XII Sec: V Code: 8206
Email: Pratima.khan476@gmail.com
Memories: Picnic day was the most memorable and exciting experience.
Every moment will be remembered through life, indeed!
Message: Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.
Signature: Prateek

Name: Shobhit Raj Joshi
Grade: XII Sec: V Code: 8962
Email: Shobhitjoshi26@gmail.com
Memories: From Rs to V remained attuned, enjoyed opportunities like picnics which were smoking &
enjoying. The over-the-top witty bag
teachers and friends always remain with me. I always
enjoyed every day in Prasadi.
Message: Successful people break boundaries. So don't get afraid by
the rules.
Signature: S.J.

Name: Shambhu Yadav
Grade: XII Sec: V Code: 8994
Email: Shambhu89yadav@gmail.com
Memories: Great times with Rs & V.
Incredible opportunities like picnics, dance,
Teaching of Jai Sir, Angrezi Sir,
Yadav Sir, etc. "Hai tah, tah, tah, hai..."
Message: You will fail but believe
yourself if you will rise again.
Signature: Shambhu
Name: Sourav Kumar Yadav  
Grade: 12  
Section: V  
Code: 8356  
Email: sourav.souvenir.123@gmail.com

Message: These 2 years entirely filled with all good and bad day memories. Some days were really hectic but during these situations, my friends and I were always there for each other. This year, we also made more memories. I hope we meet again one day. 

Subhash Chandra Saha
Grade: 12  
Section: V  
Code: 8362  
Email: subhash.saha.123@gmail.com

Message: Memories started with an exciting and refreshing experience of meeting new friends. We were all on our way to the destination of getting a promotion. In our journey, I seek happiness and memories that will be etched in my mind forever. 

Subashthu 

Message: PRASADIAN DO HAVE MEMORIES

Name: Prashant K. Thapa  
Class: 12  
Section: V  
Code: 8366  
Email: prashant.k.ram@gmail.com

Message: Believe in yourself. Stay cheerful. If you are not for a happy day in your life, you'll feel upset. But I know you'll always be happy. 

Samaishi Tahir

Message: In more precious moments in society, the memories of one's life and experiences, both positive and negative, can shape our future actions and decisions. Thank you for the best memories and experiences that have made college something we will never forget. 

Raju Paudel

Message: No matter how much you think you hate college, you'll always miss it when you leave. And to be a Prasadian!
Name: Krishna Gaurav
Class: XII Section: Vt Code: 9002
Email: gaurav9002@outlook.com
Memories: I can only wish I was able to pick up a single moment and deem it as the best one.
Message: Memories are precious and precious memories are the one that will be cherished forever.
Anyway, it would be amazing if these memories could be framed for ever!!
Message: Stay prepared! Stay focused! Everything the future feels great...

Name: Pranaya Prabha
Grade: XII Sec: Vt Code: 8994
Email: prabhav123@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in the prasadi was the best. Sitting in the first bench for whole year with chirag. Wild dance in prasadi.
Message: Prasadi is a challenge. Just accept.

Name: Gauri Shanker
Grade: XII Sec: Vt Code: 8996
Email: gaurischankr@rediffmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment in prasadi was memorable. What comes in places unnecessary talks with previous charges during breaks, eating chocolates at night and unexpected song watching.
Message: Life is full of new experiences and subjects to ready to face them. Don't miss out the words and complete all the work two time.

Name: Gaurav Bhaluk
Grade: XII Sec: Vt Code: 8991
Email: gaurav123@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in the prasadi was the best. Sitting in the first bench for whole year with chirag. Wild dance in prasadi.
Message: Prasadi is a challenge. Just accept.
Name: Rashmi Kumar Shah  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V7  
Code: 8874  
Email: 223-rashkm-499@gmail.com  
Memories: Each and every day in Prasadi was remarkable.  
Message: Don’t wait for the perfect moment; take the moment & make it perfect.  
Signature: Rashmi.

Name: Aditi Bhattara  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V7  
Code no.: 8879  
Email: bhattaraaditi48@yahoo.com  
Memories: Two years time has held lots of memories like being late, struggling to get the practical signed, talking to a friend those lunches away.  
Message: It’s easy to be a student but hard to be a parent.  
Signature: Aditi.

Name: Shradhha Bhakde  
Grade: XII  
Section: V7  
Code no.: 3085  
Email: shradhadila.bhakde11@gmail.com  
Memories: Hillarious jokes, fun in laughter, hidden lunch breaks, intention 10.15, long checkout, exams allotted between 10 am and of course friends will always remain in my remembrance.  
Message: “Wherever life plants you, bloom with grace.”  
Signature: Shradha.

Name: Anup Kandel  
Grade: XII  
Section: V8  
Code: 133-9034  
Email: anupkandel85@gmail.com  
Memories: From 10.15 jams to 20 minutes to break to ‘we still have in mind’ left. As a Prasadi picnic is one event to look forward; it’s literally legit believe me it’s a holy moment to make lots of memories.  
Message: You have to be odd to become number one.  
Signature: Anup.
Name: Ruchika Jaiswal
Grade: III Sec: V8 Code no: 9052
Email: ruchikajaiswal47@yahoo.com
Memories:
Every moment spent in Prasadi from Rs. 60 to V8 has been extremely precious to me. It’s the entire V8, the room No. II, the teachers, the friends, and memories. It’s hard to put a word to these memories.
Message:
Work hard. Be focused and enjoy.
Signature: Ruchika Jaiswal

Name: Bijal Mishra
Grade: III Sec: V8 Code no: 9056
Email: bijal.mishra1@gmail.com
Memories: Memories that I made here are difficult to mention them. They are too small to fit on this paper. I will miss you guys.
Message: I’m a senior but I stay fresh today. Work hard, that’s the key! Signature: Bijal Mishra

Name: Demij Fakhre
Grade: XII Sec: V8 Code no: 9032
Email: demijfakhre16@gmail.com
Memories: The remembrance of my friends is the one thing deeply rooted in my mind. They always reminded me of my mother.
Message: You have two years, make them count.
Signature: Demij Fakhre

Name: Rajmoh Kaur
Class: XII Sec: V8 Code no: 9028
Email: rajmohkaur59@gmail.com
Memories: These days, unknown memories will turn around together at the important times we’ve spent together. I don’t have special memories in but today, where I am afraid to lose Prasadi? What are the hopes and the scenes of care? I will remember.
Message: Don’t live for others, your own life is your choice. Importance comes when you know.
Signature: Rajmoh Kaur
Name: Neha Chaudhary
Grade: XII  Sec: V8 Code: 9113
E-mail: noact4333@gmail.com
Memories:
Prasadi gave me two wonderful years of my life. The friends I’ve made in P4 and V8 are all special and the time I got to spend with them are all very precious. The laughing in class, the dance in picnic and those moments when we learnt a little more, encouraged ourselves, worked hard and achieved will always be a part of my memories. I am okay to fail but never stop working hard.

Name: Sabina Singh
Grade: XII  Sec: V8 Code: 8108
E-mail: svasos425@gmail.com
Memories:
I would have thought that a four-year wild dance in picnic, the only 15 minutes break, never ending homework, classes, their jokes, extra math, class, surprise boy checking, our teachers’ love, and anger for us, getting within 50 girl and unlimited talk will be an end of everything we did in 2 years would end up being memories. The only person who can determine your success in life is you.

Name: Neelam Bhatta
Grade: XII  Sec: V8 Code: 8915
Email Address: bhattleem76@gmail.com
Memories:
The expansion from P4 to V8 was worth experiencing, except for those few years of P4, but all the moments will always be fresh and beautiful. Nevertheless, picnic, vibrant classes, happy students, fun at bus, love at college and more. Learning in V8

Name: Sabina Singh
Grade: XII  Sec: V8 Code: 9113
E-mail: noact4333@gmail.com
Memories:
It’s been an amazing journey, from day one, the start with being anyone to gaining a sense of self, I call my friends and making memories and achievements for a lifetime.

Being alive at Prasadi, I’ve learnt many things but most importantly I’ve learnt to appreciate the little things in life.

Message: I am who I am today, with all my faults. Tomorrow I might be a big iewer and that too be more. Love yourself for who you are, who you were and for who you hope to become.
Name: Hemant Dhamu
Grade: XII Sec: Vb Code: 9034
Memories: En route, conducted an email on the journey from Pt. VI in Prasadari Karam. It was fabulous to see everyone laughing, talking, and enjoying each other's company.
Message: Be yourself, everybody else is already taken.
Signature:

Name: Priska Chand
Grade: XIX Sec: VI Code: 9116
Memories: The fun times in Prasadi have been absolutely amazing. I have enjoyed every moment of it. The picnics and the crazy boys and girls group will always remain in my heart.
Message: If you learn from defeat, you won't really lose.
Signature:

Name: Sivani Thapa (Bio)
Grade: XII Sec: VI Code: 9034
Memories: The last 3.5 years of school have been full of unforgettable moments. Especially, the bond between my peers and the teachers.
Message: Don't let your fears determine your future. Trust yourself, and you will succeed.
Signature:

Name: Parimala Sathi
Grade: XIX Sec: VI Code: 9116
Memories: The time that I spent in Prasadi was the most memorable among all. I enjoyed the picnics, the dancing, and the singing. The teachers and the staff were always supportive.
Message: Believe in yourself because you are the one who can change the entire world. The world is surely going to change if you want.
Signature:
Name: Laxmi Thapa  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V8  
Code no: 9049  
Email: laxmithapa.9049@gmail.com  
Mementos: Well, Prasadi is one of the best parts of my life. I found every kind of love, support and inspiration from teachers as well as my friends. Grade XII Prasadi was awesome. I won't forget that wild dance. 
Message: Little brother/sister, don’t judge that you’ve chosen Prasadi and studied hard & enjoyed.

Name: Prinsha Neupane  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V8  
Code no: 8845  
Email ID: prinshaneupane26a@gmail.com  
Mementos: The best thing about memories is making them. All moments spent with Prasadi family from 84 to V8, crazy bus rides, picnics, will always remain everlasting memories.  
Message: Live your best life! It’s not going to be easy, it’s going to be worth it.

Name: Suseta Bhadra  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V8  
Code: 9068  
e-mail: pradhanatews@gmail.com  
Mementos: class lectures, unexpected laughter, ride, the most unexperienced life in school. Friends, dealing with my friends, deciding in books to convey message to each other, eating lunch, who knew all these will meet up, not just one. 
Message: Be optimistic.

Name: Suhana Pokhrel  
Class: XII  
Sec: V8  
Code no: 19078  
Email: suhana.pokhrel3@gmail.com  
Mementos: Every second spent in Prasadi Academy was memorable. Fun in picnic, practical classes, walks with friends, unexpected bag checking, monthly tests, homework checking. This was most memorable moment in Prasadi.  
Message: Don’t let your failures interfere with what you can do.

Sign:
Name: Prayashmaan Subedi  
Grade: 12  Sec: V-8  Code no: 9403  
Email: prayashmaan@9403@gmail.com

Memories: Confusing all the memories in this piece of paper is far from possible. Filling the class, late homework submission, and late feasts, cricket, movie talk, and rushing to cafetaria for snacks will always remain in my memory. The sweaty end of U-19 is felter, the start of 6 x 5 inches was sublime. And finally, the picnic was outstanding.

Messages: Remember, what we do in life echoes in eternity.

Signature

Name: Shibika Bohara  
Grade: 10  Sec: V-8  Code no: 9074  
Email: shibika.mahara78@gmail.com

Memories: The duration in Prasadi Academy passed like morning light. The best memories I have ever had were surprise bag checking, turning class into crazy class, crazy V8 games with friends, and sand but not the least, the junior dance by crazy V8 group. As all my words cannot be joined in this small piece of paper but being in Prasadi will remain in the family for two years.

Messages: Never cross other dreams otherwise you may forget yourself.

Name: Inesh Kharel  
Grade: 12  Sec: V-8  Code no: 9640  
Email: inesh.kharel@gmail.com

Memories: I would be disappointed if I try to cram my three years of memory into this small sheet of paper but nevertheless despite the fear I had endured on my first day, I am truly ending my tenure in this school institute. On my last day, I got to make memories with my friends and these memories will be forever in my heart. (wildfire)

Messages: When you are wrong, even a man doing something as simple as reaching out helping a child around a young boy’s shoulder to let them know that they would never succeed if we good leader.

A grand salute to you all !

Name: Sneekriti Shrestha  
Grade: 12  Sec: V-8  Code no: 9076  
Email: sneekriti.9576@gmail.com

Memories: I don't know from where to start, candle ma baceru... guff hameko bheko khatu. This two years of Prasadi Academy gave me a lot of things. Reckoned here street but learning too.

Messages: Never think and behave no matter how many times you fail. You can always begin again and you don't underestimate yourself. Keep up for your future.

A grand salute to you all !
Name: Sweta Yadav
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code No: 9036
E-mail: swetayadav2015@gmail.com
Memoirs:
All those moments spent in P4 and V8 were memorable.udden laughter, stalling during
lecture time, copying homework, all the jokes
in homeroom, P4 Hindi's dialogues will never
be forgotten. Last but not the least memorable
was the picnic day of Prasadi.
Message:
Hardwork is the key to success.

Name: Utsav Regmi
Grade: XII  Sec: V-A  Code: 8643
Email: utsav.regmi8@gmail.com
Memoirs:
Two years passed in blink of an eye and books full
of memories. Met talented and amazing friends, their jokes
and dance was always in my mind wherever I go. And thanks
to all teachers for teaching great lessons.
Message:
"Strive for progress, not perfection". Join Prasadi and feel
the difference.
Signature:

Name: Krishna Ray
Class: XII (Bio) Sec: V8  Code No: 9034
Email: kray385@gmail.com
Memoirs:
The unforgettable moments are
saw in my heart. It cannot be
explained with paper or these words.
Messages:
Learn to enjoy at any moment
of life.

Signature:

Name: Md. Afsar Anam
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code: 9046
Email: reeafshar.aqdar.ost@gmail.com
Memoirs:
Classes of physics, chemistry, biology
Every class of lesson sir, Rohan
Sir as a friend, I needed
Homework, class best and Umaga mam's
Kho sir told us: Just remember you!
Joke gaiden something!!!
Specially when you talk
Message:
Always study being chill. Focus
on your homework and assignments and
complete on time.
Signature: Afsar.
Name: Pratik Kumar
Class: XII Sec: V8 Code: 9019
Email: pratikumar123@gmail.com

Memories: The journey of being Prasadi has been really inspiring and beautiful. Being a part of this institution has really made our memories more vivid. The unexpected laughter and chattering events are the beautiful memories.

Message: Success is not a destination; it’s a journey, Prasadi is a destination in which you are travelling for destination.

Signature: [Signature]

Proud to be Prasadi!

Name: Sahil Verma
Class: XII Sec: V8 Code: 9037
Email: sahilverma123@gmail.com

Memories: Even the smallest of moments in Prasadi will be cherished.

Message: When things look hard, stay happy & don’t get depressed by your doubts. Don’t compare you with others be the best one. Make your journey ready for Best Journey. Have a great life. Don’t alienate to others.

Signature: [Signature]
**Autobiography/V8**

**Name:** Prashant Rishikand
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V8  
**Name:** Varsha Shil
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V8  
**Name:** Bikesh Yadav
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V8  
**Name:** Shambul Krishna
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V8

**Memories:**
Each and every moment in Prasadi is a memory. I spent my two years from 8th to 12th and I would have liked to have spent more years here. I hope to meet all my friends again.

**Message:**
Always do what the teachers say and never take their words negative to get success and achieve your dream.

**Sign:**

**Memories:**
Every moment spent in Prasadi is unforgettable. Unlimited fun in Picnic, fun with friends, and156 moment can never be forgotten. Memories can be explained in B.P. 10.5 from paper.

**Message:**
Build the impression with the same effort that you think on you.

**Sign:**

**Memories:**
Each day spent in Prasadi is a memory. I hope to meet all my friends again.

**Message:**
Work hard in silence let your success make the noise.

**Sign:**

**Memories:**
Each day spent in Prasadi is a memory. I hope to meet all my friends again.

**Message:**
Always do what the teachers say and never take their words negative to get success and achieve your dream.

**Sign:**

**Memories:**
Each and every moment in Prasadi is a memory. I spent my two years from 8th to 12th and I would have liked to have spent more years here. I hope to meet all my friends again.

**Message:**
Always do what the teachers say and never take their words negative to get success and achieve your dream.

**Sign:**
Name: Rahul Jha
Grade: XI sec. V8 code: 9896
Email: r.rahuljha2002@gmail.com
Memories: I'm a little emotional while writing this, knowing we are going to leave Prasadi. Prasadi gave us many to smile and reasons to laugh, but most of all, it gave me memories I will never forget.
Message: Goodbye friends, Happy future!
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Prashant Makur
Grade: XII sec. V8 code: ED04
Email: prashanpp2002@gmail.com
Memories: Fun in boy's lab with both group done in pranic. Every moment in P4 will always remain in my memory.
P4 to V8 was a wonderful journey.
Message: Be you be real never yonlik your self.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Nitesh Sahai
Grade: XI sec. V8 code: 9030
Email: nitesh.sahai2003@gmail.com
Memories: Although my desire coach and exam picnic was a catalyst for me, exams in every month, making fun was the new everyone out here in V8. Every single thing makes my heart beat when I go back to those days. I wish it wouldn't be over.
Message: Spread love, always smile, and appreciate things because they would go by so soon tomorrow.
Signature: Nitesh I love Prasadi

Name: Sanjeev Majhi
Grade: XII sec. V8 code: 9030
Email: sanjeev.2005@gmail.com
Memories: Two years of Prasadi made me a better person or less than a tremendous experience.
Message: null

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Tejvan Acharya
Grade: XII Sec. V8 Code: 0858
Memories: I think I can’t express how fast these 2 years ended. These 2 years taught me a lot. I learnt my confidence level and taught me the value of time. Friendly teachers and amusing friends made these 2 years memorable in my life. Message to the school, present yourself as per teachers and not just your focus on your study.

Name: Anshu Bhatti
Grade: XII Sec. V8 Code: 0832
Email: bhattiansonh@gmail.com
Memories: I never thought bidding goodbye to this school would be this hard. The moments I spent in Prasadi Academy are quite unforgettable. The two years in this school has been incredible. I can’t thank the teachers for their hard work and especially my friends I’ve got.
Message to the school: I’ll change people into the person they said they’d never become.

Name: Sunil Paudel
Grade: XII Sec. V8 Code: 0851
Email: praudel.sunil@gmail.com
Memories: One liners jokes by other students of my class and my teacher-
Message: Today is hard tomorrow is harder but they after tomorrow is a banana.
Significance: What care is culture

Name: Diya Magar
Grade: XII Sec. V8 Code: 0822
Email: magardiya42@gmail.com
Memories: I can revive the new spirit in me which I got from this school. I am grateful to the wonderful times we had. I am still get entertained by the wonderful times we had. I am grateful to the wonderful times we had.
Message: Persevere your pace with intensity and passion with absolute presence.
Ig acc. =_diya_m_
Name: Shravan K. Pranjigal
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code: 84737
Email: pavon22pranjigal@gmail.com

Message:
- Unitmitting dance on picnic that left us with broken legs.
- All my dear teachers and friends.
- And you, of course.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Dina Rai
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code: 9091
Email: (zharyanchna@gmail.com)

Memories:
Joining Prasadi wasn’t an easy decision to make but I’m glad I did. Prasadi has taught me the importance of time and to believe in myself. Prasadi has been fun! Thanks to my friends, Fm. R, to V8.

Message:
- It’s hard but going to be very, especially freshman year, but it is worth it.

Signature:

Name: Sambit Rai
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code: S064
Email: tushar.sambit@gmail.com

Memories:
These 2 years in Prasadi has given me both sweet and bitter memories. I will always be thankful for all the beautiful people I got to meet here.

Message:
Don’t regret joining Prasadi, you’ll learn to find happiness even in the smallest things.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Nikita Shrestha
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code: S060
Email: nikitashrestha.9596@gmail.com

Memories:
From R to V, made many good friends which made my days fun and memorable. Picnic was awesome! All those wild dances are meant to be remembered throughout my life.

Message:
These two years are very short, but they will make so much memories. In time.

Signature: [Signature]
Name: Rohit Yadav  
Grade: VII  
Roll No.: 4  
Contact: yadavrohit2k3@gmail.com  
Message: Even though you are leaving, I hope you will never forget the great time we had together. Make sure you stay happy and healthy!  
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Sandip Arjun  
Grade: XII  
Roll No.: 44  
Contact: arjun246@gmail.com  
Message: The journey from first to last was filled with excitement and nervousness. You'll always be a part of our memories. Good luck in the future!  
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Manish Niyogi  
Grade: XI  
Roll No.: 12  
Contact: niyogiman@gmail.com  
Message: The journey from first to last was filled with excitement and nervousness. You'll always be a part of our memories. Good luck in the future!  
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Sneha Mehandiratta  
Grade: XII  
Roll No.: 10  
Contact: mehandiratta2002@gmail.com  
Message: The journey from first to last was filled with excitement and nervousness. You'll always be a part of our memories. Good luck in the future!  
Signature: [Signature]
Name: Dipak Paudel
Grade: XII  Sec: V9  Code no.: 8062
Email: dipak.paudel123@gmail.com

Memories: The moments that I spent here are some of my happiest moments. Singing, laughter at class, playing frisbee, playing in the garden, taking photos, hitting balls, and many more. The memories are too many to count. I will never forget the great moments. The best part of this school was being with my friends and teachers. We will miss each other's company.

Message: Keep moving forward and make your dreams come true.

Name: Shreya Timikina
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code no.: 2649
Email: shreyat.012@gmail.com

Memories: There are so many "I'll miss" moments. Some of the moments are when we were laughing, talking, playing frisbee, hitting balls, and many more. The memories are too many to count. I will never forget the great moments. The best part of this school was being with my friends and teachers. We will miss each other's company.

Message: Keep moving forward and make your dreams come true.

Name: Shilbani Maharjan
Grade: XII  Sec: V8  Code no.: 9149
Email: shilbunty@gmail.com

Memories: Every moment spent at Prasadi is amazing which cannot be described in words. The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your best today.

Message: Proud to be Prasadi.

Name: Himalk R.C.
Grade: XII  Sec: V9  Code no.: 9049
Email: himalkr44@gmail.com

Memories: Since the first day in R3 and to the last day in V9, I have made lots of memories. Prasadi taught me many things about value, time and mindset. Prasadi taught me to finish work on time. The most important thing Prasadi taught me was to develop my inner potential by setting "I love Prasadi" stickers, but have never known the use was the best memory.

Message: Proud to be Prasadi.

Signature: [Signature]
NAME: JAYAN CHIMING
GRADE: XII  SEC: VA  CODE: 3058
EMAIL: Jayan.chiming@gmail.com
MEMORIES: Greeting to be with Sanding, 
VG. Victory was the most
thing.

MESSAGE: Imagine peace. Imagine no
possessions. Imagine better
world.......

SIGNATURE: Jayan

NAME: Sahil Barm
GRADE: XII  SEC: VA  CODE: 6000
EMAIL: Sahil.Barm@gmail.com
MEMORIES: The jokes of RPH.
Indirect humour of Sw. enjoyment
during classes of R.K.S., R.P.H. were
unforgettable. Thank you prasadi
Academy for entertaining
us for two years. Keep checking
your thinking were entertaining.

MESSAGE: Listen to your teachers
when they tell you what to do.
But more importantly, think about
it later and ask yourself why
they told you to do it.

SIGNATURE: Sahil

NAME: Phulawar Sharma
GRADE: XII  SECTION: VA  CODE: 8736
MEMORIES: Each and every moment on
prasadi academy will never be faded
being a prasadi was the most
memorable
experience. Every single moment spent in
P.K.I.
and with friends were awesome!
memories.

MESSAGE: Don’t look at the past,
future. Stay in present. Enjoy the present.

SIGNATURE: Phulawar Sharma

NAME: Sashwat Pkharel
GRADE: XII  SEC: VA  CODE: 8941
EMAIL: Sashwatpk@gmail.com
MEMORIES: Laughing hard on
teacher’s jokes.

MESSAGE: Do not dwell in the
past, enjoy the
present.

SIGNATURE: Sashwat
Name: Sudeshtha Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: VG Code: 8720
Email: sudeshthasr@gmail.com
Memories:
Unbreakable laughter line for going washroom during class damn gonna miss it off “Don’t miss picnic”
Message:
Don’t regret it after you have done it.
Sign: 🖍️

Name: Bishnu Gautam
Grade: XII Sec: VG Code: 8720
Email: bishnu167@gmail.com
Memories: Memories are to be written not remembered
Message:
...

Name: Krishna Joshi
Class: XII Sec: VG Code: 8723
Email: krishnajoshi6@gmail.com
Memories: From RA to VG everyone the days turned out to be an absolute blast. Nail checking & hair checking, unlimited jokes & cracked group humour. Thailand Trip was all worth reminiscing can’t thank the Academy for lifelong friends oh and the ‘pinpin’ last day in Academy...
Message: Peace Junior.
Be the definition of LimaLife and make high school because you won’t live this life part or like again.
Sign: 🖍️

Name: Saba Anjali Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: VG Code: 8729
Email: sabaanjalishrestha77@gmail.com
Memories: Amidst memories are the ones you won’t embrace. Although 730 days will be my best part of my life.ablooming and finding some special and needy friends.
Message: “Go good and be good no matter what.”
Sign: 🖍️
Name: Siwani Chauhan
Grade: XII
Sec: V A
Code no.: 917
E-mail: divani_chettri17@gmail.com
Memories:
Having fun with friends, gossiping, laughing, I trekked on our homestay, watching the best memories from Prasadi. And I
never forget the best people I got to know in Prasadi.
Message:
It is the climb that matters
not the destination.

Name: Ujjwal Mohon
Grade: XII
Sec: V B
Code no.: 8818
E-mail: ujjwal_mohon333@gmail.com
Memories:
Picnic was lit.
Message:
"Yesterday is history, today is a gift, tomorrow is a mystery, why it is called present."
Name: Abhijit Thakur
Grade: XII
Section: B
Code: 8669
E-mail: abhijitthakur8669@gmail.com
Messages:
Enigmatic time in Prasadi.
Motivating and thoughtful teaching.
The cordial friendship and all the cherished moments are to be cherished forever.
Time in class, memory of picnic, overnight preparation of exams, practicals and homework being completed in class are the memories which going to fade.
Messages: We have two lives, and the second begins when we realize we only have one.
Sign: Abhijit

Name: Asim KC
Grade: XII
Section: C
Code: 9103
E-mail: asimkc07@gmail.com
Messages:
1. Time spent with my friends laughing.
2. Unexpected bag checking.
3. sailing jokes.
4. sailing diary.
5. sailing smile.
6. Re test.
7. Sailing Nastaky 866B washing.
8. School days and may to etalize Mileage.
10. Sabai Kaam Guru Shri Hari Prashad.
12. Sabai CB to Baap.

Name: Barsha Thapa
Grade: XII
Section: V9
Code: 9110
E-mail: barshathapa666@gmail.com
Messages:
Everyday spent in Prasadi is memorable.
Furends from XII (XII) and V9 (XII) were more than expected.
Yes, Prasadi taught me so much of things that I couldn't have experienced in my life.
Messages: Everyone faces a struggle that can't be seen. All the best juniors.
Sign: Barsha

Name: Smiti Thapa
Grade: XII
Section: V9
Code: 9117
E-mail: smithithapa17@gmail.com
Messages: The journey from 4A to V9 was incredible.
RA taught me to be competitive while V9 taught me to be independent.
Today is the best in this institute. I couldn't have imagined jokes of Shri Sir, smile of Sukhi Sir and there looks of Smiti Sir. And how could I forget BA trip on Thailand tour.
Messages: These two years will let you know who you are meant to be in your life. So, just chill and work hard.
Sign: Smiti
Name: Mahen Biju Sunawa
Grade: XI
Section: V9
Code: 8745
Email: mahensunawa.33@gmail.com

Memories:
Most of the moments spent in Prasod Academy are memorable.

Message:
The Last Step of success is knowing yourself. Only you know what you can do and never give up.

Sign:

Name: Darshan Khadka
Grade: XI
Section: V9
Code: 8664
Email: awesome.darshan7@gmail.com

Memories:
Two years of journey from P2 to V9 were awesome. The picnics were super fun and friends were awesome too.

Message:
Raise your hands high and Rock on!!

Sign:

Name: Bini Tarki
Grade: XII
Section: V9
Code: 8865
Email: binitarki@gmail.com

Memories:
From rushing to reach on time to finish studies before time, any two systems ended in Prasod.

Message:
Knowledge is what you know.

Sign:

Name: Prages Shival
Grade: XII
Section: V9
Code: 9867
Email: shival.prages@gmail.com

Memories:
Every moment spent here was an experience and memory - the struggle for adjustment, to being able to complete your SORAD to actually GABF from 11 to V9/ final/ final/ final plans/ making fun.

Message:
You're young, you're wild, not true
Do whatever u think's best for ya!

Sign:
Name: Shrey Upadhyaya
Grade: XII Sec: V9 Code: 9015
email: upadhyayashrey@gmail.com
Memories: Laughing carelessly with friends
Message: Do not dwell in past, enjoy the present. #GAMU
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Ajay Rajbhandari
Grade: XII Sec: V9 Code: 9795
Memories: Each and every moment spent with friends and teachers from ‘R’ to ‘V9’ are unforgettable. All those homework, bag checking and picnic lunches are great memories.
Message: If you want something you’ve never had, you must be willing to do something you’ve never done. #Be happy & think positive
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Rajwal Maharjan
Grade: XII Sec: V9 Code: 8744
Email: Murtab12@gmail.com
Memories: The best part of the college are my friends and the fun I had with everyone with my time here
Message: Enjoy the moments which will be unforgettable
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Kithe Shakya
Class: XII Sec: V9 Code: 8175
Email: kitzhakya11@email.com
Memories: The whole two years were full of amazing memories. Rotation only on 5 bashes, seat change for last two days unexpected bags and nails checking & the picnic day were most memorable.
Message: The harder you work for something, the greater you feel when you achieve it.
Signature: [Signature]
**Name:** Darshan Sharma  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 587  
**Email:** Sharma.darshan@97@yahoo.com  

**Memories:** The journey never ends and just because it has become old and we have to modify it. The journey from auto V9 to school was short but eventful. Friends and teachers, every teacher had their own uniqueness of teaching and personality. The joy of 7-8 meetings sometimes brings, sometimes, headaches, and exams. Many happy moments and difficult situations. Message: The spirit when you are not stop, you are doing. Sign: Deepak  
I love you...  

**Name:** Ankaj Gupta  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 893  
**Email:** Ankaj.gupta11@gmail.com  

**Memories:** The journey from P1 to V9, the tear checking and sweet advice of Mr. Sr. Jujhar at 8th Sr. Incomplete home. As crazy dance in picnic, those funny nicknames and time spent with friends in classroom.  
Message: If you want to be happy, just be.  
Sign: Ankaj  
I love you...  

**Name:** Rajivendra prasad Singh  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 857  

**Memories:** Manyway we all have very challenging task. I have faced during these two years made my life happy and hard. More than fear and worry, my imagination, changed the order of my life and made me bold enough to take the right step. That's why, although everyday in pain, but I don't mind.  
Message: Be brave enough to travel in an unknown road path so that you can discover the unknown, fighting and problems and success.  
Sign: Rajivendra prasad Singh  

**Name:** Rushu Shrestha  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 853  
**Email:** Shrestha rushu89@gmail.com  

**Memories:** Each day, every moment, spent in Prasadi were good. The most interesting fact about Prasadi is you'll know what life is all about. Getting late.  
Message: Just keep calm and go with the flow. Best of luck!!  
Sign: Rushu Shrestha
Name: Sundip Tamal
Grade: XII Sec.: V9
Code: 8940
Email: sundiptamals16@gmail.com
Memories:
It is impossible to write all the memorable things on this small sheet of paper.
Message: Proud to be a prasadi! Proud to be a prasadi! Proud to be a prasadi! 
Signature

Name: Ravi Kumar Fandit
Grade: XII Sec.: V9
Code: 9050
Email: ravi.fandit@gmail.com
Memories:
First day, result day, picnic day, last day outing with friends before board exam, picnic day, farewell day.
Message: - You may search with students with this type sheet for how many students have memory.
Signature

Name: Yasim Ansari
Grade: XII Sec.: V9
Code: 8869
Email: Yasim.ansari@gmail.com
Memories: It is impossible to write all the memorable things on this small sheet of paper.
Message: Live with a reason, live with passions. Don't work hard, work smart.
Signature

Name: Ishan Devkota
Grade: XII Sec.: V9
Code: 9032
Email: ishandevkta108@gmail.com
Memories:
"Things End. But Memories Last Forever!"
Message:
The best way to predict your future is to create it.
Signature
Name: Prashant Sinwani
Grade: XII, Sec: V
Email: prashant.sinwani30@gmail.com
Memories: There are many unforgettable memories from playing in the open, having fun and making lifelong friends.
Message: Live for your dreams and make sure that it is yours.

Name: Kunal Ahirra
Grade: XII, Sec: V
Email: kunal.ahirra38@gmail.com
Memories: The past few years have been amazing. The trips, lectures, and meeting new people were the best memories of my school days.
Message: Remember to live your life to the fullest and always be happy.

Name: Amarnath Mahato
Grade: XII, Sec: V
Email: amarnath.mahato30@gmail.com
Memories: I still remember the picnics we used to have and the laughter we shared. The classes were fun, especially when we had hands-on activities.
Message: Let your memories overshadow your responsibilities.

Name: Bibek Chaudhary
Grade: XII, Sec: V
Email: bibek.chaudhary@bcs@gmail.com
Memories: The past few years were full of flowers, classes, and fun. The school was always full of life. The most memorable day was the dance day when we all had a great time.
Message: Chase your dreams and always be positive.
**Name**: Rupali Kumari Mohanty  
**Grade**: XII  
**Section**: V  
**Code**: 9074  
**Email**: Rupali.kmohanty45@gmail.com  

**Memories**: Two years meaningful and successful journey in Prasadi is great memory. Dance in pleasant moments. Special thanks to teachers.  
**Message**: Don't follow others, believe in yourself.  
**Signature**: Rupali

**Name**: Sourav Bhatnagar  
**Class**: XII  
**Section**: V  
**Code**: 9074  
**Email**: sourav.bhatnagar990@gmail.com  

**Memories**: Being Prasadian was an experience in itself. Journey from 10 to 12, a wonderful year. Good memories.  
**Message**: No matter how life gets better in future, you will always be looking at your 10 to 12 golden years.  
**Signature**: Sourav

**Name**: Babushan Pandey  
**Grade**: XII  
**Section**: V  
**Code**: 9725  
**Email**: Babushan.Pandey@yahoo.com  

**Memories**: You will know it when I become famous, you now think on how to keep my signature.  
**Message**: Respect those who deserve it not those who demanded.  
**Signature**: Babushan

**Name**: Satyam Kumar Singh  
**Grade**: XII  
**Section**: V  
**Code**: 8832  
**Email**: Satyam.raghvii23@gmail.com  

**Memories**: "Prasadi" class of SSD 03, debate with friends, these all moments will be remembered for my entire life.  
**Message**: Do not worry about the delay of your success because the building of palace takes more time than building of a house.  
**Signature**: Satyam
Name: Gaurav Mudhakar
Grade: XII Sec: V9 Code no: 8738
Email: gaurav.mudhakar169@gmail.com
Memories: Looking back on these 2 years that passed away like an instant film, memories of being called by dumb nicknames, laughing until teachers get angry and going to celebrate bond days after school. I hope this will stick with me till the death bed, in my grave.
Message: That it will never come again is what makes life so sweet. So enjoy these precious days.

From,

NAME - Sanjay Khadka
Grade - XII Sec - V9 '8906'
EMAIL: sanjukhadka93@gmail.com
MESSAGE:

READ & ENJOY

Name: Arshad Mugal
Grade: XII Section: V9 Code no: 8754
Email: arshad.mugal08@gmail.com
Memories: It was really a tough challenge for me to cope with the rules of prasadi. But eventually my memories turned into memories. The memories that I have from my primary will always be cherished.
Message: Like young, wild and free!

Name: Prince Panta
Grade: XII Sec: V9 Code: 8887
Email: princepanta8@gmail.com
Memories:
Prasadi do have memories
Message:
Be happy, not satisfied.
**NAME:** Shreya Sah  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 9648  
**Email:** Shreya.sah2002@gmail.com

**Memories:** Journey from Patna to Gaya  
including the unforgettable memories of picnic week.  
They all, including me, will be remembered  
forever. Doing homework in class, earning  
grades, fun and. spending time with friends  
and old friends.

**Message:** Always keep smiles and enjoy  
each and every step of your life.

**Signs:** happy to be Swedish.

---

**NAME:** Basanta Chunting  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 9648  
**Email:** leena.mk@gmail.com

**Memories:** From the start and till the  
very end of this journey, everything  
will be memorable forever.

**Message:** Ignorance is unnecessary. It  
will bring unnecessary problems  
like viral but out of control.

**Sign:** Preeti

---

**NAME:** Sajej Thakur  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V9  
**Code:** 8643  
**Email:** sajej.thakur.226@gmail.com

**Memories:** From and every day of two months  
in Prasadi was memorable. Someone  
was always the most memorable.  
Every friends were together and we had enjoyed  
with quality times.

**Message:** Keep calm, stay alive and  
always keep memories.

**Sign:** happy.
Name: Chithra Srinivas
Grade: IX  Sec: V10  Code: 8805
Email: chithra.srinivas@gmail.com

Message:
Everyday was memorable. I will miss my friend. Words aren't enough to describe. I am glad I had the chance to be part of PRASADI. The memories will always remain in my heart.

Sign: Chithra

Name: Kripashrestha
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8805
Email: kripashrestha21@gmail.com

Message:
The journey from K2 to V10 was really amazing. Especially, especially the memories like the sir & kca class, picnic, exams without gap are unforgettable. All the memories I've gathered in PRASADI will always remain in my heart.

Sign: Kripa

Name: Aayush Khadka
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8805
Email: aayush.khadka532@gmail.com

Message: Expect the unexpected. Don't stop when you are tired. Stop when you are done.

Sign: Aayush

Name: Avishek K.C.
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8805

Message:
The journey in PRASADI from the first day in PC to V10. Every moment was precious. The beautiful souls whom I have spent time with will remain in my heart forever and the PRASADI trip, guest lectures, team meetings, hair-washing will be missed a lot. Thank you PRASADI family.

Sign: Avishek
NAME: Rajon Kedarji
Grade: XII Sec: VII Code: 711
Email: kedarjirajon06g@gmail.com
Memories: The bond, the friends.
And the prasadi... I hope we were making memories, but just knew we were having fun.

MESSAGE: Thank you. But memories I shall forever.

Sign: Rajon

NAME: Saugat Bajal
Grade: XII Sec: V10 Code no: 8843
Email: osaugatbajal@gmail.com
Memories: My journey from 1st day of Grade 12 to last day of Grade 12 was full of fun, friends, lecturers of BK, R.P, R.K, etc. I especially miss "Modo, maro."

MESSAGE: Yesterday was history, tomorrow is mystery, but today is a gift, that's why it's called present.

Sign: Saugat

NAME: Sahil Maharjan
Grade: XII Sec: V10 Code: 8732
Email: maharjan.sahil4@gmail.com
Memories: In the last year I spent at Prasadi, from P3 to V10, I gathered a lot of memories, fully with friends, going to picnic and having fun.

MESSAGE: If you cannot reach Heaven then raise hell.

Sign: Sahil

NAME: Abhishek Aryal
Grade: XII Sec: VI10 Code: 8660
Email: abhishekarya1031@gmail.com
Memories: Reading, Reading, Reading, Sosaic, all kinds of Reading.
MESSANGE: Udeshya ke lime udi cehunu chandra ek samag swad sahne samaj he.
Name: Purneshotam Sah
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 23145
Email: Purneshotam@gmail.com

Memories:

SH Sir: Take care...
Renu Sir: REN sir Cure
Smile of PE Sir

Message: Don't lose hope, Apna time aayega!!!

Sign: [Signature]

---

Name: Unnath Shrestha
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 2972
Email: feostxeln@gmail.com

Memories:

Awesome class of 'SH', 'RKS', 'AI' and Fai sir. Unexpected bag checking, picnic, wild and crazy friends and all those unforgettable memories which cannot be written in this '10.5 x 9.5' piece of paper.

Message: Don't let the metrics of others define what you truly are.

Sign: [Signature]

---

Name: Adarsha Lamichhane
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 90129
Email: Adarsha1.im.cn 00@gmail.com

Memories:

The jokes of RP, humour of SH, picnic days, bag checking, wind-checking, and enjoyment in RKS, KGP and S-RS sir classes were unforgettable memories. Physical group was the best partner for fun. Thank you Prasadi Academy.

Message: If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way.

Sign: [Signature]
Name: Sarbangya Mohan Bhattarai
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code:9035
E-mail: sarbangya.bhattarai.6@gmail.com
Memories: Prasadi has been a flow of ups and downs. There were a lot of memories but I don't know how to share. LOL.
Message: Yeah! I know my name is long, but do you wanna know what else is long...........my love for you.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Jayanti Neupane
Grade: III  Sec: V10  Code: 9052
Email: neupane.jayanti@gmail.com
Memories: A journey from R1 to V10 was just amazing. Like night homework, carrying all those heavy books, those class and extra curricular activity and cold name in picnic with friends. OPP sir and R2 sir find me orange surprises at 2pm. Those unexpected boy checking and girl checking. The proud boy Prasadi will always be a treasure for me.
Message: Believe in yourself. Have faith in your abilities. Work hard, be a humble but a respectable student in your own powers. You cannot be successful...
Signature: [Signature] "Proud to be Prasadi"

Name: Aayush Mahajan
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 9067
Email: aayushmahajan082@gmail.com
Memories: These two years were full of unforgettable memories from '83 to 'V.10'. Being a Prasadian at 9067 was the best. The games in saksham, the hurt you gave in saksham, the games we played will always remain in my heart.
Message: We will remain my favourite as I got few but good & precious people that is to remain forever in my soul.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Rayush Adhikari
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8740
E-mail: rayushadhikar8740@gmail.com
Memories: Let these memories be mystery.
Message: Positive change is what you need.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Cinderella Baran
Grade: XI
Roll: 123
Casual observer: 3875
Memories: These two years have given me the best memories which will be cherished forever. Jokes and dialogues with all the teachers. Surprise bag checking. Laughing without reason. Unlimited fun in picnics and 19 minute break are unforgettable.
Message: Prasadi teaches you to value your time. Dream it, wish it, and do it. Don’t feel hopeless if you fail.

Name: Aarti Kathpal
Grade: XII
Roll: 1234
Casual observer: 3875
Email: arb@hotmai.com
Memories: Being a preacher photo is a memory of all the teachers and friends that I find to present every day to the best of my abilities. I have all the funny dialogues of every teacher that0 made my school days enjoyable. And if you think that I had done hard.
Message: your identity is not defined by your failure but by your resilience. Do not lose hope. Keep moving forward.

Name: Gaurav Chopra
Grade: XII
Roll: 1234
Casual observer: 3875
Email: gc@rediffmail.com
Memories: These two years in Prasadi have been filled with the random and enjoyable moments like the meetings, surprise bag checking, and practical activities. I had the best teachers so that you can’t help but remember the good, going on and making strange noises unknown. During a few exams, all the students turned around and at that time, the class of 12 and 19 stood out clearly. Everywhere we used to like my memory and will be cherished forever.
Message: You have made us students, aware and confident, and taught us to live in the present. We hope you continue to do so.

Name: Aamrta Singh
Grade: XII
Roll: 1234
Casual observer: 3875
Email: as@rediffmail.com
Memories: Wonderful journey from 14th to 16th of March, unforgettable memories. Loyal friends, blossoming faces of teachers. And, one reason to Prasadi!
Message: Be the best version of yourself. Whatever you want will always be there, don’t wish, don’t wait, just act. Everything will fall in place.
Message: Thank you for everything!
**Name:** Pradip Mishra  
**Class:** XII  
**Sec:** V  
**Roll:** 101  
**Code:** 8909

**Email:** pradip.mishra@yamsi.com

**Memories:**  
Journey from 8B to 8A was all my memories. Making fun of teacher was the best part in preparation.  
**Message:** Be the real you.

---

**Name:** Ayush Deep Neupane  
**Class:** XII  
**Sec:** V  
**Roll:** 101  
**Code:** 952

**Email:** Ayush.deep.neupane@gmail.com

**Memories:**  
There are lots of memories in PRASADI to treasure forever. These carefree whispers, singing old songs always been LEGENDARY. By some goods but scatter boy. Worth it a platform. VJ boy, main dance. Picnic was classy, very fun with the Man, that and ‘Nepo’ mix. ’On the Class’ always good, everything cool. Beautiful in presence.  
**Message:** Don’t let anyone tell you, you cannot do something. Get dreamy, preserve sign.

---

**Name:** Akriti Baral  
**Class:** XII  
**Sec:** V  
**Roll:** 101  
**Code:** 8909

**Email:** akritibaral@yahoo.com

**Memories:**  
All those group, all the jokes and our V10 gang. All the moves together with the flow of winds, there unexpected shocking, list of rules & regulations, non-stop chattering at noon, patience we maintain for picking notice, burned faces of teacher-thrilled tour. Picnic day and ASIS’s dance those busy days due to homeworks. Even bitter time of those days seems sweet now.  
**Message:** Embrace your wildest dream.  
---

**Name:** Ishaan Neupane  
**Class:** XII  
**Sec:** V  
**Roll:** 101  
**Code:** 9545

**Email:** ishaan.neupane@gmail.com

**Memories:**  
Going to eat out after college, tour of Thailand & picnics were also memorable.  
**Message:** Don’t focus more on studying. Just focus on living & enjoying every moment here. After 50 years, you will remember how much you enjoyed, not how much you studied.  
**Signature:**Cleef
Name: Aman Yadav  
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8728  
Email: ay62840@Gmail.com  
Memories: Prasadi has been a flow of ups and downs. A treasure chest of memories but I don't know what treasure.  
Message: Here the environment of education is too good. Study to secure good marks.

Name: Yubraj Khadka  
Grade: XII  Sec: V10  Code: 8839  
Email: yubraj.khadka.1342@gmail.com  
Memories: The two years of time spent here earlier proved me and myself is too much to write in this little space. You will know when you will also get on this stage.  
Message: Don't miss any chance to move on. Risk it but don't regret it. Enjoy your every moment here.
Name: Sandesh Thimalsh
Grade: XII  Code no 9041  Sec V 1
Email: thimalsha.sandesh15@gmail.com

Memories: Being a laughing stock is all about the memories in Prasadi. Everyone gave their best in making fun of others - cracking of all those jokes, teasing especially during the exams. This made the funniest moments, and despite these moments, we had the most amazing and unique section.

Message: Everything is OK in the end. If it’s not OK, then it’s not the end.

Signature: Sandesh

Name: Samir Thapa
Grade: XII  Code no 9685  Sec V 1
Email: snyg.thapa.55@gmail.com

Memories: Time spent with friends, feeling and cracks months of homework in a single night. Classes of Mr. B.P. Sir, Mr. R.P. Sir, Mr. R.K. Sir, Adv. Mam and R.K. Sir will be missed.

Message: Happiness is not the absence of problems but your ability to deal with it.

Signature: Samir

Name: Gaurav Dhakal
Grade: XII  Section V 10  Code: 8895
Email: gaurav.dhakal6@gmail.com

Memories: From the first day of Prasadi, every memory created is a sweet. Our journey from Kirtipur to Lamosangu filled with laughter, joy, and happiness. Playing with friends, making fun of teachers, and the chats with them are the precious moments that are etched in my mind.

Message: “Dream big, but dream without goals are just dreams.”

Signature: Gaurav

Name: Nishan Shresta
Grade: XII  Section V 10
Email: nishan.shrestha@gmail.com

Memories: Sports day was awesome. Picnic was windy fun. Mr. B.P. Sir was the best. Teamwork was most compelling. Quiz competitions were highly competitive. Inter house matches were conducted by students.

Message: Enjoy your dog’s home. Always try to. Everything is possible. Please subscribe to Readi!"
Name: Sujal Mahtani
Grade: XII  Sec: V/10  Code: 809.3
Email: sujalmahant13@gmail.com
Memories: The trip to Haridwar was absolutely delightful. Every moment, singing in class, passing notes and getting caught "moro moro" in class, the fun dance of picnic that ruined my shoes, was etched in my memory. But I remember all those good times. Message: Never give up on the good ones because they are difficult to find and hard to keep.
Sign: $1$

Name: Monij Timaleina
Grade: XII  Sec: V/10  Code: 8817
Email: monij12333@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from 82 to 140 was absolutely delightful. Every moment, singing in class, passing notes and getting caught "moro moro" in class, the fun dance of picnic that ruined my shoes, was etched in my memory. But I remember all those good times. Message: Never give up on the good ones because they are difficult to find and hard to keep.
Sign: $2$

Name: Akhilesh Rastogi
Grade: XII  Sec: V/10  Code: 097.0
Email: akhileshrastogi@gmail.com
Memories: Good friends never say goodbye. They simply say "see you soon" and somewhere at some point we all become friends. Nothing is ever really lost to us as long as we remember it and the memories I've collected with two family are beyond unforgettable. Message: Virtue is more than a luxury, rule it!!
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Name: Rohit Chopade
Grade: XII  Sec.: V10  Code: 8665

Memories: The journey from 8th to 10th was awesome. The lecture of Oh sir will remain in mind forever. Those 15 minutes breaks, unexpected bog checking etc. The bond between the friends of V10 was also awesome. Those moments with teacher will never come back. And last but not least, the plants was the most beautiful thing ever happen in prasadi.

Message: "Hope for best but prepare for worst"

Sign: [Signature]
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Name: Mrudul Mohanrao
Class: XII  Sec.: V10  Code no.: 8716

Memories:
My memory and is of 1st, similar to my wish. So I have already been full.

Message:
Oh Yeah!!
Just do it and always smile.

Sign: [Signature]

Name: Prakrit Shrestha
Grade: XII  Sec.: V10  Code: 8685

Email: prakrit.shrestha@gmail.com

Memories:
Days which I’ve spent was all memorable. Those quick events, dinner at picnic, talking about senseless things to memory of life. Singing and resting with friends.

And of course, the most satisfying = sleeping like a boss when I hadn’t done my homework just because I had a feathered right arm.

Message: If you have time to think of a beautiful one, then live beautifully till the end.

Name: Susan Anjala
Grade: XII  Sec.: V10  Code no.: 8745

Email: susananjala@gmail.com

Memories:
All those unforgettable moments in class, your cheating,

Message:
Make your parents proud & be happy ☺️
Name: Abhishek Bheda
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 2913
Email: Abhishek.Bheda@gmail.com
Message: The Journey from Ro to Va was awesome. The bond between the friends of V10 was also awesome. First Bench permanent with friends. For memory, those moments will never come back. And last but not least, "Picnic" was the most happiest thing ever happen in V10.
Sign: Abhishek

Name: Ayush Mhalia
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 8906
Email: ayushchore@gmail.com
Message: From "Picnic" there are lot of memories which will always remain in my heart. Every morning classes during grade XI, gossiping with friends, tracking notes and most importantly free time.
Sign: AYUSH

Name: Shishir Gunung
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 2903
Email: Shishir.Gunung@gmail.com
Message: When you read here, everything becomes memorable from first day of my 1st reunion days to the last every moment is etched in my mind. Picnic day, Joker my friends tracked, lecturer mad, and everything.
Sign: Shishir

Name: Niranjan Babu Ranjit
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 2940
Email: niranj.ran@yoho.com
Message: Sorry to say but:
"So end is completed!!"
Sign: Niranjan
Name: Pranav K.C.
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 3783
Email: kcpranav2000@gmail.com
Memories:
The journey from K to Y was full of joy and happiness. The path was difficult but fun with friends. Winner! Winner! Chicken dinner!
Message: Do you know what luck is? It's your best friend.
Signature: Thank you!

Name: Pranav Jangam
Grade: XII (V10)
Code No: 3783
Email: pranavjangam69@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment from the time I stepped in Prasadi till the time I left Prasadi are unforgettable. Memorable trip to Thailand, first beach trip with Rahul, Vani and Bhupen, joke off CH and RJNY, were the best moments of Prasadi.
Message: I know everyone won't be reading this but you. Hey you! Know yourself. Find your path and pave your way to glory. Lastly, you won't regret being a Prasadi.
Signature: Thank you!

Name: Ayush Joshi
Grade: XII
Section: V10
Code: 3783
Email: ajoshis575@gmail.com
Memories: R2 to V10.
The journey wasn’t in vain, like a bullet train, survived among the villian But in the end...
Message: No pain No gain.
Sign: Ayush

Name: Anurag Sutaria
Grade: XII
Section: V11
Code: 8983
Email: sutariaanurag5@gmail.com
Memories: About a picnic with friends, some spent during two years in Prasadi. Together with the entire batch. One very memorable day. Always miss that day.
Message: A very important thing in life is to work hard to achieve goals. Prasadi makes us work harder.
Sign: Anurag
Name: Prasad Jha
Class: XII Sec: V 111 Code: 882
Email: Jhahad27@gmail.com
Memories: All the memories created in the picnics, the punishments with friends, mainly, the session will be imprinted in my mind. The memories created in “R1”, “V10” and “V11”.
Message: Don’t be a jerk. You won’t be able to enjoy being a jerk.

Name: Nihal Adhikari
Grade: XII Sec: V 111 Code: 888
Email: adhikarini777@gmail.com
Memories: Jobot of 15th and Rev Sir.
- Wild picnic 2K75
- Compilation for saving hair
- Lectures of PK and VSS Sir
- New chemistry room
- Math guide by Dinesh
- When drama is coming.
Message: Though we may feel we cannot during starting of session you’ll miss it when the day will pass. Directly or indirectly making a dent in our academic plans.

Name: Suneet Guragain
Grade: XII Sec: V 111 Code: 8702
Email: suneetguragain93@gmail.com
Memories: Stay with friends in every session is memorable. Jokes cracked by S1 and R1 P1 Sir is worth reading their subjects chapter taught by K B PAUL S1 and S2 Sir and yet to understand by the end of this session.
Message: I don’t know the souvenirs would last long but your memories will so be true to your memories.

Name: Samik Bhattacharji
Grade: XII Sec: V 111 Code: 1087
Email: Samik866@gmail.com
Memories: Three years of Prasad.
- Were two most important years in my life.
- Helping as well as laughing with friends.
- Dancing at picnics.
- Some memorable movies.
Message:
- Life is short, so chill & have fun.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Bipin Rajacharya
Grade: XI Section: VII Code No.: 8546
Email: bipin20097@gmail.com

Memories: Good days motivated me and bad days strengthened me. Each and every moment lead glorious.
Message: Don’t look at where you are supposed to be at the end because right now that looks so difficult and unreachable. Just look at what you are supposed to do today. And suddenly before you know it and if you look up much later, you will see that you are almost there.
Sign: [signature]

Name: Megha Chai
Grade: VIII Section: VII Code No.: 8557
Email: megha9823@gmail.com

Memories: The two years of junior in prasadi have been really amazing I brightened when I entered in prasadi we too had fun and enjoy and remaining this journey with more careness.
Message: The memories in class 9 spending with friends, fun at picnic especially at the camp and at sir... all are memories that will be lost for my lifetime.
Message: This where you are, see what you have, and do what you want.
I love PRASADI!!

Name: Rayush Malla
Grade: XII Section: VIII Code No.: 8569
Email: Rayushma76@gmail.com

Memories: Everything carried from XI will make precious memories. Even strangers to non-stop talking with each other throughout the year; The mini heart attack when you were called by your P.M. Opt. marks or six marks exam at the time while in XI; The leading edge of DY, SH, GN, and BP
Message: If you judging future by itsability teaching is true you will always be a gold.
Sign: Rayush

Name: Shranatha Karki
Grade: XI Section: VII Code No.: 8579
Email: Shranathao@gmail.com

Memories: Two years in Prasadi I and wonderful students and friends (Mr. P. I. P. D. V.) those groups taught and fun with friends were unforgettable.
Message: Every mistake as an opportunity to learn and do deal with it.
Sign: [signature]
Name: Atul Shrestha
Grade: XII  Sec: VIII  Code: 8851
Email: oskaHes333@gmail.com
Memories: Picnic was quite fun.
Message: Enjoy & Study.
Sign: [Signature]

Name: Dayanik Mahajan
Grade: XII  Sec: VIII  Code: 8828
Email Id: b02g13h@gmail.com
Memories: Leaving home to past 2 years, gathered up bucket full of memories.
On that first day of class where we already went for courts, and 10.10 every break, that non-stop gossip with friends, also the wonderful teachers have given the load of memories to memorize.
And Picnic = living our lives at Mahajan to the fullest.
From XI to XII till, the journey has been unforgettable.
Message: "STAY HUMBLE, STUDY HARD"

Name: Ram Kumar Thakur
Grade: XII  Sec: VIII  Code: 8735
Email: rama123@gmail.com
Memories: Every day spent in this academy is memorable, fun and inspiring.
Message: Don't let your past to blackmail the present to ruin your beautiful future.
Signature: [Signature]

Name: Rahul Kumar Yadav
Grade: XII  Sec: VIII  Code: 8723
Email: rau13456789@gmail.com
Memories: Those funny, inspirational & exciting moments that I spent with my friends & classmates from Class XI to Class XII, all are my memories. The best memory is the Picnic of class XII.
Message: Maintain discipline, follow your teachers & parents & just watch yourself proudly walking on road that leads to success.
Sign: [Signature]
Name: Subhongi Das  
Class: XII  
Section: V  
Code: 864G  
Memories: Wild Picnic  
Sinning P* to day V  
Sleeping relaxing back  
Hilarious jokes and insane laughter  
Message: Bite the Bullet in your own way.  
Signature: [Signature]  

Name: Satim Kuma Khati  
Class: XII  
Section: VII  
Code: 886A  
Email: khatisatim@gmail.com  
Memories: Sitting and sitting class — sitting in line!  
Pia siêu  Sunday 9am to 12pm: 15 min. break off, everyone here, homework  
Wrist up no to  
Photo sent as photo  
All my friends were so supportive and caring  
Thank you all of you!  
Message: Oulincini Basam no bijnhe lo haqgyen.  
If you have a bad day just look in the mirror and say how you done.  
Signature: [Signature]  

Name: Nishit Anjyan  
Grade: XII  
Section: V  
Code: 9037  
Email ID: anjyan934@gmail.com  
Memories: Prasadi created a platform to make good friends and studies.  
My memories of my high school years will always be linked with spending these years with friends and learning  
from the authors that one can tell.  
Message: Don't worry and always be happy because 4:30 Wednesday.  
Signature: [Signature]  

Name: Nidita Sengbu  
Grade: XII  
Section: VII  
Code: 9083  
Memories: Having parties after college.  
Message: Don't forget to bring a drink.  
Signature: [Signature]
Name: Deepak Yadav
Grade: XII, Sec: V11, Code: 8718
Email: yadav.deepak6deepak@gmail.com
Memories: The funniest memory that I can recall about Prasadi was the day when our group of friends stumbled upon a hidden treasure map hidden under the school playground. We spent the entire day trying to solve the riddles and finally found the hidden treasure in the school's old library.
Message: Live life to the fullest by exploring new places and exciting adventures. Always remember, life is not about the quantity of friends you have; it's about the quality of memories you make.

Name: Abinash Roy Yedav
Grade: XII, Sec: V11, Code: 8743
Email: abinashroyyedav@gmail.com
Memories: My favorite memory from Prasadi was the day we organized a surprise birthday party for our classmate, who was overjoyed and cried happy tears.
Message: Life is like a box of chocolates; you never know what you're going to get. It's important to embrace each challenge and enjoy the sweet moments.

Name: Gihyanjio Lama
Grade: XII, Sec: V11, Code: 8774
Email: lama339@gmail.com
Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi has been precious to me. From exploring the beautiful nature around us to enjoying the special bond we formed with our friends, each memory is a treasure.
Message: Life is a rich tapestry woven with threads of joy, sorrow, and everything in between. Embrace all the colors and make meaningful memories.

Name: Rajan Pradhan
Grade: XII, Sec: V11, Code: 8787
Email: pradhan@mgsk.com
Memories: The memories of our time spent in Prasadi are irreplaceable. From learning new skills to experiencing the joy of success, every moment is etched in my heart.
Message: Life is a beautiful journey filled with endless possibilities. Keep exploring, learning, and creating memories that will last a lifetime.
Name: Anish Budlahan
Grade: XII
Section: H
Code: 2804
Email: anish.budlahan@gmail.com

Memories:
The journey from PG to XII has finally come to an end. Somewhere in between, I had my share of ups and downs. This two years of survival has given me some extraordinary moments that will cherish in the years to come. The atmosphere, the environment, and the friendship built throughout the year will always be a part of my life.
In short, it has been an amazing journey, and I hope to create more experiences like this in the future.

Message: Don't miss the opportunity!

Sincerely,

Name: Shubham P. Upadhyay
Class: X
Section: A
Code: Special 0330
Email: shubham.upadhyay@gmail.com

Memories:
Each and every memory from 6th to 12th was memorable. All the challenges we faced together, creating memories for all of us. Jokes at every moment, efforts, and achievements... all are cherished memories. The many moments spent with friends.

Message:
Study is important but not that you lose your happy moments. Enjoy every moment of your life.

Sincerely,

Name: Kushal Buddhakoti
Class: XII
Section: V/11
Code: 8563
Email: kushal.buddhakoti10@gmail.com

Memories:
Life in Prasadi is too short, so, enjoy each and every moment with friends.

Sincerely,
**Name:** Rupak Pandey
**Grade:** XII Sec V11
**Code:** 9034
**Email:** rupakpandey036@gmail.com
**Memories:** My 6th to class XI, all six ko jokes, continuous

*Message:* You may feel proud looking back at good grades but bad grades make you laugh. So....

*Sign:*

---

**Name:** Anuell Ratnawali
**Grade:** XII Sec V11
**Code:** 8043
**Email:** anuell.ratnawali@gmail.com
**Memories:** I never thought I end up loving this place. But at this point I think it'll never be anything. And while we were smacking, friends, we'll see will be my life long friends. Even though loud in class to doing fun, doing home work, eating will be memorable.

*Message:* The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.

*Signature*

---

**Name:** Nilkanth V11
**Section:** V11
**Code:** 8039
**Email:** nilkanth.v11@gmail.com
**Memories:** The journey from 6th to 11th was fun. In people, uncharted joy, chatting, sitting in class, learning the whole world, tracking jokes and gossips with friends and folk, and even moments spent in class is unforgettable. In the line, we'll work out with dog full of memories.

*Message:* Don't regret in choosing in present, counting future. Enjoy much and lazy

*Signature*

---

**Name:** Avinash Bhal
**Grade:** XII Sec V11
**Code:** 8036
**Email:** d.bhalavina@gmail.com
**Memories:** Being a prasadi was absolute experience itself. The journey from 6th to 11th was lit and the unforgettable memories of place & fun in the campus was awesome.

*Message:* Expect fun and if you get more you will be happy and mess mind is more effective.

*Signature*
Name: Atithya Chaudhary
Grade: XII  Sec: VII  Code no: 3004
Memories: Journey from 9 to VII
- was the best. There were good
  friends and memorable
  times worth of all and only
  my teacher, my best buddy, my
  special. The best friends I knew were
  the epic memory in Prasadi.
Message: On the one, you want to be not the
one whom wish you to be
Signature: 

Name: Surish Thapa Magar
Class: XII  Sec: VII  Code no: 3011
Email: Surish.Thapa.Magar@gmail.com
Memories: Some dear
and formular
Message: If you don't have
dreams, ask your father's
dreams and try to fulfill it...

Name: Shrijana Budhathoki
Grade: XII  Sec: VI  Code no: 3085
Email: Shrijana.Budhathoki333@gmail.com
Memories: The time spent with my friends
especially my best buddy, each and every
teacher, their way of teaching, unexplainable
moments, the picnics will always
be remembered. My high school days
were full of moments.
Message: You know set of things, don't be sad
you don't know a lot of things, don't
be disappointed in
Signature: 

Name: Arijana Budhathoki
Grade: XII  Sec: VII  Code no: 3065
Email: Arijana.Budhathoki333@gmail.com
Memories: She has given me lots of memories in
Prasadi forever. The times when me
my father was happy, the times
when my friends helped me
with the answers, the times
gone to some great best friends,
the final hours of rebellion.
I got from many things;
the most wonderful memories from the
last time of my life.
Signature: 
Name: Ashish Mahendhak
Class: XII Sec: VII Code no: 9079
Email: mahendhakashish@gmail.com

Memories: Best partner in grade XII after the rest plan changed for the second time. Going to Re-exams in XII extra classes (Physics) in XII by CT sir, in prasadi academy will be the most memorable thing and cleaning Re-exams.

Message: Sometimes things don't go as planned

Name: Shubhesh Chakhel
Grade: XII Sec: VII Code no: 8793
Email: shubheshchakhel@gmail.com

Memories: Most of the memories are not forgettable and every memory is not memorable but most of which I spent in prasadi were precious moments. From the moment where our whole class was sent out to the moment message. There is something to learn even from the mistakes you make.

Sign: Shubhesh

Name: Aruj Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: VII Code no: 8918
Email: nackykid7@gmail.com

Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi Academy.

Message: You are the artist of your own world be the best artist and choose the best role.

Name: Prabhod Cymwal
Grade: XII Sec: VII Code no: 8054
Email: prabhodcyumwal@gmail.com

Memories: Picnic was quite fun, surprise boys chatting, waiting moment for Roy’s lecture is making fun of friends.

Message: Don't miss the chance to worry with buddies.
Name: Pragya GC
Class: XII Section: VI
Code: 9047
Email: gcprazynd@gmail.com
Memories: Almost every moment in Prasadi Academy was good.
Message: If you don’t like the way you’re walking, pave a better one.
Sign: Pragya

Name: Prabhu Roka
Grade: XII Sec: VI Code: 8928
Email: prabhumokg60@gmail.com
Memories: Time spent here was good.
Message: “Live Life King Size”
Sign: Roka

Name: Jignesh Shah
Grade: XII Sec: VI
Code: 9025
Email: jignesh12@gmail.com
Memories: Moments spent in 'R' and 'W' 1, reaching college exactly at 5:30, funny words of BH and BPP sir, Prasadi always in the class, playing with friends, and the peace you get. I shall never forget the memories.
Message: If you don’t see any best moments of Prasadi, then just imagine you are closing your eyes, wake up fast.
Signature: I love Prasadi

Name: Abhinash Patel
Grade: XII Sec: VI
Code: 8824
Email: patelavinash28@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from PS to VI with unexpected bag checking, hair checking, etc. was amazing. The dialogues of BH sir and BPP sir will always remain in my mind. Friends that I made in Prasadi were so loving.
Message: Always give your best and don’t worry about the result.
Sign: Abhinash
Name: Abhinav Bora
Grade: XII
Sec: VII
Coding: 8748
Email: bora237@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment that I spent with my friends was the best memory that I got from Prasadi. Especially, picnic day was the bestest day that I will never forget in my life.

Message: The day when 21st April simply can’t be enough for you will be the day you really value Time.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Dikem Mahajan
Grade: XII
Sec: V11
Code: 8826
Email: zeke_zeke_news@gmail.com

Memories: Started Prasadi by counting the days for its bid and left.

Message: Anyone who is expert in counting was once a beginnner.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Srijan KC
Grade: XII
Sec: V11
Code: 8986
Email: srijanakc@gmail.com

Memories: My friends and teachers will always be memorable. And me, they were the ones who helped me to evolve in these past two years and even turned me into someone new. All those events that happened between us will always be engraved within my heart.

Message: Each time we struggle, let’s try to break our limits.

Signature: [Signature]

Name: Mihir Rajak
Grade: XII
Sec: V11
Code: 8674
Email: mihirthatisme@yahoo.com

Memories: The window of game that I will never forget.

Message: when you are sad, stop being sad and be awesome instead.

[Signature]
NAME: Bikesh Shrestha
CLASS: XII  SECTION: A  CODE: 2018
E-mail: bikeshbikesh@gmail.com

MEMORIES
All the memories that I have gained being PRASADI is etched inside
the inner core of my heart, which can only be renewed by my mind.

MESSAGE
If anyone laugh when I'm down better
someone I don't feel up.

Name: Bipin Rai
Grade: XII  Sec: A  Code: 2006
Email: bikeshbikesh@gmail.com

Memories: Few years have been
such a fun with it was filled with ups
and downs. I was lucky to have made
such friends and met such great teachers.
They have made a great deal of influence
in my life being here totally changed
me in a good way. It was broaden my
perspective about everything going here
with one of the best memories.

MESSAGE: I must here and
congratulated to my school, my ever unforgettable
Teacher: You have the shining moment of
your life so it is in your hand whether
you drive it towards success or
failure.

Name: Kirsh Suumya Joshi
Grade: XII  Sec: B  Code: 8801
Email: suumyasumy@gmail.com

Memories: Time spent in this academy was
good.

MESSAGE:
Don’t let an obstacle block your
goal.

Name: Dipesh Lama
Grade: XII  Sec: A  Code: 8805
Email: ydipting@gmail.com

Memories: Memory I will
remember when the milk in Prasadi
until the picnic day, the
discussion of the
dialogue of every teachers.

MESSAGE: Do your homework.
Don’t miss our picnic
day.
Name: Dipraj Patel
Grade: XII  Sec: VI  Code: 8950
Email: diprajdipraj@gmail.com
Memories: A
  pay spent in prasadi
  way memorable
Message:
  so good to all
  sign: Dipraj

Name: Sahayog Jimalina
Grade: XII  Sec: VI  Code: 8950
Email: SahayogJimalina@yahoo.com
Memories:
It was a great time being a part of the college's culture and discipline.
with different new friends and teachers who always supported and
encouraged us in every step. the moment during picnic and chatting
with friends was the most memorable of memories.
Message:
Best wishes for future. Don't give up. be happy that you tried!
sign: Sahayog

Name: Dipson Mahajan
Grade: XII  Sec: VI  Code: 8967
Email: dipsonmahajan12@gmail.com
Memories:
A year in prasadi was really
a special one, with new friends, teachers
and environment. S.H. will always be
remembered.
Message:
Don't be sad in your failure,
be happy that you tried!
sign: Dipson

Name: Semir Chandal
Class: XII  Sec: VI  Code: 8512
Roll no: 5
Email: minichandal@gmail.com
Memories:
Picnic was the memorable day,
we didn't know we were making
memories, we were just having
fun.
Message:
Beginning is always tough. Teachers
teach the rules, learners find the
way.
signature: Semir
Name: Sunshaka Bajraicharya
Grade: XII
Sec: VIIC
Code no: 8925
Email: sunshakabajraicharya@gmail.com

Memories:
Days spent in P3 & VIIC with amazing friends were very wonderful & unforgetable.
The unity of our VIIC during p3 was truly amazing.

Message:
It will always help you in diffcultaies:
sel help, calchmce, patience & decision making ability.

Sign: [Signature]

Name: Nitya Adhikari
Grade: XII
Sec: VIIC
Code no: 8924
Email: nityaadhikari2005@gmail.com

Memories:
RM girl's Ryan "I was given a homework"
Raman Sir's class was fun
Elly's enjoyment, acts & alkali are few of the unforgetable memories that had

given me.

Message: STUDY. The hadder you work the hicker you ain.
This document is true and correct.

Sign: [Signature]
Name: Prativa Bajracharya
Grade: XII, Section: V/12, Roll no.: 12
Code no.: 8658
E-mail: PrativaBajracharya85@gmail.com

Memories: Every moment I have spent in Prasadi from VI to XII was really awesome. Youngsters of VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X were very active and the ambience of the school was very lively. Unexpectedly, my Class XII was always be remembered. The family, the friends, and the teachers were always there to support us. Thank you all.

Message: It doesn't matter how slowly you go as long as you don't stop and don't miss the picnic.

Proud to be a Prasadiian

Name: Nitesh Shrestha
Grade: XII, Section: V/12, Roll no.: 12
Code no.: 8654
E-mail: ns0923547@gmail.com

Memories: Mr. Bajracharya's comedy classes, dance in picnics, chicken roast in the canteen, doing homework in class. The Three heroes of Prasadi: Bharat Pratap, Surendra Tamang, and Nitesh Shrestha. The picnics will be most memorable.

Message: Don't laugh at others' mistake. It is better to learn from others' mistakes.

Just chill and enjoy your life.

[Signature]
Name: Nayan Rai
Grade: XII
Sec: V12
Code: 2650
Email: raihuyana@gmail.com
Memories: Saying that my time in Prasadi was joy would be a lie but it was rather fun being a part of Prasadi. The memories made in Prasadi with my friends will be forever cherished.
Message: You need to accept the fact that you're not the best and have all this will to strive to be better than anyone you face.

Name: Ajit Yadav
Grade: XII
Sec: V12
Code: 8674
Email ID: ajitbhayaan1998@gmail.com
Memories: I have collected so many new experiences in Prasadi Academy. All the dialogues of teachers will definitely be missed.
Message: See great! Do great! And be great!!

Name: Sagar Shrestha
Class: XII
Sec: V11
Code: 8701
Email: shrestha.sagar.hero@gmail.com
Memories: Six circler class,
5th Ann speech,
6th Chris live,
Prasadi day, tall Dholi kirtan lots.
Picnic dance
Message: Life is short, enjoy as much as you can.
I love PRASADI

Name: Sneha Shah
Grade: XII
Sec: V12
Code: 8666
Email ID: shah_snehashadow@yahoo.com
Memories: Prasadi Academy was first when I started to become the person I am now.
Message: Wish you much joy and happiness as you begin new chapters in your life.
Signature: Sneha
**Name:** Tina Gautam  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V/12  
**Code:** 853  
**Email:** gautamteesta4520@gmail.com  
**Memoirs:**  
Really journey from '12 to '13 was awesome. Poonam, S.H. Sir and N.P. Sir were the best part. Good dance in Music, Drama, Social, and Science. Singing songs, playing dumb bazaar, unlimited laughing, and the best photo behind the camera, I still miss all of them. My every friend had a different story. All of their moments will be greatly missed and remain in my memories forever.  
**Message:**  
Enjoy each and every moment in P.A. & make it memorable for the days you will ever spend here.  
Here work has no substitution. — S.H. Sir 😊  
Proud to be a Prasadiian.  
**Sign:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Miki Lhamu Sherpa  
**Class:** XII  
**Sec:** V/12  
**Code:** 863  
**Email:** dhiklim55@gmail.com  
**Memoirs:** I had collected lots of memories from the beginning especially in XI. But overall, it was good to be a part of Prasadi Academy.  
**Message:** Always be focused and you will achieve your dream anyway.  
**Sign:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Umesh Pun Magar  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V/12  
**Code:** 863  
**Email:** umesh_pun35@gmail.com  
**Memoirs:** Each and every moment spent in Prasadi was remarkable. Poonam’s comedy classes, Poonam’s caricatures, and UMT sir’s wise will always be remembered. Being late for classes and standing in classes as a form of punishment.  
**Message:** Enjoy the every moment in your life.  
**Sign:** [Signature]

---

**Name:** Antoyga Chand Thakur  
**Grade:** XII  
**Sec:** V/12  
**Class:** 863  
**Email:** antoyga_chand@hotmail.com  
**Memoirs:** Each moment spent in Prasadi was remarkable. Poonam’s comedy classes, Poonam’s caricatures, and UMT sir’s wise will always be remembered. Being late for classes and standing in classes as a form of punishment.  
**Message:** Your hardwork, passion and devotion will always be an good example for others, wish you all the best. Good Bye!!! 😊  
**Sign:** [Signature]
Name: Dina Khatri
Grade: XII Section: V "12" Code: 8699
Email: Khatri.dina121@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from 1 to 12 was unforgettable and unforgettable moments of my life. Laughing unnecessarily, late night homework could turn into a picnic, and all the jokes we've cracked will be missed. These memories are some of the ones I will cherish forever.
Message: Keep calm and don't stress. Proud to be Prasadian.

Name: Barsha Singh
Grade: XII Sec-VI Code: 8648
Email: Barsha.singh5@gmail.com
Memories: Each and every moment spent in Prasadi Academy, SH Sir's funny jokes, Lamp Sir and GT Sir's lot of homeworks, funny moments in class, bag checking and so on.
Message: Be punctual, work harder. Have patience and always do your best.

Name: Anjali Tamang
Grade: XII Section: V "12" Code: 8802
Email: anjali данном@gmail.com
Memories: SH sir at block time, VII-III with friends playing games like badminton, homework and checking random bags. Spent happy times with friends, teachers, and students. Enjoyed many activities like bag checking and more that I will miss.
Message: Don't let one bad grade define your abilities. If a friend needs help, always be there to overcome it. Be what you dream of becoming.

Name: Krijen Moharjan
Grade: XII Sec-V "12" Code: 8696
Email: Krijen06@gmail.com
Memories: The picnic was one of the most memorable events. I am really glad that I decided to go. The random bag checking was really fascinating.
Message: Aim to be the best at whatever you are trying to do.

Sign: [Signature]
Name: Anuj Kohli
Grade: XII Sec: V12 Code: 8746
Email: anuj.kohli8746@gmail.com
Memories: From Grade 11 to 12, I had two of my best memories from my school life. The biggest achievement for me was being selected for the national team. I still remember our trip to... (signature)

Message: Enjoy these two years and make every second count. Remember souvenirs are the biggest achievement in life.

Name: Umesh Kumar Sah
Grade: XII Sec: V12 Code: 8743
Email: umeshkumar8743@gmail.com
Memories: Best thing about memories is making them. I made so many memories in Pra... (signature)

Message: Don't lose your time, don't think you're failing. Because failure is a road to success in your life. And one day... (signature)

Name: Naresh Shrestha
Grade: XII Sec: V12 Code: 8778
Email: shrestha123@gmail.com
Memories: Every memory is my best memory. I had the same problem from being Pra... (signature)

Message: Longest journey starts with a single step. When you have a dream, the condition that's open up and far away... (signature)

Name: Shreyal Dalal
Grade: XII Sec: V12 Code: 8695
Email: shreyadalal8695@gmail.com
Memories: The best thing about memories is making them. I made so many memories in Pr... (signature)

Message: Be yourself! Experience the original worth more than mimicry. (signature)
Name: Shriya Mahawatsama
Class: X11 Sec: V12 Section: 4066
Mail: Shriyamka88@gmail.com

Memories:

There are not the best but the best memories in Prasadi which has made me love more beautiful. Wild dance in picnic, playing truth & dare wrappings & doing things. My 1st chemistry class, the 1st time experience. Happy moments, smile moments, joy moments. Good moments, bad moments, laugh moments.

Gayatri Shroff

Message:

Every single moment I guess great friends and teachers made this journey really amazing. Prasadi will always be a precious memory for me.

Message:

I want to respect you & your soul because you will stay with you long through every thought and thin....

* Love and respect from B273 (2) Stay safe. Prasadi

Name: Priyanka Trivedi
Class: X11 Sec: V12 Section: 4079
Mail: Priyankatruker983@gmail.com

Memories:

Every single moment I guess great friends and teachers made this journey really amazing. Prasadi will always be a precious memory for me.

Message:

I want to respect you & your soul because you will stay with you long through every thought and thin....

* Love and respect from B273 (2) Stay safe. Prasadi

Name: Kirtan Dey
Class: X11 Sec: V12 Section: 4016
Mail: Kirtandey615@gmail.com

Memories:

Cakes and every moment spent in Prasadi is memorable. Some most memorable events like wild dance in picnic, fun with friends, inspiring teacher's speech and making fun of others.

Message:

Life is unpredictable so enjoy each and every moment or life. Always believe upon yourself.

With love,
Kirtan
Name: Akshat Chauhan
Grade: XII
Email: akshatchauhan123@gmail.com
Message: The name given to me by RL Ji “Chhunny” was the least love towards me by the teacher. Many a time I'm unforfeitable to him.

Message: Don't compare your life with others... you have no idea what they have been through...

Sign: Akshat

Name: Abhishek Chauhan
Class: XII
Email: AbhishekChauhan6@gmail.com
Message: The time spent with friends was awesome. Some of them will forever remain in my mind. Wild dance at picnic, sometimes with friends, doing pranks, for late night are memorable moments.

Message: Don't let your past blacken your present to ruin your beautiful future.

Sign: Abhishek

Name: Abhineet Bahara
Grade: XII
Email: Abhineet Bahara@gmail.com
Message: All the friends and teachers are unforgettable. They are really charming and really friendly, I won't forget the speech and classes of my teachers.

Message: Focus on present time. Don't worry about past and take care about future what you do today matters!!!

Sign: Abhineet

Name: Bishocharan Pokharel
Class: XII
Email: BishocharanPokharel664@gmail.com
Message: Unpredictable holidays, Saturday classes aren't a forgotten.

Message: Impossible without working hard.

Sign: Bishocharan
Name: Runit Mahajan
Grade: XII
Sec: V13
Code No: 8788
Email: RunitMahajan@hotmail.com
Memories:
Memories are the most precious thing in our life. They make our life special. The memories of my school days are the ones I value the most. The times spent with my friends and teachers have been the most memorable. I will cherish these memories forever.
Message: Portray your life as a story which everybody would remember and appreciate forever.

Name: Nima Bhujel
Grade: XII
Sec: V13
Code No: 8776
Email: bhujelnima55@gmail.com
Memories:
All the moments spent in Prasadi are precious. I will miss the amazing classes by Sreekumar Sir, Pal Srikishor Sir, and the fantastic teachers. The time I spent with my friends in picnics was the most memorable. I am proud to be a Prasadi alumni.
Message: You’ll enjoy your two-year journey in Prasadi. If you follow all the rules and regulations laid down by Prasadi, sign-up.

Name: Bina Suthar
Grade: XII
Sec: V13
Code No: 8714
Email: bina.suthar@gmail.com
Memories:
Every moment spent here was so special. The love and support from my friends and teachers made my school days the most memorable. I am proud to be a Prasadi alumni.
Message: Don’t let other people define who you are.

Name: Saunak Shah
Grade: XII
Sec: V13
Code No: 8719
Email: saunaks@gmail.com
Memories:
Forgetting and remembering are the two sides of life. I will cherish all the memories that I made in Prasadi. I am proud to be a Prasadi alumni.
Message: You’ve been amazing, and we’ll always support you. Don’t change who you are.
Name: Anisha Bhandari
Grade: XI
Sec: V/13
Code: 8768
Email: me.anishabhandari@gmail.com

Memories:
The journey of SHAREDO from 225 to V13 was such a ride that made it worth
wishing to ride on. Those laughter, memories, tales and tales anew will be remembered
even after our separation. singing at Vatapen’s song in picnic was fun.

Message: No one can alive the bright, short
hours from within.
Name: Sashi Shekhar Basnet
Grade: XII, Section: V12, Code: 8750
Email: avogadogиру�@gmail.com
Memories:
   I'll keep this bit to myself.
Message: "All that glitters is not gold. Your tenure in Prasadi may not seem shiny, but it will be pure gold.

Name: Ritu Mahajan
Grade: XII, Section: V12, Code: 8750
Email: ritumahajan202@gmail.com
Memories:
   My journey from P5 to V12 was full of enjoyable, inspiring and memorable. Especially, P5 was really awesome!!!
   Unexpected joy checking, book checking, funny Jeevan Sir, Petrified Sir, and dialogue of Ray Sir are unforgettable.
Message: Learn from yesterday, live for today and hope for tomorrow. The important thing is not to stop questioning.
Signature: Ray Sir

Name: Utkarsh Kumar Mandal
Grade: XII, Section: V12, Code: 8750
Email: utkarmandal123@gmail.com
Memories:
   Both and I very much enjoyed in Prasadi. From section P5 to V12 was awesome. Dance in P5 and Ray Sir Jokes were awesome. Unexpected joy checking and all those unforgettable moments in class.
Message: Don't give up today, cause beautiful tomorrow is waiting for U.
Signature: Prasadi

Name: Arkit Ray
Grade: XII, Section: V12, Code: 8799
Email: ankitray023@gmail.com
Memories: Classes of KB Sir, SH Sir, Ray Sir, ABD Sir,... And each day in P5 and V12 was packed with excitement and something new.
Message: Imagination is greater than education. (E=m2)
Signature: Arkit
Name: Rashika Girjwarkar  
Grade: XII  
Code No.: 213  
Email: girjwarkar2003@gmail.com

Memories: Time in Prasadi from 'P4 to VI' has been amazing. I've created lots of memories from the classes and friends. Teachings and lessons are priceless and special to me. Annuals, festivals, exams, camping, camp holidays, tests, picnics, everything will be missed badly.
Message: "Be confident, boy! I am sure you can do it. And remember: 'Your limit is only your imagination!"  
Signature: Rashika

Name: Prachi Thakur  
Class: XII  
Code No.: 214  
Email: prachi201895@gmail.com

Memories: Every moment spent in Prasadi is a memorable one. The jokes of P4-6, our wild dance in picnics, the sleepless nights before submission of homework, the day, the five hours of extra class, the late submission of homework, the morning classes of grade 8, the friends that I met in P4, are the sweetest memories.
Message: "Stay positive, believe in yourself and never compare yourself with others. I'm proud to be a Prasadian! "  
Signature: Prachi
**Name:** Shriji Garg
**Grade:** XII Sec: VIb code: 323
**Email:**
**Memories:**
- Unpredictable bag cheetings
- Picnic

**Message:** Just chill and wait for Grade XII.

---

**Name:** Swati Kataria
**Grade:** XII Sec: VIb code: 319 318
**Email:** swati.kataria@gmail.com
**Memories:** Some memories are better unheld. I will miss everything and everyday I spent here.

**Message:** Don't make people and dancing with everyone. If you please add a repeat shopping too.

**Signatures:** Shweta

---

**Name:** Diwa Shree Mahajan
**Grade:** XII Sec: VIb code: 8787
**Memories:** Though these two years has been a rollercoaster ride, it ended just in a blink of an eye. It feels like yesterday! I can't have known to meet but as I leave, I am taking a bucket full of memories and friends who will always hold my heart. I have become stronger than I have ever been before. Unbelievably, I'll surely miss coming to this place and its turf, but yes life goes on!!

**Message:** Be the reason someone believes in the goodness of people.

**One Day These Years Will Make You A Legend.**

---

**Name:** Rahul Rai
**Grade:** XII Sec: VIb code: 8712
**Email:** rahulrai.2012@gmail.com
**Memories:** Classes of KBP Sir, Jokes of Junior C2-H, NPY. Times spent with my friends of P2 and V2.

**Message:** Though no one can go back and make a new start, anyone can start from now and make a brand new printing.
Name: Ojaswi Shrestha
Grade: XII  
Sec: V/A  
Code No: 8760
email: Ojaswic@yahoo.com

Memories:
Each and every moment in Prasadi is precious and memorable. Tour, picnic, laughing with those crazy friends, unexpected bag checking and all.

Message:
Life the moment to the fullest, you won't get it back.
Sign: Ojaswi

Name: Rohit Yadav
Grade: XII V/A  
Code: 8276
Email: Rohityadav@gmail.com

Memories: Take a challenge and be a success in life, and proud to be in position.

Message: Labour hard, try to work on time.
Sign: Rohit

Name: Kiran Singh
Class: XII  
Sec: V/A  
Code: 8752
Email: kiran142@gmail.com

Memories: The journey from P to A was very fruitful.
All those goose were tough and brought many valuable lessons.

Message: - Live the present & let the future be beautiful. It's not the end of the world, it's the best we've yet to come.
Sign: Kiran
Name: Bhuvnesh Yadav  
Class: X  Sec: V1  Code: 8708  
Email: bhuvneshyadav18@gmail.com  
Memories: Every moment with you was special. You are my best friend and my favorite teacher. I will never forget our times together.

Message: "Life is too short to be anything but happy." - Albert Camus

---

Name: Ankit Yadav  
Class: XII  Sec: V13  Code: 8717  
Email: yadav.ankit90@gmail.com  
Memories: The memories of being in Class XII with you will always be cherished. The times we spent together were the best.

Message: "Life is never fair, but it’s fair for everyone." - Unknown

---

Name: Shuvam Mahat  
Class: XII  Section: V12  Code: 8702  
Email: shuvam.mahat.2@gmail.com  
Memories: The journey from Day 1 to V12 was a memorable one. Every moment with you was special. I will never forget the fun times we had together.

Message: "Life is too short to waste time on hate and fear. You have to have the courage to follow your heart." - Unknown

---

Name: Adhitya Ghadka  
Class: XII  Sec: V13  Code: 8812  
Email: mnamikaze.056@gmail.com  
Memories: Section changed twice a year due to overloaded memories made in grade 11 and 12. V13 was grade 12, made my 2 years unforgettable.

Message: "You are the artist of your life. Stop giving the paintbrush to others." - Unknown

---
Name: Swastika Thapa
Class: XII Sec: Vl3 Code: 8704
Email: thapaswastika.11@gmail.com

Memories: Precious years as a Prasadiian, journey from fly to fly. Those struggles, those fights, those smiles, those tears, those memories that now can’t be unremembered.
Message: Remember quotes won’t work unless you do.

Name: Manjula Khadka
Grade: XII Sec: Vl3 Code: 8809
Email: manjulakhadka.2@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from class IX to class XII was memorable. Short jokes of Shrivats, Shanker sir, Monthly tests, Final exams and the final 2 years of school. Why are not 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th not in your memory? Prasadi will be missed
Message: Don’t remain silent. Be talkative in class with friends as well as teacher, then only you’ll remain in others memories.

Name: Romika Chaudhary
Grade: XII Sec: Vl3 Code: 8705
Email: romikachaudhary1@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from class IX to class XII was amazing and precious. I never knew I would have such a great time in Prasadi but eventually these days here come to be the best days in my life. I’ll always remember Prasadi and each other.
Message: Good things take time. Don’t panic in XII, you will have great time in XII.

Name: Rajesh Rai
Grade: XII Sec: Vl3 Code: 8711
Email: rajeshhanu.ward30@gmail.com
Memories: The journey from class IX to class XII was one hell of a ride. Every moment in the Prasadi was memorable like making friends, talking, eating with them, telling jokes and wild dance in prasadi.
Message: Enjoy your every moment in Prasadi so you will remember in old days.
Name: Madan Kumar

Grade: XII, Sec: V12, Code: 8761
Email: madan246@gmail.com

Memories: Every moment spent in school is a chapter written in life.

Message: "You can't make a rainbow without a little rain. At the end of storm there's a golden sky." - Prasadi 2076

---

Name: Shivam Kumar

Grade: XII, Sec: V12, Code: 8764
Email: shivam246@gmail.com

Memories: All the moments spent in school are memorable.

Message: "Try to be the greatest person ever born on this planet."

---

Name: Peshal Kumar Shah

Grade: XII, Sec: V12, Code: 8792
Email: peshal246@gmail.com

Memories: Each and every moment in Class P1 and V17 have been a great memory. The best and wildest days in P17, memorable friends, homework, and the care of teachers are unforgettable.

Message: "Try not to become man of substitute, but rather try to become man of value."

---

Name: Kritika Sah

Grade: XII, Sec: V12, Code: 8749
Email: kritika246@gmail.com

Memories: All those time spent in (P1) and (V12) is precious and memorable.

Message: "You are super clever, amazing talented, go get em!"
Name: Reena Shrestha  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V13  
Code no: 8778  
Email: reena.shrestha2002@gmail.com  
Memories: From morning shift (3) to day shift (1), it had been an incredible journey. A journey of endless talks, surprise bags, and seat-plan switching, a journey to bhataura and weird dance in picnic.

Message: Focus on where you want to go, not on what you fear.  

PRASADIAN

Name: Sudha Sigdel  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V13  
Code no: 8755  
Email: sudha.sigdel77@gmail.com  
Memories: From morning shift (3) to day shift (1), it had been an incredible journey. A journey of endless talks, surprise bags, and seat-plan switching, a journey to bhataura and weird dance in picnic.

Message: Focus on where you want to go, not on what you fear.  

PRASADIAN

Name: Bishal Khadka  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V13  
Code no: 8715  
Email: bishal.khadka.2000@gmail.com  
Memories: Precious 2 years journey of my life in prasadi was truly memorable and great. Everything was so organized to help me in my studies with great love and warmth. Friends were more like family members to me.

I enjoyed a lot in the picnic. My journey in prasadi will always be remembered. I appreciate the time, love, and help.

Message: Fix your goals, your dream. You think its hard, “Work hard.” In all that there is profit, but more talk leads to uns success. Everyone has some day. The successful people do it other wise. It takes time. Don’t stop when you are tired; stop when it's done.

Name: Anisha Subedi  
Grade: XII  
Sec: V13  
Code no: 8721  
Memories: Picnic will always remain the best day spent in prasadi. The classes by 5:30 PM, Rules here never stops you from making memories. Just chill and wait for the lazy morning and late night sign. It pays off!
**Name:** Rahul Shukla  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V13  
**Code:** 8783  
**Email:** rshukla123@gmail.com  

**Memories:**  
In Prasadi, Day 1 was a surprise and a beginning and class 11 the most beautiful part of my life. Every moment in class, the break-time and THE Thailand Tour will remain in my heart forever.  
**Message:** Live everyday as your last coz tomorrow won’t be as beautiful as you are.

---

**Name:** Subhajit Mohanty  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V13  
**Code:** 1741  
**Email:** subhajit.mohanty@gmail.com  

**Memories:** The most important people in my life are my friends. I love that we’re together and the fun we had together. I hope we will remain in touch.

**Message:** ‘Life is a journey of success and failure’ so keep moving forward.

---

**Name:** Pruthvi Choudhary  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V13  
**Code:** 8741  
**Email:** pruthvi.choudhary123@gmail.com  

**Memories:** The most impressive thing about Prasadi is the way we all stuck together. We all made scars that will remain for a lifetime.

**Message:** Live life to the fullest and do whatever you want to do. You are the only one who can live your life the way you want to.

---

**Name:** Simran Panthi  
**Grade:** XII  
**Section:** V13  
**Code:** 8750  
**Email:** simranpanthi2@gmail.com  

**Memories:** Unexpected book and long chess game, running towards the canteen, multiplying hours of the teachers...

**Message:** Bundles of memories I’ll carry forever.  
**Sign:** Simran
Name: Anish Raut  
Class: XII  
Sec: V/3  
Code: 3029  
Email: vaunish007@gmail.com

Memories: From 1 to V/3, it was an amazing ride filled with unexpected events, jokes of Sir Ansh and many more.

Message: Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise.

---

Name: Anishkar Punthri  
Class: XII  
Sec: VI/3  
Code: 3766  
Email: pumpthri94@gmail.com

Memories: These two years in Prasadi was wonderful. The memory of the 1st month of V/3 was great as I got to meet a lot of new people. A huge thank you to Sir for being there for me.

Message: You are like a guitar string. If you miss one note, you’ll mess up the whole song.

---

Name: Bibek Basola  
Class: XII  
Sec: V/2  
Code: 8703  
Email: bibek.basola26@gmail.com

Memories: Fun with friends, laughter, stupid things, getting scolded, our guff in Chauhan, and Sir’s jokes.

Message: Enjoy your life who knows what will happen next.

---

Name: Saifan Patel  
Class: XII  
Sec: V/3  
Code: 8746  
Email: msajianpatel@gmail.com

Memories: Journey from A to V/3 was full of excitement. It was quite fun while making fun of others. Unexpected bag checking, skipping 2nd period, fun of presentation in both Nepali and English was fabulous.

Message: Never let your memories be a dream, make it a reality.

Sign: [Signature]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Shrawan 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Pramesh Sah Sec.  N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Drishtya Man Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Prateek Gaire Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashwini Karki Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prativa Majhi Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Diki Lhamu Sherpa Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Diwa Shree Maharjan Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Anukriti Acharya Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Shreyaa Timilsina Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Samik Bhattrari Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Prince Panta Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Barsha Dangi Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Riya Jaiswal Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Bhadra 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Rajju Shrestha Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Drishtya Man Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Medisha Shaktya Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sasmita Sunuwar Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Ravi Kumar Thakur Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shrishta Bishwakarma Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Shreyaa Upadhyaya Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Shivam Kumar Yadav Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Bigyan Khadka Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inesh Khanal Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Pujan Jungam Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Krishna Lal Das Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Pukar Regmi Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Ashoj 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Bajianti Kunwar Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Riya Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Smarika Khadgi Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sandesh Rai Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Jeevan Acharya Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Kriti Shakya Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Diwa Shree Maharjan Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Shilbanti Maharjan Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ankit Ray Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bikram Sah Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Amisha Khanal Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Supriya Shrestha Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Md. Afat Bablaal Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Kartik 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Neeta Niroula Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Sanjana Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ranjit Thapa Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Kabir Kumar Sah Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Nausad Alam Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Purnima Tamang Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rabin Yadav Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nishar Arjyal Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Avishek K.C. Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Jeshika Yadav Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Pujan Jungam Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Samikshya Adhikari Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Riya Jaiswal Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Falgun 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Neeta Niroula Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Riya Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashwini Karki Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Asmita Joshi Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shrishta Bishwakarma Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Diwa Shree Maharjan Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dina Khatri Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Avishek K.C. Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bikram Sah Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kripa Shrestha Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Himal K.C. Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI, Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prateek Gaire (8477) 77.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shrishta Bishwakarma (8450) 77.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan (8446) 75.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 75.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Riya Shrestha (8516) 74.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deepsika Bajracharya (8558) 73.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Saru Tamang (8707) 72.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Shreyaa Shrestha (8543) 70.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Bajianti Kunwor (8542) 70.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Mahip Bajracharya (8521) 70.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Neeta Niroula Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Riya Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashwini Karki Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'Student of the Month' winner from Falgun 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Neeta Niroula Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Riya Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashwini Karki Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Asmita Joshi Sec. P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shrishta Bishwakarma Sec. P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Diwa Shree Maharjan Sec. P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Dina Khatri Sec. P4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Avishek K.C. Sec. P5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Bikram Sah Sec. R1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kripa Shrestha Sec. R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Himal K.C. Sec. R3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. R4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2074</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI, Management</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prateek Gaire (8477) 77.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shrishta Bishwakarma (8450) 77.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan (8446) 75.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 75.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Riya Shrestha (8516) 74.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Deepsika Bajracharya (8558) 73.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Saru Tamang (8707) 72.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Shreyaa Shrestha (8543) 70.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Bajianti Kunwor (8542) 70.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Mahip Bajracharya (8521) 70.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade XI Science</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Neeta Niroula Sec. N8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Riya Shrestha Sec. N9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Anup Maharjan Sec. N10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashwini Karki Sec. N11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Grade XI Science

#### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2074

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Jaiswal</td>
<td>89.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Avishek KC.</td>
<td>87.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sanim Kumar Khatri</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi</td>
<td>82.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hiral K.C.</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rahul Shukya</td>
<td>80.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya</td>
<td>80.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prince Panta</td>
<td>80.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Umesh Pant</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Toppers Name From Grade XI in Physics Numerical Test-I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Raj XI P2</td>
<td>89.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Darshan Khadka XI P2</td>
<td>89.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal XI P5</td>
<td>89.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya XI P1</td>
<td>89.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abishkar Panthi XI P3</td>
<td>89.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shweta Shree XI P5</td>
<td>88.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi XI P2</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hukum Rawal XI R3</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shobhit Raj Joshi XI R4</td>
<td>88.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ravi Kumar Sah XI S4</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Grade XI Management

#### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2074

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Jaiswal</td>
<td>88.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Avishek KC.</td>
<td>87.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sanim Kumar Khatri</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi</td>
<td>82.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hiral K.C.</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rahul Shukya</td>
<td>80.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya</td>
<td>80.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prince Panta</td>
<td>80.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Umesh Pant</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Toppers Name From Grade XI in Physics Numerical Test-II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Raj XI P2</td>
<td>89.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Darshan Khadka XI P2</td>
<td>89.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal XI P5</td>
<td>89.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya XI P1</td>
<td>89.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abishkar Panthi XI P3</td>
<td>89.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shweta Shree XI P5</td>
<td>88.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi XI P2</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hukum Rawal XI R3</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shobhit Raj Joshi XI R4</td>
<td>88.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ravi Kumar Sah XI S4</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Grade XI Science

#### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2074

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Jaiswal</td>
<td>89.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Avishek KC.</td>
<td>87.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sanim Kumar Khatri</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi</td>
<td>82.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hiral K.C.</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rahul Shukya</td>
<td>80.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya</td>
<td>80.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prince Panta</td>
<td>80.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Umesh Pant</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Toppers Name From Grade XI in Physics Numerical Test-I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Raj XI P2</td>
<td>89.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Darshan Khadka XI P2</td>
<td>89.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal XI P5</td>
<td>89.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya XI P1</td>
<td>89.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abishkar Panthi XI P3</td>
<td>89.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shweta Shree XI P5</td>
<td>88.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi XI P2</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hukum Rawal XI R3</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shobhit Raj Joshi XI R4</td>
<td>88.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ravi Kumar Sah XI S4</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Grade XI Management

#### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2074

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Jaiswal</td>
<td>89.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Avishek KC.</td>
<td>87.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sanim Kumar Khatri</td>
<td>85.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi</td>
<td>82.12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hiral K.C.</td>
<td>81.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Rahul Shukya</td>
<td>80.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya</td>
<td>80.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Prince Panta</td>
<td>80.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Umesh Pant</td>
<td>80.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Toppers Name From Grade XI in Physics Numerical Test-II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Riya Raj XI P2</td>
<td>89.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Darshan Khadka XI P2</td>
<td>89.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Shashwot Mani Risal XI P5</td>
<td>89.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jeevan Acharya XI P1</td>
<td>89.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Abishkar Panthi XI P3</td>
<td>89.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Shweta Shree XI P5</td>
<td>88.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Asmita Joshi XI P2</td>
<td>88.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hukum Rawal XI R3</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Shobhit Raj Joshi XI R4</td>
<td>88.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ravi Kumar Sah XI S4</td>
<td>88.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
‘Student of the Month’ winner from Asar 2075

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Bipinchandra Shrestha Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Pramesh Sah Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Shrawan 2075

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Prateek Gaire Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Pramesh Sah Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Magh 2075

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Bipul Shrestha Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Riya Shrestha Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Falgun 2075 B.S.

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Rajju Shrestha Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Riya Shrestha Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Asoj 2075

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Prateek Gaire Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Riya Shrestha Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Kartik

Grade XII Management
1. Karuna Tamang Sec. T4
2. Bipul Shrestha Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Pramesh Sah Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Asmita Joshi Sec. V5
2. Himanshu Jha Sec. V6
3. Saumya Singh Sec. V7
4. Inesh Khanal Sec. V7
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Mangsir

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Anup Maharjan Sec. T5
3. Ashish Lal Singh Sec. T7
4. Pramesh Sah Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Falgun 2075 B.S.

Grade XII Management
1. Smarika Khadgi Sec. T4
2. Rajju Shrestha Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Riya Shrestha Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

‘Student of the Month’ winner from Poush

Grade XII Management
1. Ranjit Thapa Sec. T4
2. Prateek Gaire Sec. T5
3. Ritika Amatya Sec. T12
4. Riya Shrestha Sec. T13

Grade XII Science
1. Riya Jaiswal Sec. V5
2. Manish Gupta Sec. V6
3. Nischal Pokhrel Sec. V7
4. Jeevan Acharya Sec. V8
5. Prince Panta Sec. V9
6. Avishek K.C. Sec. V10
7. Sanim Kumar Khatri Sec. V11
8. Dipesh Lama Sec. V13

Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2075

Grade XII Management
1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.40%
2. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 82.00%
3. Drishya Man Shrestha (8463) 81.40%
4. Prateek Gaire (8477) 80.40%
5. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 79.20%
6. Pramesh Sah (8527) 79.20%
7. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 78.20%
8. Md. Aashik Husain (8477) 78.20%
9. Dipesh Lama (8450) 75.80%
10. Shreya Pradhan (8450) 75.80%
### Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Science

1. Kripa Shrestha (8951) 85.33%
2. Shrey Upadhyaya (9013) 85.11%
3. Prince Panta (8887) 84.44%
4. Avinaya Dahal (9048) 84.00%
5. Hiral K.C. (9049) 83.78%
6. Rahul Shakya (8783) 83.29%
7. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
8. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
9. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
10. Diki Lhamu Sherpa (8697) 81.65%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Management

1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.60%
2. Pramesh Sah (8527) 84.80%
3. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 82.80%
4. Drishya Man Shrestha (9843) 81.20%
5. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 79.80%
6. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 78.00%
7. Prateek Gaire (8477) 78.00%
8. Sabrina Shrestha (8560) 77.60%
9. Bipul Shrestha (8471) 76.20%
10. Injum Angdembe (8636) 75.60%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Science

1. Kripa Shrestha (8951) 85.33%
2. Shrey Upadhyaya (9013) 85.11%
3. Prince Panta (8887) 84.44%
4. Avinaya Dahal (9048) 84.00%
5. Hiral K.C. (9049) 83.78%
6. Rahul Shakya (8783) 83.29%
7. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
8. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
9. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
10. Diki Lhamu Sherpa (8697) 81.65%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Management

1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.60%
2. Pramesh Sah (8527) 84.80%
3. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 82.80%
4. Drishya Man Shrestha (9843) 81.20%
5. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 79.80%
6. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 78.00%
7. Prateek Gaire (8477) 78.00%
8. Sabrina Shrestha (8560) 77.60%
9. Bipul Shrestha (8471) 76.20%
10. Injum Angdembe (8636) 75.60%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Send Up Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Science

1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.60%
2. Pramesh Sah (8527) 84.80%
3. Prateek Gaire (8477) 81.80%
4. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 80.40%
5. Bipul Shrestha (8471) 78.80%
6. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 78.00%
7. Drishya Man Shrestha (8463) 78.00%
8. Md. Aashik Husain (8484) 76.80%
9. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 75.60%
10. Saru Tamang (8707) 75.40%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Send Up Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Management

1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.60%
2. Pramesh Sah (8527) 84.80%
3. Prateek Gaire (8477) 81.80%
4. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 80.40%
5. Bipul Shrestha (8471) 78.80%
6. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 78.00%
7. Drishya Man Shrestha (8463) 78.00%
8. Md. Aashik Husain (8484) 76.80%
9. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 75.60%
10. Saru Tamang (8707) 75.40%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Science

1. Kripa Shrestha (8951) 85.33%
2. Shrey Upadhyaya (9013) 85.11%
3. Prince Panta (8887) 84.44%
4. Avinaya Dahal (9048) 84.00%
5. Hiral K.C. (9049) 83.78%
6. Rahul Shakya (8783) 83.29%
7. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
8. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
9. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
10. Diki Lhamu Sherpa (8697) 81.65%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Terminal Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Management

1. Riya Shrestha (8516) 85.60%
2. Pramesh Sah (8527) 84.80%
3. Ranjit Thapa (8827) 82.80%
4. Drishya Man Shrestha (8463) 81.20%
5. Smarika Khadgi (8450) 79.80%
6. Rajju Shrestha (8456) 78.00%
7. Prateek Gaire (8477) 78.00%
8. Sabrina Shrestha (8560) 77.60%
9. Bipul Shrestha (8471) 76.20%
10. Injum Angdembe (8636) 75.60%

### Top Ten Rank Position of Pre Board Examination 2075

#### Grade XII Science

1. Kripa Shrestha (8951) 85.33%
2. Shrey Upadhyaya (9013) 85.11%
3. Prince Panta (8887) 84.44%
4. Avinaya Dahal (9048) 84.00%
5. Hiral K.C. (9049) 83.78%
6. Rahul Shakya (8783) 83.29%
7. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
8. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
9. Shrestha Biswakarma (8868) 82.12%
10. Diki Lhamu Sherpa (8697) 81.65%
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Perfect Attendance Certificate Winner From Grade XII Science(100% Attendance) / Batch 2075

1. Jaydeep Dhakal Code 8844  
2. Kriti Shrestha Code 8792  
3. Shreesha Acharya Code 8789  
4. Indrani Sah Code 8818  
5. Uma Thapa Magar Code 8858  
6. Rabin Yadav Code 8797  
7. Rahul Rai Code 8712  
8. Shobha Yadav Code 8708  
9. Simran Panthi Code 8750  
10. Anjali Shah Code 8703  
11. Anisha Bhandari Code 8768  
12. Dhirendra Bohara Code 8816  
13. Ronit Maharjan Code 8788  
14. Evangelina Bal Code 8566  
15. Lilika Maharjan Code 8644  
16. Dikshya Pandit Code 8867  
17. Bigyan Khadka Code 8729  
18. Pragya Thakur Code 8677  
19. Cinderella Basnet Code 8875  
20. Kripa Shrestha Code 8951  
21. Hukum Rawal Code 8877  
22. Yubaraj Khadka Code 8835  
23. Sandesh Timalsina Code 9041  
24. Sweta Yadav Code 9036  
25. Prativa Joshi Code 9115  
26. Rajaram Kariki Code 9028  
27. Rohit Yadav Code 9101  
28. Barsha Dangi Code 9059  
29. Jeshika Yadav Code 9086  
30. Shreejana Khadka Code 9007

31. Indira Nepal Code 8993  
32. Dipma Pandey Code 8957  
33. Supriya Shrestha Code 8980  
34. Nischal Pokhrel Code 8988  
35. Saumya Singh Code 9005  
36. Nikita Gyawali Code 8881  
37. Seemon Thapa Code 8931  
38. Sujeet Kumar Yadav Code 8877  
39. Aman Shah Code 8895  
40. Aswani Kumar Rajak Code 8907  
41. Ujjwal Shah Code 8944  
42. Prakriti Mahaseth Code 9077  
43. Rashu Shrestha Code 8872  
44. Sudhesha Shrestha Code 8770  
45. Kriti Shayka Code 8775  
46. Asim K.C. Code 8709  
47. Abhijeet Thakur Code 8669  
48. Amaranch Mahato Code 8690  
49. Subhangi Das Code 8646  
50. Sachin Karki Code 8924  
51. Suresh Thapa Magar Code 8914  
52. Abhinash Patel Code 8824  
53. Sahayog Timalsina Code 9018  
54. Anoj Shrestha Code 8986

Award and Certificate Distribution For Grade XII Management from 2074-2076 Batch
Outstanding Student Award

Pramesh Sah Code 8527

General Proficiency
1. Pramesh Sah Code 8527  
2. Ranjit Thapa Code 8827  
3. Prateek Gaire Code 8477  
4. Baijanti Kunwor Code 8542  
5. Asim K.C. Code 8709  
6. Suresh Thapa Magar Code 8914  
7. Madhav Thapa Magar Code 8914  
8. Sudesh Shrestha Code 8770  
9. Anup Maharjan Code 8446  
10. Pramesh Sah Code 8527  
11. Jeevan Acharya Code 8725  
12. Shaswat Mani Risal Code 8896  
13. Amarnath Mahato Code 8690  
14. Shriwusha Shrestha Code 8686  
15. Asmita Joshi Code 8825  
16. Prince Panta Code 8887  
17. Manish Gupta Code 8857  
18. Asmita Joshi Code 8825  
19. Shrisha Bishwakarma Code 8686  
20. Rahul Jha Code 8797

General Improvement
1. Darshan Khadka Code 8664  
2. Barsha Dangi Code 9059  
3. Nischal Pokharel Code 8988  
4. Md. Aftab Aalam Code 9046

Dharma Scholarship (Toppers in Grade XI Science from NEB from Prasadi)

1. Jeevan Acharya Code 8725  
2. Asmita Joshi Code 8825  
3. Rahul Jha Code 8896

PRASADI TOPPERS NAME LIST FROM GRADE XI (2074-075 Batch) BOARD EXAMINATION, NEB, SANOTHIMI, BHAKTAPUR

Result from Grade XI Science, NEB

1. Asmita Joshi GPA 3.93  
2. Jeevan Acharya GPA 3.93  
3. Rahul Jha GPA 3.93

Result from Grade XI Management, NEB

1. Ranjit Thapa GPA 3.68  
2. Baijanti Kunwor GPA 3.68  
3. Pratik Gaire GPA 3.68
CONGRATULATION TOP SCORER !!!

Congratulation to Bishal Mandal for an exceptional performance in IOM and KU MBBS Entrance Exam 2019.

We are really proud of you and wish you all the best.

1st Rank for MBBS
IOM Entrance 2019
KU Entrance 2019
Bishal Mandal
(Prasadi Code: 8433)

Prasadi Academy
Family
MESSAGE FROM THE SCHOOL CHIEF

I am delighted to share that Prasadi Academy is one of the leading educational institution in Nepal which has catered 21 years of education par excellence at its disposal till the date. I believe that a nation gets its recognition in the international forum only by creating an academic foundation for social, cultural, scientific, economic and technological development. The Academy always aims at establishing bench marks in academic excellence and holistic grooming to help our students to meet the career challenges in the increasingly globalized economic conditions.

In addition, Prasadi Academy inculcates the development in all facets of students’ life for that it is committed to foster in its students, the pursuits of individual excellence and participate in full range of creative works. In that connection, I’m very glad to see our students’ enthusiasm in publishing “Prasadi Souvenir 2076”. It is a collection of literary piece, poems, articles, essays, travel accounts etc. of the students which I believe, it not only increases creativity of students but also broadens expression power which may evolve them as all-rounder.

I acknowledge the students, parents, teaching and non-teaching staff and society in general as our stake holders for their continuous support in taking this institution to greater heights. I always wish for their continuous cooperation in the days to come. On this occasion, I would like to assure you all for the quality education to address the demand of the society in the future.

I am extremely pleased and offer special thanks to the faculties and students for bringing out this souvenir in its final form. It will undoubtedly strengthen the relationship between concerned members of the academy and all.

I wish you all with a great future.

Thank you.

Bikram Rai
Chief